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Opp again rakes up EVM issue Modi: Won’t let J&K
To move SC to seek verification of 50% of votes by paper trails

Says 3 generations
of 2 families have
squeezed out
resources of J&K

PNS n NEW DELHI

everal Opposition parties
led by Telugu Desam Party
(TDP) on Sunday said they will
move the Supreme Court again
to demand verification of at
least 50 per cent of votes by
paper trail since credibility of
EVMs are still doubted.
Opposition parties, including the Congress, Telugu
Desam
Party
(TDP),
Samajwadi Party, CPI and
CPI(M) came together to highlight the issue of transparency
in the election process and protection of voter rights with a
call to “save democracy”.
The ruling dispensation
BJP, however, termed the
Opposition parties meeting an
exercise “to find excuses for
their impending massive
defeat” in the Lok Sabha polls.
The party said Opposition
alliance is a misnomer because
most of them are fighting elections separately. Opposition
parties, including the Congress,
have been demanding that all
votes polled through EVMs be
verified with at least 50 per cent
voter verifiable paper audit
trail (VVPATs).
A VVPAT is intended as an
independent verification system for voting machines
designed to allow voters to verify that their vote was cast correctly and will help detect any
possible election fraud or malfunction of EVMs.
Congress leaders and
senior advocates Kapil Sibal and
Abhishek Singhvi said

S

CAPSULE
JET PILOTS BODY DEFERS
‘NO FLYING' DECISION
Mumbai: Jet Airways pilots body,
the National Aviator's Guild
(NAG), on Sunday deferred its
“no flying” call to a later date,
particularly when the
management is scheduled to
meet the lenders on Monday.

ARMY OFFICER FALLS INTO
KUPWARA GORGE, DIES
Srinagar: Army officer Major
Vikas Singh died after falling into
a gorge near the Line of Control
(LoC) in Machhil sector in
Kupwara district of Jammu &
Kashmir, the Army said on
Sunday.

MODI SUPPORTER DIES
AFTER ASSAULT
Thanjavur: A 75-year-old supporter
of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
died after he was allegedly attacked
by a suspected supporter of the
DMK-Congress alliance following a
wordy duel near here, police said
on Sunday. Police said they
arrested accused and have initiated
probe into the incident.

TIGER FOUND DEAD IN
DUDHWA RESERVE
Lakhimpur Kheri: A 10-year old
male tiger was found dead in the
Dudhwa range of Dudhwa Tiger
Reserve (DTR) on Sunday. “The
dead tiger had serious puncture
wounds on its head, one of its
eyes was completely damaged
and the claws were injured.

MOHIT KANDHARI n KATHUA

aunching a “blistering”
L
attack on the dynastic rulers
of Jammu & Kashmir, Prime

Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu with Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal, senior Congress leaders Kapil Sibal, Abhishek Manu Singhvi and others
during Opposition leaders meeting in New Delhi on Sunday
Ranjan Dimri | Pioneer

Opposition parties will
approach the SC seeking direction to the EC for counting of
at least 50 per cent of the
VVPAT slips with the EVMs in
every Assembly segment. “If the
EC will ignore this issue then
we will take other measures. We
will not sit quietly. We will
approach the SC,” said Sibal.
Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister and TDP supremo N
Chandrababu Naidu, a key
interlocutor of the Opposition,
said EVMs are not reliable and
Opposition parties are not satisfied with the SC order directing the EC to increase the
number of EVMs randomly
verified from 1 to 5 per

Assembly constituency. He said
a fresh petition will be filed in
the matter. “We are raising
doubts about the EVMs. The
confidence of the voter can
only be restored through paper
trail machines,” Naidu said.
On Saturday, he had met
Chief Election Commissioner
Sunil Arora to raise the issue of
EVM malfunctioning. The
demand by the parties comes in
the peak of the election season.
The first of the seven phases of
the Lok Sabha polls was held on
April 11. The SC on Monday
directed the EC to increase random matching of VVPAT slips
with EVMs to five polling
booths per Assembly segment,

from one at present, in the Lok
Sabha polls, saying it will provide greater satisfaction not just
to political parties but the
entire electorate.
Singhvi
said
the
Opposition parties will carry
out a nationwide campaign on
the issue of discrepancies in
EVMs. “Questions were raised
after the first phase of elections,
we don’t think the EC is paying adequate attention. If you
press the button before X party,
vote goes to Y party. VVPAT
displays only for 3 seconds,
instead of 7 seconds,” he said.
BJP spokesman GVL
Narashimhan Rao said, “The so
called all party meeting con-

Kejriwal: AAP will do anything to
save country from Modi-Shah
Congress nods,
but lobs ball in
AAP court for
poll alliance
STAFF REPORTER n NEW DELHI

mid speculations about
A
alliance with the Congress
in the Lok Sabha polls, Delhi
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
on Sunday said his party will do
anything to “save the country”
from Narendra Modi (Prime
Minister) and Amit Shah (BJP
president).
Addressing media persons
after a meeting of Opposition
parties to discuss the issue of
EVM malfunctioning in the
ongoing parliamentary election, he said the country is in
danger. “We will do anything to
save it. Our effort to save the
country from Narendra Modi
and Amit Shah will continue,”
Kejriwal said.
Congress leader Kapil
Sibal, who was also present on
the occasion, however, dodged
questions on an alliance with
the AAP and threw the ball in

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal with Senior Congress leader Kapil Sibal after a
meeting in New Delhi on Sunday
Ranjan Dimri | Pioneer

Kejriwal’s court saying, “He
knows better”.
“You ask him about the
alliance. He knows better than
us,” Sibal said, even as Congress
leader and Rajya Sabha member Abhishek Manu Singhvi
said, “You know the stand of
Congress. The alliance was
almost done in Delhi but linking it with other States is not
right.” The uncertainty over an
alliance between the AAP and

the Congress has been continuing for some time now. The
talks between the two sides
derailed after they failed to
reach an agreement over seatsharing in Delhi and Haryana.
Congress’ in-charge for
Delhi PC Chacko had said on
Friday that the Congress would
go it alone in Delhi as the AAP
had taken an “impractical
stand”.
Continued on Page 4

Hema’s soft redress to simian menace
DEEPAK KUMAR JHA n MATHURA

onkey menace in the temM
ple city of MathuraVrindavan has taken the centre
stage during the ongoing Lok
Sabha campaign where sitting
BJP Member of Parliament and
film star of yesteryears Hema
Malini has taken a cautious
stance in view of the sentiment
against the simians among the
voters and a favourable stand
for the mammals by followers
of Lord Hanuman.
Malini has been guarded in
her address while talking about
the simians in her nukkad
campaigns in the constituency.
While residents of
Vrindavan have formed several groups and vowed to cast
their votes only to the candidate who promises to address
the monkey business in the
area, Hema is treading cautiously on the sensitive issue as
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister

dynasties divide India

BJP candidate from Mathura Lok Sabha seat Hema Malini with her husband
Dharmendra during an election rally in Mathura on Sunday

Yogi Adityanath had recently
advised angry residents to
recite Hanuman Chalisa (couplets
glorifying
Lord

PTI

Hanuman) to pacify the animals and forge harmony
between the humans and simians. In one of her campaign

programmes covered by The
Pioneer, Hema suggested residents to avoid feeding samosas
and soft drinks and offer fruits
instead to the simians.
“Unfortunately neither any
contestant nor any political
party has been talking about
the monkey menace in
Vrindavan and Mathura. While
populated areas are struggling
everyday for their safety, farmers are distressed by the damage caused to their crops in
their fields.
“While visits by the politicians to agricultural farms after
landing from the helicopter
may be fine but the real grievances of the residents have to
be addressed. We are with the
candidate who assures us of a
solution to the problem,” said
Narayan Bohre, who is leading
the Save Vrindavan from
Monkeys movement around
the Rangji Mandir.
Continued on Page 4

vened in Delhi is nothing but
a confession of defeat by the so
called Mahagathbandhan.
“They are already trying to
find excuses for their impending massive defeat. They have
not only failed to mount a challenge against the BJP in this
election but have also failed as
an Opposition in the last
five years.”
2 Opposition parties, including
the Congress, Telugu Desam
Party (TDP), Samajwadi
Party, CPI and CPI(M) came
together to highlight the
issue of transparency in the
election process and
protection of voter rights
with a call to “save
democracy”
2 BJP: All party meeting
exercise to find excuses for
impending massive defeat in
the Lok Sabha polls
2 A VVPAT is intended as an
independent verification
system for voting machines
designed to allow voters to
verify that their vote was cast
correctly and will help detect
any possible election fraud or
malfunction of EVMs

Minister Narendra Modi on
Sunday said he won’t allow the
two families of the State to
divide India.
“Two families have ruined
three generations of Jammu and
Kashmir. For better future of
State, they need to be voted out,”
Modi said here at an impressive
public rally in sports stadium,
Kathua. Modi was addressing an
election rally in support of BJP
candidate, from UdhampurDoda Parliamentary seat, Dr
Jitendra Singh.
Responding to the thundering applause from the
cheering crowd, Modi said,
“Abdullahs and Muftis have
destroyed three generations of
Jammu and Kashmir. “I will
not allow them to divide the
country. “Modi na bikta hai,
na darta hai aur na jhukta hai”.
He said three generations
belonging to these two families have squeezed out
resources and triggered catastrophe in the State while
remaining in power.
Modi also challenged them
to bring their entire clan into
field. “Bring your chacha,
mama, bhai, bhatija, bhanja.
Abuse Modi as much as you
want but you won’t be able to
divide this nation”, he dared.
On the occasion Modi also
exposed the politics being
played by the troika of
Congress, National Conference
and Peoples Democratic Party
in the State. “What they were
doing all these years is now out
in the public domain,” Modi
said questioning their secret
agenda.
Continued on Page 4

Prime Minister Narendra Modi gestures as he speaks at a rally during the ongoing
general elections at Kathua on Sunday
PTI

PM bashes parties before polls,
stitches alliance later: Mehbooba
PTI n SRINAGAR

he BJP, with its “noxious
T
agenda” of “banishing”
Muslims and minorities wants
to “divide” the country, PDP
president Mehbooba Mufti
said on Sunday as she hit back
at Prime Minister Narendra
Modi over his remarks at a
rally in Kathua in Jammu
region of the State.
Ex-Chief
Minister
Mehbooba, whose party was in
power in the State from 20152018 in an alliance with the BJP,
said the PM bashes political
families before the elections
and then sends envoys to stitch

alliance with them afterwards.
“Why does PM bash political families pre elections &
then sends his envoys to stitch
alliances with the very same
parties? NC in 99 & PDP in
2015. Why do they choose
power over Article 370 then?
BJP with its noxious agenda of
banishing Muslims & minorities wants to divide India,” she
tweeted.
Also, National Conference
president Farooq Abdullah
dubbed Modi and BJP president Amit Shah “biggest enemies of people”, alleging that
they want to divide
the country.
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Atheistic leaders now talking BSP resolves to capture master key to power
about Bajrang Bali: Yogi
BSP announces Afzal Ansari, 15
PNS n LUCKNOW

aking a jibe at Bahujan
Samaj Party supremo
Mayawati,
Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath said
that leaders who did not have
faith in religion were now
talking about Bajrang Bali and
this showed that people had
voted in favour of Bharatiya
Janata Party in the first phase
of election on April 11.
“Those who do not have
faith in Bhagwan Ram and Sri
Krishna have now started talking about them. You must have
heard that now Mayawati is also
taking about Bajrang Bali,” he
said while addressing a series of
rallies in Amroha, Aligarh and
Mainpuri on Sunday.
Yogi said that the SP-BSPRLD alliance and Congress
would not get even a single seat
in the Lok Sabha constituencies
which went to polls in the first
phase and the BJP would sweep
the polls.
“The country wants to see
Narendra Modi as the prime
minister again. The slogan of
‘Sabka Saath-Sabka Vikas’ that
he gave five years ago has
changed the lives of the people,”
he said.

T

Yogi said that the Modi
government gave a befitting
reply to terrorism, Naxalism
and separatism. “Whether it is
China’s conspiracy in Dokalam
or terrorism funded by
Pakistan, the Modi government has given a conclusive
answer to both,” he said.
The BJP star campaigner
said that Congress does not like

Senior leaders of
BSP, SP join BJP

attacks on China and Pakistan
and therefore it raised questions time and again about
Indian army’s valour. He said
even the Congress manifesto
had been prepared for the antinationals.
Yogi said that during the
Congress rule, then Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh
used to say that the first right

Babbar hints at Vadra
entering politics
PNS n LUCKNOW

ttar Pradesh Congress
chief Raj Babbar on
U
Sunday hinted at the possibil-

Lucknow (PNS): The Bharatiya Janata Party’s Uttar Pradesh
unit got a shot in its arm when senior leaders of Bahujan Samaj
Party and Samajwadi Party, including former lawmakers, joined
the ruling party reposing faith in the policies of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Three-time BSP MLA from Kathehri (Ambedkar
Nagar) Dharamraj Nishads and former lawmaker and SP leader
from Auraiya, Ravindra Singh Chauhan, joined the BJP.
Chauhan’s father Bharat Singh was a four-time Congress MLA
from that constituency. These leaders joined the BJP in front of
part state president Mahendra Nath Pandey.
“These are leaders who have roots in villages. They are very
popular and have worked for the welfare of the people. Their joining the BJP has strengthened the party at the grassroots level,”
Pandey said in the function held at party headquarters here on
Sunday. He said these leaders had faith in the policies of the Prime
Minister and were impressed by the way UP Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath had introduced pro-people policies. “These leaders
are of firm belief that if India wants to grow strong we need to
give Narendra Modi another chance, Pandey said.
Former BSP MLA and party candidate from Etawah parliamentary constituency Shiv Pratap Yadav also joined the BJP along
with his supporters.

on the country’s resources was
of the Muslims. He said the
Congress had always played
politics on the basis of religion
and caste in the country but the
BJP government led by
Narendra Modi had worked on
the policy of development of all.
“It was the BJP government
which gave LPG connections to
poor and houses to the homeless. Farmers’ debts were
waived. Farmers have benefited from various schemes,
including PM Kisan Samman
Yojana. What was impossible
for SP, BSP and Congress, is
possible for Modi. Therefore,
we say Modi hain to mumkin
hai,” Yogi said.
Referring to MLC
Chaudhary Virendra Singh’s
joining BJP, Yogi said that the
women of Virendra Singh’s
family used to say that SP flag
on the vehicle was flag of goons,
so we want to join the BJP.
“The flag of SP means the
flag of the goons, the BSP’s flag
means the flag of corruption,”
he said.
Yogi said that the people
should ask Ajit Singh where he
was and whose side he took
when there were riots in
Muzaffarnagar.

ity of party’s national general
secretary and in-charge UP
east Priyanka Gandhi Vadra’s
husband Robert Vadra making
debut in politics.
Robert Vadra is a family
member and no one can refuse
if he wants to join politics’’, Raj
Babbar said. “Agar woh (Vadra)
chahenge to party unke baare
mein zaroor sochegi, woh parivaar ka hisaa hain, party mein
sammilit karne ke liye kaun
mana karega unko? (If Vadra
wishes to join the party then
the party will definitely think
about it as he is a part of the
family, and who would oppose
his inclusion into the party?,”
Raj Babbar said.
The UPCC chief said that if
Robert Vadra wanted to contest
the Lok Sabha elections, the
Congress would back him.
In February, Vadra had said
that he would start working on
his entry into active politics after
clearing his name in cases of
alleged money laundering being
probed by the Enforcement
Directorate (ED).
Vadra was also seen accompanying Priyanka Gandhi Vadra

and his mother-in-law Sonia
Gandhi when the UPA chairperson filed her nomination
from Rae Bareli constituency on
April 11. Vadra had also accompanied the Gandhis in Amethi
when Rahul Gandhi took out a
roadshow to file his nomination
papers papers. His two children
had also accompanied the
Gandhi family.
Meanwhile, Congress president Rahul Gandhi along with
AICC general secretaries
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra and
Jyotiraditya Scindia will hold a
joint rally at Fatehpur Sikri on
Monday. UP Congress president
Raj Babbar is Congress candidtae from Fatehpur Sikri. The
Congress leaders are also slated
to address joint rallies in Aligarh
and Nagina constituencies the
same day. All these three constituencies will go to polls in the
second phase on April 18.
Campaigning for this phase
will end on April 16.
UPCC general secretary
Onkar Singh said here on
Sunday that Rahul Gandhi
would also address election
meeting with his sister in
Barabanki on April 23, in
Bundelkhand on April 24-25, in
Unnao on April 26 and on April
27 in Sitapur and Dhaurahra
Lok Sabha seats.

more candidates in fourth list
PNS n LUCKNOW

elections that includes the
names of Afzal Ansari and
Ritesh Pandey.
This is the final list of BSP
candidates. The party had
released the names of 11 candidates in its first list on March
22, six candidates in the second list announced on April 1
and five candidates in the
third list released on April 9.
Afzal Ansari, brother of
jailed don-turned-politician
Mukhtar Ansari, has been
fielded from Ghazipur, the
seat represented by Bharatiya
Janata Party’s Union Minister
of State Manoj Sinha in the
Lok Sabha.
Sinha had defeated
Samajwadi Party candidate by
a margin of 30,000 votes in the
2014 Lok sabha election. The
runner-up BSP candidate had
bagged more than 2.40 lakh
votes in the 2014 general elections.

The name of Ritesh
Pandey, the former MLA from
Jalalpur in Ambedkar Nagar
district, also figures in the list.
Pandey was embroiled in controversy last year after his
brother, Ashish Pandey, was
held for brandishing a gun
outside a five-star hotel in
Delhi. Pandey runs liquor
business, sugar and rice mills,
and real estate business,
among others.
Strongman Chandrabhan
Singh has been fielded from
Sultanpur against BJP’s
Maneka Gandhi.
BSP state president RS
Kushwaha has been given ticket from Salempur seat, while
Ashok Kumar Tripathi has
been fielded from Pratapgarh.
The BSP has fielded Ram
Shiromani Verma from
Shravasti Lok Sabha seat while
Aftab Alam has been fielded
from Dumariyaganj in
Siddharth Nagar district. Alam
had
contested
from
Gorakhpur on BSP ticket in
the 2017 UP Assembly elections.

Former MP and five-time
MLA from Kaptanganj
Assembly seat, Ram Prasad
Chaudhary, has been fielded
from Basti while former BSP
MLA from Sant Kabir Nagar,
Bhishm Shankar alias Kushal
Tiwari, has been fielded from
Sant Kabir Nagar.
The BSP has fielded Vinod
Kumar Jaiswal from Deoria,
Sadal Prasad from Bansgaon
(reserve) seat in Gorakhpur
district, Sangeeta from Lalganj
(reserved) constituency, Atul
Rai from Ghosi, and Shyam
Singh Yadav from Jaunpur.
Former MLA and engineer in chief of PWD, T Ram,
has been fielded from
Machhlishahr (reserved) seat
and Rangnath Mishra from
Bhadohi. Mishra was a minister in the previous BSP government (2007-12).
The BSP is contesting the
2019 Lok Sabha polls in Uttar
Pradesh in alliance with
Samajwadi Party and Rashtriya
Lok Dal. Under the seat-sharing formula, BSP is contesting
on 38 seats.

party but a mission for social
change.”
Mayawati, who is on campaign trail in different parts of
the country in the ongoing Lok
Sabha polls, was in
Chhattisgarh on Sunday.
In a statement issued here,
Mayawati said that as elections
were underway and Model
Code of Conduct was in force,
she did not visit Ambedkar
Sthal in Lucknow to pay her
tributes to Babasaheb. “Instead
I paid floral tribute to

Babasaheb’s statue installed in
my residence,” she said.
“It is my appeal on this day
that the dreams of Babasaheb
can be realised if the master
key of governance comes in the
hands of the Bahujan Samaj by
winning the elections,” she
said.
“BSP is the only party
which works on the ideology
and principles of Dr Ambedkar
who gave the right to vote to
every citizen of India that
unshackled centuries-old

bondage of Dalits and other
downtrodden sections of society,” she said.
Mayawati also listed the
details of works and schemes
launched for commemorating
Dr Ambedkar, including construction of Ambedkar Sthal in
Lucknow during the BSP
regime in Uttar Pradesh.
Mayawati will address two
election rallies in UP on
Monday. The first rally will be
in Aligarh and the second in
Amroha.

ahujan Samaj Party on
Sunday released a list of 16
B
candidates for the Lok Sabha

PNS n LUCKNOW

ahujan Samaj Party president Mayawati reiterated
B
her party’s resolve to capture
the master key to government
to realise the dreams of Dr BR
Ambedkar.
Paying rich tributes to Dr
Ambedkar on his 128th birth
anniversar y on Sunday,
Mayawati termed Bharatiya
Janata Party president Amit
Shah’s statement that the BSP
remembers Dr Ambedkar only
during the elections, as ‘mischievous’.
Slamming the BJP,
Mayawati said, “Had the BJP
been a follower of the legacy of
Dr Ambedkar, it would have
prevented atrocities on Dalits
and desecration of the statues
of Babasaheb Ambedkar in
BJP-ruled states.”
Asking the BJP to do self
introspection, Mayawati said,
BJP had no moral right to celebrate the birth anniversary of
Dr Ambedkar.
“Bahujan Samaj Party is
the only political party in the
country which derives inspiration from Dr Ambedkar 365
days in a year and works for
the uplift of the Sarva Samaj,”
Mayawati said, and added,
“BSP is not only a political

Akhilesh to voters: Give a befitting
reply to ‘notebandi’ with ‘votebandi’
PNS n LUCKNOW

Party president
Akhilesh Yadav on Sunday
Saskedamajwadi
the electorate to give a
befitting reply to the Bharatiya
Janata Party government’s
‘notebandi’ (demonetisation)
by ‘votebandi’.
He said the defeat of the
BJP in Lok Sabha elections in
Uttar Pradesh would ultimately lead to the fall of Yogi
Adityanath government in the
state.

“In 2014, Narendra Modi
had projected himself as ‘chaiwala’ (tea seller) and this time
he has come in the incarnation
of ‘chowkidar’. If the people of
UP snatch even one ‘chowki’
(Lok Sabha constituency) then
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
will also lose his ‘chowki’ (government),” he said.
The SP chief said the 2019
Lok Sabha election would be
historic as it would take the
nation in a new direction and
restore respect for the poor.
Invoking the caste identity of the SP-BSP-RLD alliance,
Akhilesh Yadav said, “This
alliance is for ensuring social
justice, for restoring the honour and dignity of the poor and
disadvantaged sections of society who have been denied their
due share in power structure
since Independence.”
Yadav said the tie-up of
Samajwadi Party with Bahujan
Samaj Party and Rashtriya Lok
Dal was robust and a long-term
alliance and would survive.
“Dr BR Ambedkar and Dr
Ram Manohar Lohia had originally conceived the idea of an
alliance of socially disadvantaged social groups but they
could not materialise it in their

life time. In 1993, BSP founder
Kanshiram and SP patriarch
Mulayam Singh Yadav forged
this alliance but it collapsed due
to the machinations of the BJP.
After a gap of two decades, we
along with BSP chief Mayawati
have revived this alliance and
this will go a long way in
ensuring social justice to the
deprived sections of society,”
Akhilesh Yadav said in Rampur
on Sunday while addressing
election meeting to canvass
support for party candidate
Mohammad Azam Khan.
Training his guns at the
BJP, Akhilesh said, “The BJP
wants to create hatred in society, it wants to divide society for
gaining power the way the
Britishers had divided us.”
Taking pot shot at UP
Chief
Minister
Yogi
Adityanath, the SP president
said, “Mayawatiji had said that
our ‘’baba mukhyamantri’’
(Chief Minister) has talked
about the caste of god. She had
referred to Yogi’s claims last
year about the caste to which
Lord Hanuman belonged.”
This time, the gods are not
happy with these people,” he
said.
The SP chief said he did

not need to give a certificate of
the work done by him when he
was the chief minister.
“Whenever the SP or the BSP
comes to power, development
takes place in the state. Roads
and bridges were constructed
and arrangement for power
generation was augmented
while in the BJP rule all welfare
schemes have been put on
hold.”
“The BJP says the borders
are safe as there is their government at the Centre, but I want
to tell them that the borders
and the country are safe
because of our brave soldiers.
Governments keep coming
and going but the jawans posted at the borders keep the
country safe,” the SP leader
said.
He said people spread
rumours, tell lies, hatch conspiracies and misuse official
machinery but he had faith
that on the day of polling, the
people would ensure that SP
and BSP candidates were victorious.
Akhilesh Yadav said the
country faced issues of hunger,
disease and education, and
only the opposition alliance
could find a solution to them.
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Harassed by colleagues, woman
clerk at DRM office ends life
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

arassed by her colleagues who would
allegedly play vulgar
music in the office in her
presence and facing hostility
from them, a woman assistant
accountant of DRM office
(Northern Railway, Lucknow
division) jumped to death in
Alambagh on Sunday. She
jumped off the third floor of
her official flat in VG Colony,
Alambagh. Police said the
woman committed suicide
early in the morning.
While the police tried to
hush up the case, the railway
officials went incommunicado so it was know known if
the existing Vishakha
Committee had received any
complaint
regarding
harassment at workplace from
the victim.
As per reports, Sonal alias
Soni Kumar of Biharsharif in
Bihar was employed in the
accounts department of DRM
office in Hazratganj. She was
allotted a flat in VG Colony,
a residential colony for railway employees. On Sunday
morning, an inmate, identified as Sunil Kumar, spotted
the woman lying in a pool of
blood in the open space
between the block of multistorey building. After he alerted the police, a team reached
the place.
The police broke open
the door of her flat and recovered a suicide note (written
on February 28). The woman
had stated official harassment as the reason for taking

H

10 shanties gutted
in Thakurganj
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Thakurganj on Sunday
morning. While the residents alleged foul play, police
said the inferno spread after
a small gas cylinder caught
fire. Police suspected that
some slum-dweller might be
involved in LPG refilling
work. Around 10.30 am, the
fire broke out in a shanty and
soon spread to the nighbouring shanties one after
another. The residents ran
for cover and informed
police and fire officials. By
the time firefighters could
reach the place, the blaze had
engulfed ten shanties.
“No casualty was reported in the incident while the
loss is being estimated. The
inmates have yet to lodge any
complaint,” the police said.
They said the dwellers
belong to Chhattisgarh and
work as labourers in

Lucknow. “They were living
in the makeshift shanties
put up in a vacant plot in
Mohinipurwa locality of the
area. Two fire tenders were
pressed into service to douse
the fire. The police and fire
officials are carrying out
investigations,” a police
spokesman said.
Meanwhile, the body of
class X student Vinay Kumar
Vishwakarma, who had
drowned in Indira Canal on
April 12, was recovered in
Nagram on Sunday. Police
said Vinay of Chinhat, along
with his friends, had gone to
take a dip in the canal close
to his house in Barabanki on
the fateful day. He later
drowned in the canal and his
friends informed Vinay’s
parents about the incident.
On Sunday morning, some
villagers spotted the body in
the canal and informed the
police. The police contacted
the family of the deceased
and later, the identity of the
deceased was ascertained.

the extreme step.
“Mujhe karyalaya me
mentally harass kiya jata hai.
Mere SSO Aditya Shukla koi
kaam nahi hone par bhi mujhe
idhar udhar bhejte hain.
Mujhe karyalaya me hamesha
neecha dikhaya jata hai (I am

mentally harassed in the
office. My SSO Aditya Shukla
sends me here and there for
no work. I am always humiliated in the office),” the victim had written in the
suicide note.
The woman had also

en shanties were damaged in a massive fire
T
which broke out in

alleged that her colleagues
used to play vulgar music
when she was present in the
office. In the suicide note, the
victim mentioned the names
of S omesh, Akash and
Awdhesh while naming Vivek
Kumar for an indirect
involvement in the harassment tactics.
The Alambagh SHO said
the woman was unmarried
and was living all alone in the
flat. “Her family members
have been informed about
the incident. If they give any
complaint, we will register a
case against the named persons,” the SHO said. He, however, declined to disclose the
names of all the employees
except SSO Aditya Shukla,
saying the police were yet to
start investigation.
Sources said the woman
was facing hardships and was
on the receiving end crass
behavior of her colleagues
for a long time.
“Her senior officials never
took her complaints seriously,” the sources said. They said
the harassment of the woman
was a common issue and was
known to almost all the clerical employees. They said
there was a Vishakha
Committee in the office to
address complaints related to
harassment of women
employees at workplace.
Interestingly, the railway
employees did not respond to
calls when contacted
to know if the Vishakha
Committee had got any complaint from the victim in
the past.

Ballia native
arrested for
misuse of
army uniform

Identify people who have
weakened Dalits: Yogi

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

Ballia native landed in
police custody for donA
ning army uniform and was
challaned for misuse of the uniform under section 140 of
Indian Penal Code. Abhishek
Yadav was nabbed while watching a movie at PVR in
SaharaGanj close to SSP camp
office in Hazratganj around
1.30 am on Sunday.
During interrogation,
Abhishek told the police that he
had taken Rs 5 lakh from his
family to get a job in the army.
As per his confession, Abhishek
fell in the trap of some job racketeers and lost the money without getting the job. Fearing setback for his parents who had
high hopes of his selection in
the army, Abhishek decided to
trick his family.
He purchased the uniform
from the market and started
donning it. Hazratganj SHO
said Abhishek used to visit his
native house in Ballia in the
uniform to please his family.
“On Saturday night, someone tipped off military intelligence officials about the misuse of army uniform by a
youth watching a movie in
PVR. A team of the military
intelligence officials laid a trap
and nabbed the youth. He was
interrogated at some undisclosed location and thereafter,
the police were informed. We
challaned him for the offence,”
the SHO said, adding no objectionable item was recovered
from the possession of the
youth.

Chief Minister offering floral tributes to BR Ambedkar in Lucknow on Sunday
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

aying tributes to Dr BR
Ambedkar on his birth
P
anniversary here on Sunday,
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
said that the time had come to
identify the people who had
weakened the fight for Dalits’
rights in the country.
After
garlanding
Babasaheb’s statue in the state
capital, Yogi said: “Dr

Ambedkar, through his
Constitution mantra, had fulfilled the dreams of the Dalits
and oppressed communities by
giving them independence and
equality. He had shown the
path of education, organisation
and struggle.”
“People will have to identify those who have weakened
the fight of the Dalits by
depriving them of their rights.
On the other hand, there are

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

ttar Pradesh BEd entrance
examination being conU
ducted by Meerut University
will be held at 145 centres in
Lucknow on Monday. Main
coordinator of the Lucknow
region Prof Dhruv Sen Singh
from Lucknow University,
while giving the details, said
that the examination would be
conducted at 142 centres in the
city and a total of 72,545 candidates were expected to appear

BEd ENTRANCE EXAM TODAY
in it. He said that the examination would be conducted in
two shifts which would be
from 9 am to 12 noon and from
2 pm to 5 pm.
“In order to ensure that the
examination was conducted
in a proper manner a representative from the district administration which is the Sector
Magistrate will be supervising
two to three centres in the city.
An observer will also be

appointed at each examination
centre. The responsibility of
conducting the examinations
properly has been entrusted to
the centre superintendents,
centre incharges and the
administrative officials of the
district,” he said.
He said that the students
should reach their respective
examination centres on time.
“The candidates appearing for
the examinations will not be

Bag with `29.65 lakh in old
currency found abandoned
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he Hazratganj police recovered a cash of Rs 29.65 lakh
T
in demonetised notes stuffed in

Lucknow on Sunday recorded the maximum temperature at 41.5 degree Celsius, which was three notches above normal. The forecast for Lucknow and neighbourhood is
Pioneer
mainly clear sky while the maximum and minimum temperature is expected to be around 42 degree Celsius and 24 degree Celsius respectively

BJYM volunteers
asked to mobilise,
reach out to
ith the first phase polling over, the second phase polls in another eight Lok
W
Sabha constituencies of western Uttar
electorate
Pradesh will witness a tough fight on dif-

a bag lying abandoned at a
parking lot in Rani Saltanat
Plaza on Sunday. A police
spokesman said some staff
members of the parking slot
spotted the bag and alerted the
police. “A team led by subinspector Dinesh Shukla
reached the scene and checked
the bag only to find old notes

stuffed in it. The team contacted the Reserve Bank of India
officials and the cash was handed over to them,” the police
spokesman said.
“The police did not take
the case seriously. The cops did
not investigate the case thoroughly saying the recovery of
old notes was not a big incident,” sources said. The police
spokesman investigation of the
case had not been wound up.
Meanwhile, thieves broke
into a house in Gudamba and

made off with cash and jewellery hours after the family
went out for some work on
Sunday afternoon. House
owner Ram Sagar of Mayapuri
Colony told the police that he,
along with his family, went out
for some work in the morning
after locking the doors. “When
we returned in the afternoon,
we found the locks broken.
When we checked the belongings, we came to know that
cash and jewellery had been
stolen,” he told the police.

Tough fights on cards in second phase Hema Malini richest
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

haratiya Janata Party state vicepresident Pankaj Singh has issued
an appeal to the volunteers of
Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha, the
frontal organisation of the party, to
ensure massive polling in the on-going
Lok Sabha elections in favour of party
candidates.
Addressing ‘Yuva Morcha Vijay
Lakshaya Yuva Sammelan’, Singh said
that every vote would ensure a better
India which was emerging as a global power under the leadership of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. BJYM
spokesman Khursheed Alam said that
talking points were given to the young
leaders about the progress India has
made under Modi’s leadership. “High
point of this sammelan is that youths
have been asked to go to people with
the policies of Modi and Yogi
Adityanath governments that have
changed the face of the country as well
as Uttar Pradesh,” Alam said.
Earlier on Sunday, the leaders of
the Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha led
by Neeraj Singh paid floral tribute to
Dr BR Ambedkar. Alam said that
members also carried out a swachhata campaign and educated people
about the Prime Minister’s Swachhata
Mission. “A large number of party
leaders took part in this campaign,”
he said.

B

ferent spectrum and the focus will be on
Muslims and cine stars like Hema Malini
and Raj Babbar. The constituencies which
will go to polls on April 18 are Agra,
Fatehpur Sikri, Mathura, Aligarh, Hathras,
Amroha, Bulandshahr and Nagina. While
some of these seats are considered BJP bastion like Agra, Bulandshahr, Hathras and
Aligarh, the Muslims call the shots in at least
three seats giving an advantage to the SPBSP-RLD gathbandhan. Then there is the
‘Bollywood star’ factor in the constituencies of Mathura and Fatehpur Sikri from
where Hema Malini and Raj Babbar are
contesting.
For instance, in Aligarh, with around
27 per cent upper caste Hindu, 24 per cent
OBC and 12 per cent MBC voters, the swing
has generally been in BJP’s favour. From
1991, the party lost the seat only once in
2009. The minority vote here is estimated
to be around 15 per cent. But unlike the
past, the SP-BSP-RLD are now in alliance
and vote consolidation can be a defining factor. What makes BJP happy is that castes
such as Yadavs and Jats, which are generally considered more loyal towards alliance
parties, are not in dominance here. Similar
is the case in Agra, Hathras and
Bulandshahr. Since 1991 general elections,
BJP has lost Agra only twice — in 1999 and
2004 — while it was defeated in Hathras and
Bulandshahr only once in 2009.
High percentage of Hindus, non-Yadav
OBCs and Dalits form the bulwark of BJP
support. The Muslim population is just

people who are serving them
(Dalits) by bringing schemes
for their uplift and progress,”
he said without taking any
names.
Yogi further claimed that
the schemes launched by the
government had benefited the
people of the oppressed section. He also said that his government was opening residential schools for Dalit children at divisional level.

72,545 candidates expected to turn up

HEAT GETTING UNBEARABLE

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW
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around 10 per cent in Hathras, 12 per cent
in Agra and 19 per cent in Bulandshahr. In
all these constituencies, Dalit voters comprise 15-20 per cent.
This time the fight is going to be tough
for BJP against a joint opposition. The BJP
has therefore tried to revisit the strategy by
dropping the sitting MPs in Agra and
Hathras – the reserved constituencies. UP
Cabinet minister SP Singh Baghel is the
party candidate from Agra, while sitting
MLA Rajbeer Singh Diler has been given
ticket from Hathras. Diler’s father was a
long-term MP from the same seat. Diler will
face challenge from Ramji Lal Suman of SP
and Triloki Ram of Congress. In
Bulandshahr, sitting BJP MP Bhola Singh
is pitted against Yogesh Verma of the
alliance and Banshi Singh Padahiya of
Congress. The story in Nagina and Amroha
would be different as it would be influenced
by Muslims.. In Nagina reserved constituency, Muslim are around 42 per cent, while
in Amroha, they comprise 36 per cent of
the population. With sizeable presence of
backwards and Dalit-Chamar vote base, the
SP-BSP alliance has a strong chance here.
SP won Nagina seat for the first time in

2009. The BJP won in 2014 riding on the
Narendra Modi wave. However, the combined vote share of the SP-BSP stood at 55
per cent against BJP’s 39 per cent. In this
scenario caste arithmetic is against BJP.
Ditto is the case in Amroha, the constituency BJP won only in 2014. The
alliance has fielded Kunwar Danish Ali on
BSP ticket and he is pitted against sitting BJP
MP Kanwar Singh Tanwar and Sachin
Chowdhury of Congress. Away from caste,
glamour will hold sway in Fatehpur Sikri
and Mathura. Though in both these constituencies the BJP support base of upper
caste is around 30 per cent, the alliance can
topple the apple cart because of sizeable
presence of backward and Dalit voters. The
minority vote share both in Fatehpur Sikri
and Mathura is less than 7 per cent.
For the Congress, the only hope in the
second phase rests on Fatehpur Sikri where
Raj Babbar is in the fray. He was twice elected from the neighbouring Agra constituency. He had contested from Fatehpur Sikri
in 2009, after Agra was declared a reserved
seat in 2008, and had polled around 29 per
cent votes. Congress is hoping that stardom
will work in its favour as BSP candidate Sri
Bhagwan Sharma is not from the constituency and is considered an outsider.
In Mathura, the BJP will yet again try
to override the caste consolidations with
help from the ‘Dream Girl’ of Bollywood.
Hema Malini’s husband Dharmendra is a
Jat and this factor is expected to work in
her favour. The alliance has fielded a
Thakur, Kunwar Narendra Singh, on RLD
ticket to counter this. Jats constitute
around 15 per cent of the voters here. The
total OBC vote percentage is 28 and of
MBCs 11. Dalits constitute around 14 per
cent of the voters.

allowed to carry their mobile
phones or electronic gadgets.
They should bring their admit
cards, their identity cards and
two photographs along with
them. Only those copies of
photographs have to be
brought which they have pasted on their forms,” he said. He
further informed them that a
meeting was held with the
district
administration
and the centre incharges for
conducting the examination
successfully.

Corruption has
increased in
Yogi rule, says
Shivpal Yadav
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

ragatisheel Samajwadi PartyLohia (PSPL) chief Shivpal
P
Singh Yadav on Sunday said that
corruption had increased in
Uttar Pradesh because Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath had no
control over bureaucracy. The
PSPL founder said that though
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
was an honest leader, he had no
control over the state bureaucracy and this had led to a spurt in
corruption due to which people
were suffering.

candidate in phase-2
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

ll candidates of prominent political parties in the
second phase polls in Uttar Pradesh are crorepatis
A
while 23 per cent have admitted to having criminal case
against them. Bollywood star Hema Malini is the richest candidate in the second phase polls among the 85
candidates in the fray for eight Lok Sabha seats going
to polls on April 18.
According to the disclosure made by ADR and UP
Election Watch here on Sunday, of the total 85 candidates, investigation of 83 candidates shows that 19
candidates or 23 per cent have admitted to having criminal cases against them, including 14 candidates or 17
per cent having heinous criminal cases. On the assessment of party-wise criminal candidates, BJP is leading with 38 per cent, BSP with 33 and Congress with
25 per cent. However, in comparison to first phase
polls, the percentage of candidates having heinous
crimes against them has decreased by one per cent.
The participation of women candidates has also
increased by one per cent in this phase.
The report released by UP Election Watch head
Sanjay Singh says here that 41 per cent of the candidates in this phase are crorepatis . Candidates of BJP,
Congress, BSP, SP, AAP, Lok Dal, Bharatiya Anarakshit
Party, Ambedkar Samaj Party and Rashtriya Samaj
Raksha are crorepatis. Bollywood star and BJP candidate from Mathura, Hema Malini, tops the list of
crorepatis with asset of Rs 250 crore followed by BJP’s
Amroha candidate Kanwar Singh Tanwar who has
assets worth Rs 182 crore and Congress candidate from
Mathura Mahesh Pathak at third place with asset worth
Rs 35 crore. The average asset of the BJP candidates
is Rs 59 crore, of Congress candidates, Rs 10 crore and
of BSP candidates Rs 9 crore. The poorest candidate
is Ambedkari Hasnuram, an independent from Agra
seat, who just has Rs 1,200. In the education section,
37 per cent of the candidates are between class 5 and
12 pass while 47 per cent are graduate or above.

Shivpal Yadav, who parted
ways with Samajwadi Party and
floated PSPL last year, is contesting from Ferozabad Lok Sabha
constituency against his nephew
and SP candidate Akshay Yadav.
Akshay is the son of Shivpal’s
cousin and SP general secretary
Ram Gopal Yadav. The PSPL has
however not fielded its candidates from Mainpuri against
SP patriarch Mulayam Singh
Yadav, from Badaun against
Dharmendra Yadav, Shivpal’s
other nephew and son of his
brother Abhay Yadav, and from
Kannauj against SP president
Akhilesh Yadav’s wife Dimple
Yadav. Shivpal reiterated that his
main rival in the Ferozabad constituency would be Bharatiya
Janata Party candidate. “The BJP
has tacit understanding with
Ram Gopal Yadav. I am the one
who was most vocal against the
BJP,” he said. Shivpal said so far
his party had declared 41 candidates in nine states. “We are
supporting ‘Netaji’ (Mulayam
Singh Yadav) in Mainpuri and
our party workers will ensure his
victory,” he added. The PSPL
chief said he would campaign for
Mulayam Singh Yadav if ‘Netaji’
called him.
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Joy marks Palm Sunday Job racket busted; 2 held
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n ALLAHABAD

he Special Task Force (STF)
on Saturday busted a gang
T
involved in duping 22 persons

Children taking part in Palm Sunday procession at St Cathedral’s Church
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

alm Sunday was celebrated
at Assembly of Believers
P
Church with a great joy.
Children of the church led the
worship service with songs
while the Palm Sunday sermon
was delivered by Vartika
Kumar. Tity-tots presented a
small skit on the triumphal
entry of Jesus to Jerusalem
The Cathedral Church is
also preparing to celebrate
Easter, the feast of the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Spokesperson of the church
Donald De Souza said the traditional Easter Triduum (‘three
days’) of the feast will begin on
Holy Thursday, called also
Maundy Thursday, on April 18.

He pointed out that the
Holy Week culminating into
Easter began with Palm Sunday
when Christians took out processions carrying palms or
olive branches in memory of
the final entry of Jesus to
Jerusalem before his crucifixion. “A special holy mass was
celebrated in the evening during which Gerald John Mathias
washed the feet of 12 Church
members in the Cathedral
church, following the example
of Jesus, who did this act of love
and humility before his own
crucifixion. The Catholic
church also considers this day
as the day of the institution of
Catholic priesthood and of the
Holy Eucharist,” he said.
Good Friday will be cele-

brated on April 19 to commemorate the crucifixion and
death of Jesus for the salvation
of mankind. The main ceremonies will be held in the
evening with the ‘Way of the
Cross’ and the ceremony of
‘Passion of Lord Jesus Christ’.
“Holy Saturday (April 20)
is a day of silence, hope and
expectation for Christians as
they await the resurrection of
Jesus. While the morning is
spent in silent prayers, the
solemn Easter vigil will be
held on Saturday night in various churches across the city,
especially St Joseph’s Cathedral
in Hazratganj. There will also
be divine services in various
churches on Easter Sunday
April 21.

on the pretext of providing jobs
to them in the Animal
Husbandry department. The
accused were also running a
fake government office in the
name of Rashtriya Pashu evam
Dairy Vikas Parishad in Shivkuti
area to dupe the gullible people.
Documents, computers and
other equipment used for duping the youths were recovered
from the possession of the culprits, the police added.
Additional Superintendent of
Police (ASP) Navnendu Kumar
said that a team under inspectors, KC Rai and Atul Kumar
Singh, on being tipped off about
the fake government office being
run on Stanley Road in the
Shivkuti area to dupe youths on
the pretext of providing jobs to
them swung into action and
raided it. It was being run in the
name of Rashtriya Pashu evam
Dairy Vikas Parishad. On
Saturday evening it arrested
Hemant Banerjee, a resident of
Birbhum district of West Bengal
and Madan Kumar, a resident of
Pratapgarh district. The two
had been running the office for
the past several months while the
kingpin of the gang, Vashist
Tiwari, was operating from
Lucknow. After Tiwari’s arrest

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

he Lucknow Development
Authority (LDA) administration said the houses constructed under Prime Minister
Awas Yojana (PMAY) in
Sharda Nagar (Ashiyana) were
ready for sale but the procedure
in this regard would begin
once the dispute pertaining to
prices was sorted out.
LDA Vice-Chairman PN
Singh said they had taken up
the issue with the Union
Housing
Development
Ministry about a fortnight back
but there had been no reply so
far, perhaps due to the model
code of conduct. It is a Central

irector of Central Institute
for
Subtropical
D
Horticulture (CISH) Shailendra
Rajan said that exporters from
Japan visited the institute to
explore the possibility of exporting mangoes from India and
making them available at a
nominal price in their
country. “For this purpose they
consulted several aspects starting from suitable variety, its
availability period, packaging
and transport, its vapour heat
treatment and also the details of
the producers,” he said.
Commenting on why these
exporters did not approach the
commercial markets for it, he
said that all the mango growers were not producing mangoes suitable for the export
market. “The major reason
being untimely spray of insecticides and sometimes using
those which may require a
longer period for their residues
to disappear in the fruit.
Generally the export market
requires information about the
packaging practices followed
by the producers. Many a times
standard good practices are to
be followed for exporting mangoes to foreign markets,” he
added. He said that several
exporters had tried sending
mangoes from Lucknow to

Japan but because of the restriction that the entire mango
should be vapour heat-treated of
higher volumes it could not be
exported. “However, the Indian
mangoes were relished by the
people in Japan. One of the
greatest problems faced by the
Japanese is the higher cost of
mangoes in their country.
Lucknow is well known for its
famous mangoes not only for
their quality but also for the
quantity produced in different
pockets around it which is
huge. People in different parts
of the world, not only know
about the mangoes but have
tasted them too. Traders are trying to earn good profit by making mangoes available at a reasonable price in many of the distant markets,” he said.
He stated that the mangoes
in the Middle East were released
by Asian countries and Pakistan,

Opp daydreaming,
claims Maurya
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n ALLAHABAD

he country witnessed unprecedented development during the past five years. Afraid
T
due to this popularity of the Bharatiya Janta
Party (BJP), the opposition was seeing daydreams with the help of the coalition. There was
not only a Modi wave but a tsunami all over the
country. The issue of elections was good governance, development and prosperity free from
hooliganism. These views were expressed by
Deputy Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh,
Keshav Prasad Maurya, while interacting with
the mediapersons here on Sunday. He said that
the BJP would win on more than 73 seats in UP.
Taking a dig at the Congress, Maurya said that
it was likely to lose the Amethi and Rae Bareli
seats too this time. The Deputy Chief Minister
said that the BJP would repeat the victory of
2014 and the lotus would blossom once again
in Allahabad. It was the desire of the people and
we would win the election with an absolute
majority, he said. He said that today the opponents were also compelled to praise the development work everywhere under the supervision
of the Modi-led BJP government. “The BJP does
not show leniency to its bullies. It is not like the
SP-BSP and Congress governments. Earlier the
police was scared of the criminals but today the
latter were afraid of the former. Today, the criminals have fear in their mind in UP due to influence of the Yogi government,” he said. About
losing the byelections of 2018, Maurya said that
it was to elect the MP but this one was about
electing the Prime Minister. Reacting to the first
phase of elections, Maurya said that BJP was
winning them on eight seats and would form
government with an absolute majority. The
Deputy Chief Minister was accompanied by
hundreds of people, including the Allahabad
candidate Rita Bahuguna Joshi and Phulpur
candidate Keshari Devi Patel among others.

which competes with India in
the market. “Indian mangoes
are available in Nepal and
Bhutan but now some of the
Indians with network business
in these countries have
expressed their interest in making quality fruits available to
their countries by selecting
orchards with good quality
fruits,” he said. The CISH director said that the Institute was
helping farmers as well as
traders by educating them in
following good agricultural
practices. “Most of the countries
are concerned about the amount
of residues in fruits which must
be safe for the consumers and
their quantity must be as low as
possible. If the farmers properly follow the advisories as per
the instructions of the scientists
from CISH chances of getting
safe fruits are very high,” he
added.

Panchayat, Koraon. The accused
had made a call to the Chairman
and also sent an extortion message through WhatsApp. Senior
Superintendent of Police (SSP)
Atul Sharma said that the
accused Ashutosh Pratap Singh
alias Anand Singh (25), a resident of Shaheed Nagar in
Koraon had made a call to the
Chairman and threatened him
with dire consequences if he
failed to give him money.
The Chairman lodged a
complaint with the police that he
had received a call from a mobile
number demanding a heavy
amount and that if he failed to
do so, his family would be
abducted.
The SSP further said that
they had traced the number and
found that it belonged to the culprit who lived in Surat. He had
sent the message and called
from the same place, the SSP
said. On being tipped off by an
informer that the accused would
be returning from Surat, the
police team waited for him at the
bus stand in Koraon. As soon as
he stepped out from the bus the
police team arrested him on
Saturday evening, the SSP
added. The culprit revealed
that Kesari used to give him
money from time to time when
he was contesting elections for
chairmanship but after a while
he stopped doing so which
annoyed him, the SSP added.

Houses under PMAY ready, but
price dispute an impediment

‘Japanese exploring possibility of
exporting mangoes from India’ T
PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n LUCKNOW

here recently, Hemant and
Madan were also planning to flee
after closing the office. The gang
members used to contact unemployed youths and offered them
jobs for the posts of animal husbandry officer, animal husbandry inspector, branch manager, office assistant, clerks and
computer operators. They used
to take several lakhs from the
candidates as per the post
offered. They had duped at least
22 youths and provided forged
appointment letters to them.
In order to win the confidence
of the candidates the gang members also opened a fake office of
the government- run organisation. As many as nine computers and forged documents,
including 13 joining letters,
attendance registers, transfer letters, an interview call letter, a
payscale letter, 82 files with various documents, five ATM cards
along with equipment used in
office were recovered from the
spot. A first information report
(FIR) was lodged against the
accused at the Shivkuti police station under the Information
Technology (IT) Act and other
relevant sections of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC), the ASP
pointed out.
Meanwhile the district
police claimed to have arrested
a man for allegedly making a
threatening call to Narsingh
Kesari, Chairman of Nagar

government-sponsored scheme
to provide decent shelters to the
poor and downtrodden at subsidised prices.
The housing scheme was
launched in 2015 with a view
to providing shelters to the
weaker section. The prices
were fixed at Rs 4.50 lakh per
flat but the beneficiaries were
supposed to give only Rs 2 lakh
while the rest of the cost was to
be borne be the Centre and
state government.
However, as the prices have
gone up now, there is a suspense on who will pay the subsidised amount. Accounts officer MK Agrawal said the LDA
administration was not in a

PROGRAMME ON
JALLIANWALA
BAGH CENTENARY

SCHOOLSCAN

On the second and concluding day of the Model
United Nations Conference,
organised by City Montessori
School, Aliganj Campus I, the
participating students proved
with their meaningful and

position to shell out funds as its
financial condition was not
that sound and it was dependent on state government
funds.
There is always a possibility that the government may
announce the additional
amount have to be paid by the
beneficiaries themselves as no
government or agencies
involved in the project have
sufficient funds.
However, the LDA ViceChairman said the Central
government would not act in
haste and sincere efforts would
be to made to find out a middle path for the convenience of
the beneficiaries.

forceful talks and discussions
that the younger generation is
abreast with the affairs and they
are full of suggestions to solve
the global issues. Nearly 400
students from 28 noted schools
participated the conference.

Lucknow (PNS): Lucknow
centre of IGNOU, in collaboration with Deen Dayal
Research Institute (Balrampur)
and Dragon Academy of
Martial Arts, organised a programme to commemorate 100
years of the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre at Sashastra Seema
Bal (SSB) post in Narihawan
village. Tharu tribal students of
IGNOU gave a special presentation. Coordinator of IGNOU
study centre, Deen Dayal
Research Institute (Balrampur),
said India is a land of martyrs.
He remembered the contribution of freedom fighters in the
freedom struggle.

CITYBRIEFS

VOTER AWARENESS

Lucknow Metro Rail Corporation (LMRC), along with BBDNITM students, helped make commuters aware of the importance of voting through a street play at Hazratganj station. The
activity witnessed the presence of BBDU Vice-Chancellor Arun
Kumar Mittal and LMRC officials. The nukkad natak proved to
be effective. The students appealed to the commuters to exercise their voting rights.

AMBEDKAR JAYANTI

Ambedkar Jayanti was celebrated in the city with several programmes on Sunday. Dr Abdul Kalam Technical University
(AKTU) organised a sabha on the occasion in which ViceChancellor Vinay Kumar Pathak and other officials paid tributes to Dr Bhimrao Ambedkar. The aim was to commemorate
the contribution Ambedkar to the nation. Speaking on the occasion, Pathak said it was the time to adopt the values of Ambedkar.
A documentary film was screened and the programme also highlighted the contribution of Ambedkar towards the formation of
an egalitarian society working for women empowerment issues.
Dean, UG, Vineet Kansal said Ambedkar worked for the uplift
of exploited people. Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University
also celebrated Ambedkar Jayanti on Sunday.

RAM NAVAMI

Ram Navami was celebrated at Hari Om Mandir in Lalbagh
on Sunday amidst the presence of thousands of devotees. The
main attraction was bhajan-kirtan and satsang by Kishore
Chaturvedi. After Ganesh vandana, he sang bhajans in the praise
of Lord Rama, Durga and Hanuman.

FRIENDLY MATCH

The district administration organised a friendly cricket match
with the members of Indian Industries Association at Ekana
Stadium. Chief development officer Manish Bansal said IIA would
be spreading voter awareness through all the MSME organisations and vendors under them. He said that on Sunday, several
resident welfare associations also organised voter awareness programmes in their respective areas.

SCIENCE FEST

The three-day ‘Summer Plant Science Fest-2019’, organised
by National Botanical Research Institute, concluded on Sunday.
Indian Institute of Toxicology Research (IITR) director Alok
Dhawan was the chief guest at the closing ceremony. Research
scholars of NBRI presented their work on various topics through
12 papers. A short science film and photographs related to plant
science and nature captured by the scholars were also showcased
during the event. Dhawan made the audience aware about toxicity in plants and also about various toxic elements found in
plants. He emphasised the need for awareness regarding the toxins which could affect human health badly when consumed
unknowingly. He said unripe litchi might be dangerous as it contains toxic elements.

CELEBRATED

The 321th birthday of Khalsa Panth was celebrated by Shri
Guru Singh Sabha, Gurdwara Naka Hindola, on Sunday. The
Darbar hall was tastefully decked up and the Holy Guru Granth
Sahib was placed in a palanquin at the centre. Since early morning, devotees visited the gurdwara to have darshan of Shri Guru
Granth Sahib. Earlier, ‘chola’ of Shri Nishan Sahib was changed
by the Sangat amidst chanting of hymns. Nearly 10,000 people
partook langar on the occasion.

Employees of Gyan Dairy planting a sapling during a drive that they undertook in a
park at Polytechnic crossing on Sunday

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
HEMA’S SOFT REDRESS...

Another unit led by Acharya
Mridul Shastri of Radha Kant
Mandir rued that leaders commit
solving the problem just before an
election but nothing is done once
the polls are over. “This time
around, the residents of
Vrindavan are united on this
issue and have made it clear to
leaders including the sitting MP
Hemaji,” said Shastri.
But more than the monkeys,
what seems to bother Hema more
is the stronger SP-BSP-RLD
Grand Alliance candidate Kunwar
Narendra Singh. While pulling the
horse cart was easier for Hema in
2014 amid the Modi wave, the
Muslim-Jat Mahagathbandhan
combination has forced the veteran Parliamentarian to take choppers to agricultural farms to
aggressively canvass in the run up
to polls for the constituency on
April 18.
“There are no worries. Me
and my people here are more in
love with each other and hence
Mahamilawat, a reference to the
Mahagathbandhan, will have no
impact on our pyar (love),” Hema
told The Pioneer on the sidelines
of a campaign in Vrindavan area.
While the traditional BJP and
Modi (Prime Minister Narendra
Modi) voters will remain intact as
they are committed party voters,
the Jat votes are estimated to go
in a consolidated way in favour of
Mahagathbhadhan candidate, an
RLD nominee, and a Jat.
Larger chunk of Muslims are
also seemingly inclined in favour
of the Mahagathbandhan candi-

date and the remaining electorate
from the community may even
vote for Congress candidate
Mahesh Pathak, a local businessman, who according to residents
is nowhere in the race.
Hailing from South India,
Hema has now been staying near
the Banke Bihari temple in
Vrindavan and made the location
her second home. Residents and
BJP party workers around Hema
Malini’s campaign base said she
has matured as a politician and
developed an effective connect
with the electorate.
In 2014 Lok Sabha elections,
Hema had defeated RLD heavyweight and party vice-president
Jayant Chaudhary by a massive
margin of 3,30,743 votes under
the influence of an apparent
Modi-wave. Mathura constituency, considered to be the stronghold of Jat voters, is all set to face
a direct fight between Hema and
Gathbandan candidate Kunwar
Narendra Singh.
Political analyst Subransh Rai
said if the grand alliance candidate
manages to swing the entire Jat,
OBC, Muslim and Thakur votes
in its favour then it will be difficult for Hema this time. “Congress
candidate Mahesh Pathak is eyeing the upper caste and Muslim
votes and this could only be a
spoiler for the major contestants,”
Rai said.
Of the total of 17,99,321 voters, the city has five lakhs Jat voters and around two lakhs Muslim
voters. Mathura Lok Sabha has
five Assembly segments - Chhata,
Mant, Goverdhan, Mathura and

Baldev and UP Power Minister
Shrikant Sharma is an MLA from
the region. The BJP won this seat
from 1991 to 2004, the Congress
(Manvendra Singh) in 2004 and
Jayant Chaudhary of RLD (2009).
Several residents including
contestants Pathak and Narendra
hit out at Hema for neglecting the
constituency and being not
approachable to the people. Hema
Malini still banks on the ‘charisma’ of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
“This time Braj will reject her
come what may. People have
realised that being an outsider, she
will never perform and we will not
allow Mathura to remain free
from vote bank politics. I will
make it a Brijwasi against the outsider,” said Narendra who has lost
all the previous three Uttar
Pradesh Assembly elections.
Narendra Singh’s elder brother and three-time former MP
Manvendra Singh joined the BJP
recently.
While monkey menace tops
the list of concerns amongst the
electorate, issues like favouring the
current regime and its projected
achievements like Balakot air
strikes and Mission Shakti among
others are hot topics for discussion.
“But how can we forget the
apparent problems of farmers,
unemployment and lack of development in Mathura,” said, Rajesh
Khare, a small time grain trader
near Attala Chungi. He also complained that Hema Malini never
came to their village where he
stays.

MODI: WON’T LET...

“They are openly threatening
us to divide India, resort to
bloodshed. Pakistan was also
saying that we have nuclear
weapons. But everyone knows
what we did. We will never allow
those people to succeed who
want a separate Prime Minister
for the State. Jammu and Kashmir
is an integral part of India,” he
thundered.
Referring to National
Conference president Omar
Abdullah’s demand of a separate
Prime Minister for Jammu and
Kashmir, Modi said, “I will never
allow ‘Do Nishan, Do Vidhan and
Do Pradhan’ (Two constitutions,
two flags and two sovereign
heads) to rule in our land. Ours
motive is that of Syama Prasad
Mukherjee,” Modi said. He said
the Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP)
commitment and ‘Desh Ka
Chowkidar’ (referring to himself)
carried the same emotions as
Syama Prasad Mukherjee.
Criticising the Indian
National Congress, PM Modi
said they won’t succeed in ‘disintegrating’ the ‘motherland’
(India). He said that Congress is
doing everything to come back to
power. “They (Congress) want to
do away with the AFSPA but the
BJP will never allow them to do
so,” Modi said. He said the Armed
forces and security agencies operating in the State need the protection of the AFSPA.
The Prime Minister also held
Congress responsible for the
migration of Kashmiri Pandits. “It
was because of Congress flawed

policies that Kashmiri Pandits
had to flee from the State,” the PM
said. Congress and their friends
were so worried about their vote
bank that they overlooked the
atrocities on Kashmiri Pandits”.
Modi, however, went on to
promise that under his
Government, Kashmiri Pandits
will return to their land. “The BJP
is committed to bring the
Kashmiri Pandits back to their
land”. Reaching out to the large
percentage of refugees staying in
the State, Modi said, “We’re also
making efforts to pass a law to
provide citizenship to families
which have come here helplessly
from Pak & believe in’Ma Bharti’.
He said come May 23 when BJP
will form next Government at the
Centre we will try and pass this
law to provide citizenship rights
to these people.
Modi also slammed Punjab
Chief Minister Amarinder Singh
for skipping an event on Saturday
to pay respects to the victims of
Jallianwala Bagh massacre. “He
boycotted the event. Do you
know why? Because he was busy
in bhakti of Congress parivar. He
went to Jallianwala Bagh with
naamdar but didn’t find it right
to attend event with the VicePresident. This is the difference
between Rashtrabhakti & Parivar
bhakti,” Modi said.
He said, “I have known
Captain Amarinder Singh for a
long time. I have never raised a
question on his patriotism. I can
understand the kind of pressure
which must have been put on him
for such parivar bhakti.”

Referring to surge in support
of BJP across the country, Modi
said, “The surveys are showing that
the BJP will get three time more
than the number of seats the
Congress gets in the upcoming Lok
Sabha elections.”
Giving credit to the voters of
Jammu and Baramulla parliamentary constituencies, Modi
said, “You have proven the
strength of democracy in India,
in the first phase of elections. By
coming out to vote in huge numbers in Baramulla and Jammu,
you have given a befitting reply
to the terrorist leaders, opportunists & people in ‘mahamilawat’
(grand adulteration).”

KEJRIWAL: AAP WILL...

On Saturday, AAP leader
and Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia said on Saturday
that his party was ready to form
an alliance with the Congress in
Delhi, Haryana and Chandigarh
but it would not agree for a tieup just in the national Capital.
Despite all the talk about the
proposed alliance, Congress has
not cleared its stand on the
possible coalition and that has
resulted in overall confusion
among party workers. A party
insider said the inordinate delay
in clearing the air over an
alliance is queering the pitch for
the party as workers are getting
disheartened. The inability of
the party High Command in
clearing the air and also delaying the announcement of its candidates has further weakened the
party.
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‘SUSPICIOUS BLACK TRUNK’ IN PM’S HELICOPTER

Lethpora terror case: NIA arrests 5th accused

Cong seeks EC probe into trunk T

PNS n NEW DELHI

PIONEER NEWS SERVICE n
NEW DELHI

he Congress on Sunday
demanded a probe into the
T
alleged transportation of a
“suspicious black trunk” in
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s helicopter during his
visit to Chitradurg in
Karnataka for election campaign. Congress spokesperson
Anand Sharma asked the
Prime Minister to come clean
and said the Election
Commission should enquire
into the contents of the “trunk”.
He said the Congress’
Karnataka unit has already
filed a complaint with the
Election Commission in this
regard. The Prime Minister
had addressed an election rally
in Karnataka’s Chitradurga
on April 9.
“We saw there were three
more choppers escorting the
Prime Minister’s helicopter.
After landing, a black trunk
was taken out and whisked
away in a private car which
was not part of the SPG carcade,” he alleged.
Sharma suggested there
was cash stashed in the trunk.
“What was there in the trunk.
If there was no cash in it, let
there an enquiry be held,” said
Sharma. The Congress also
played a video clip claiming
that the purported trunk, after
being unloaded from the PM’s
helicopter, was shipped to a private Innova car, that Sharma
alleged was not a part of the
SPG carcade, and taken away.
Reacting to Congress’
demand for a thorough probe,
BJP
spokesman
GVL
Narasimhan Rao said these are
baseless allegations and the
“Congress party which is synonymous to corruption” should
come out clean on their issues.
Sharma also asked Modi to
give an account of his five-year

o Congress spokesperson Anand Sharma asked
the Prime Minister to come clean on this issue
o He said the Congress’ Karnataka unit has
already filed a complaint with the Election
Commission in this regard. The Prime
Minister had addressed an election rally in
Karnataka’s Chitradurga on April 9
o Sharma suggested there was cash stashed in
the trunk. What was there in the trunk. If
there was no cash in it, let there an enquiry
be held?
o Reacting to Congress’ demand for a thorough

rule to the people of the country as a tribute to Dr BR
Ambedkar on his birth
anniversary.
“The Prime Minister is
trying to control and change
the narrative because he has no
courage to face real issues,”
he alleged.
Raising the issue of Rafale,
Sharma asked Modi to make
public the minutes of a meeting held last year between him
and former French President
Francois Hollande on the fighter jet deal.
“Why is he (PM) silent on
his role in Rafale scam? Make
the minutes of the meeting
between Prime Minister and
former French Pesident

After son gets
ticket, Union Min
offers to resign
PNS n NEW DELHI

nion Steel Minister
Chaudhar y Birender
U
Singh, a prominent Jat leader of
BJP in Haryana, on Sunday said
he has offered to resign from
the Cabinet and from Rajya
Sabha as his son has got a Lok
Sabha ticket and he wants to
send across a message against
dynasty politics.
The announcement, made
by the 73-year-old Minister
during a Press conference at his
official residence here, followed selection of his son
Brijendra Singh as the BJP
candidate from Hisar in
Haryana. The senior leader
said he has informed BJP’s
president Amit Shah about his
resignation offer and it was up
to the party chief to take the
final call.
Singh, grandson of Jat icon
and farmer leader Sir Chotu
Ram, said he wants to send
across a message of antidynasty politics as his son has
got the Lok Sabha ticket. “I
have offered my resignation
from both Union Cabinet and
Rajya Sabha and I have
informed the party chief Amit
Shahji about this,” Singh told
reporters.
Singh said it is the principle of the BJP not to promote
nepotism and fight against
dynasty rule and his decision to
resign is in line with the party’s
principles. Singh, who was
with the Congress for almost
four decades before switching
to the saffron party in 2014,
was once in reckoning for
Haryana’s chief ministership.
Currently, he is a Rajya
Sabha member of the BJP from
Haryana and his wife is an
MLA in Haryana assembly.
His son Brijendra, who has
been nominated as the BJP
candidate for Lok Sabha from
Hisar, was an IAS officer.
In 2016, Singh was shifted
to Steel Ministry from the
Ministr y
of
Rural
Development, Panchayati Raj
and Drinking Water and
Sanitation.
The BJP also cleared the
name of former Congress MP
Arvind Sharma, who joined the
BJP recently, from Rohtak seat.
Both Hisar and Rohtak are
high-stakes constituencies,
considered strongholds of
Bhajan Lal and the Hooda

Birender Singh said it is the
principle of the BJP not to
promote nepotism and fight
against dynasty rule and his
decision to resign is in line
with the party’s principles
families.
Sharma has been a twotime MP from Karnal between
2004 and 2009 and has also
represented Sonipat as an
Independent MP. He will take
on Congress’ sitting MP
Deepender Singh Hooda, the
son of former Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda, from
Rohtak.
The BJP has now named
candidates for all the 10 Lok
Sabha seats in Haryana, where
polling will be held in the
sixth phase on May 12.
The bureaucrat-turnedpolitician sees similarities
between his previous job and
his future assignment, saying
the purpose of both is
to serve people, the State and
the country.
He felt that in politics there
is a more direct connect with
the people and said that a
MP’s vision should not be limited to his constituency, but
should extend to the whole
country.
Replying to a question,
Brijendra said he was hopeful
that people of Hisar would
make the BJP victorious with a
big margin. Brijendra said that
he supports and respects his
father’s decision but the same
time, “it puts more responsibility on my shoulders”.
On the legacy of his great
grandfather, Sir Chottu Ram,
he said it was not just limited
to Haryana. “Since childhood,
I was impacted by his ideology,” he said.

probe, BJP spokesman GVL Narasimhan Rao
said these are baseless allegations and the
“Congress party which is synonymous to
corruption” should come out clean on their
issues

he National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on Sunday
arrested the fifth accused in
connection with terror attack
on the CRPF group centre at
Lethpora village in Pulwama in
December 2017 that killed five
personnel.
Irshad Ahmad Reshi was
picked up from Pulwama in
South Kashmir after the interrogation of Nisar Ahmed
Tantray and Syed Hilal
Andrabi, arrested earlier by the
probe agency.
Reshi was an over ground
worker (OGW) of the proscribed Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) terror group and a close
associate of slain terrorist Noor
Mohammad Tantray, alias

Noor Trali, a little over four-feet
tall, a NIA spokesperson said.
The attack on CRPF Group
Centre, Lethpora was executed
under a conspiracy to avenge
the death of Noor Trali, who
was killed in an encounter
with security forces in
December 2017, he said.
The spokesperson said
Reshi has been found to be a
key conspirator who provided
logistic support in form of

o Sharma also asked Modi to give an account of
his five-year rule to the people of the country
as a tribute to Dr BR Ambedkar on his birth
anniversary

DUAL CONTROL OVER ASSAM RIFLES

Delhi High Court
issues notice to
Cabinet Secy

o The PM is trying to control and change
narrative because he has no courage to face
real issues, Sharma alleged

Francois Hollande on the
Rafale deal public by tomorrow.
As there has been a controversy, it would help settle it once
for all,” he said.
The Prime Minister in his
“desperation to win has done
enormous disservice to the
nation by dragging in the
Armed Forces for Partisan
political propaganda”, Sharma
further alleged.
“Seeking votes for the
courageous action and sacrifices of our soldiers is an
unpardonable transgression
and also an insult to the Armed
forces who defend the motherland under the tricolour and
not under one person or party.
The Indian Army belongs to

the Republic of India,” he said.
Sharma also slammed BJP
leader and Union Minister
General VK Singh (Retd).
“There is Prime Minister’s
defence and his apology
Minister, including one of his
Ministers, who should have
been made literate in the military history of the country. I
am referring to retired General
VK Singh, he said — Indira
Gandhi benefitted electorally
from the Bangladesh war.”
“Is he ignorant of history
when he himself was a commissioned officer?” Sharma
asked. “To reeducate him, these
are the facts: General Singh got
commissioned in June 1970,
Smt Indira Gandhi recorded a
massive electoral win in March
1971 and India won the 13-day
war with Pakistan on 16
December 1971. VK Singh
should extend an unconditional apology,” he said.

Bench expresses
displeasure on Home
Min’s reply on petition
filed by ex-Servicemen
Welfare Association
PNS n NEW DELHI

President Ram Nath Kovind, Vice-President M Venkaiah Naidu, Lok Sabha Speaker
Sumitra Mahajan, Prime Minister Narendra Modi and several Union Ministers pay
homage to Babasaheb Dr BR Ambedkar, on the occasion of his birth anniversary, at
Parliament on Sunday
Pioneer photo

Those pointing fingers at Rahul over terrorism should be ashamed: Pitroda
New Delhi: Congress leader
Sam Pitroda said party chief
Rahul Gandhi has experienced
the trauma of terrorism and
those questioning him in the
matter should feel ashamed.
The remarks come at a
time when Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and other BJP
leaders had often attacked the
Congress president on the issue
of terrorism and national security in the run up to Lok Sabha
elections.
In an interview to PTI,
Pitroda said Rahul Gandhi lost
his grandmother (Indira
Gandhi) and father (Rajiv

Rahul: Those who
weaken justice, liberty,
equality, fraternity doing
disservice to Ambedkar
New Delhi: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Sunday paid
tribute to BR Ambedkar on his
birth anniversary and said those
who weaken the principles of
justice, liberty, equality and fraternity are doing disservice to
the memory of the architect of
the Indian Constitution. “On Dr
Babasaheb Ambedkar’s jayanti,
let us re-dedicate ourselves to the
4 universal values of JUSTICE,
LIBERTY, EQUALITY & FRATERNITY enshrined in our
Constitution. Those who pay
him tributes on this day, while
insidiously weakening these values, do his memory disservice,”
he said in a tweet, which is being
viewed as an attack on the BJP
leadership.
PTI

Rahul Gandhi lost his
grandmother (Indira
Gandhi) and father (Rajiv
Gandhi) to terrorism and
that th
he leader
understands the trauma
and suffering associated
with it, says Cong leader
Gandhi) to terrorism and that
the leader understands the
trauma and suffering associated with it.
He said those doubting
Rahul Gandhi’s nationalism
should be ashamed of themselves. Referring to senior BJP
leader LK Advani’s recent
remarks in a blog post, the chief
of Indian Overseas Congress
said BJP leaders must learn

shelter and transport for the
terrorists and conducting
reconnaissance of the CRPF
Group centre, Lethpora before
the terrorist attack.
Four
accused
—
Fayaz Ahmad Magrey
(Lethpora), Manzoor Ahmed
Bhat (Pampore), Nisar Ahmed
Tantray (Tral) and Syed Hilal
Andrabi (Ratnipora, Pulwama)
— were arrested earlier
by the NIA.

Trali, who was also instrumental in reviving the outfit in
the Valley. The attack on the
CRPF centre was carried out in
the inter vening night of
December 30 and 31 in 2017 by
three terrorists belonging
to the JeM.
The terrorists were identified as Fardeen Ahmad
Khandey, Manzoor Baba and a
Pakistani, Abdul Shakoor, a resident of the Rawalakot area of
Pakistan Occupied Kashmir.
Five CRPF personnel were
killed in the attack. The three
terrorists were also eliminated.
Reshi will be produced
before the Special NIA court in
Jammu on Monday with a
request for grant of police custody for further investigation,
the spokesman added.

from the veteran leader. “I disagree with Advani on many
issues, but respect him as a person. BJP leaders must learn
from Advani who has advised
against excess self-promotion
and calling people with different political views as ‘anti-

national’,” Pitroda said.
“Who has given BJP leaders
the right to declare others as
traitors?” he said. On being
asked about Congress’ prospects
in this election, the senior party
leader said, “The elections may
throw many surprises this time.
Voters should remember that
their votes can make or mar the
country’s future.”
The long-time Gandhi family advisor said Narendra Modi
and Rahul Gandhi are two different personalities. One leader
(Modi) has a manufactured
image, while the other (Rahul)
is an honest young leader who
understands people’s problems
and has overcome many challenges, he said.
PTI

elhi High Court has issued
notice to Cabinet Secretary
D
on the issue of dual control over
Assam Rifles by Home
Ministry and Defence Ministry.
The Bench headed by
Justices S Muralidhar and IS
Mehta expressed displeasure on
the reply of Home Ministry on
the petition filed by Assam
Rifles Ex-Servicemen Welfare
Association detailing the problems due to the dual control on
the force by Ministries of Home
and Defence.
Assam Rifle is administratively controlled by Home
Ministry and operationally
controlled by Defence Ministry.
The petitioners preferred control of Defence Ministry citing
good pay and perks and welfare
measures to pensioners. In
December 2018, the Court
directed to both Secretaries of
Home and Defence to convene
a meeting on this regard and
directed to inform the decision.
In March, 2019, Home
Secretary informed the Court
that they had sent a note to
Cabinet Committee on
Security (CCS) to take an

appropriate decision.
“In effect the Ministry of
Home Affairs (MHA) has
washed its hands off the issue
and placed it at the doorstep of
the Cabinet Committee on
Security (CCS). The Court is
therefore constrained to issue
a notice to the CCS to explain
what decision it has taken on
the note forwarded to it by the
MHA on March 20, 2019,”
said the High Court order
dated April 9, directing Cabinet
Secretary to respond.
Advocate Neha Rathi
appearing for the Assam Rifle
Ex-Ser vicemen
Welfare
Association argued that lackadaisical approach of the
Government on the critical
questions when lakhs of families are suffering is extremely
unfortunate. The petitioners
pointed out that due of the dual
control, the serving as well as
retired soldiers are deprived of
many benefits like other Army
and Para-Military forces.

KVIC created over 20L new jobs in last 5 yrs: Chairman
New Delhi: The Khadi and
Village Industries Commission
has created over 20 lakh new
jobs in the last five fiscals
under the ambitious Prime
Minister
Employment
Generation Programme
(PMEGP), the commission’s
top official has said.
KVIC chairman Vinai
Kumar Saxena said the
Commission has always
achieved more than 100 per
cent success rate in execution of
the PMEGP.He said prior to
2014-15, the achievement rate
was never over the stipulated
target. But in the last five fiscals,
due to the push given by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, to
digital India, the KVIC suc-

ceeded in surpassing the targets.
“Incredible it may sound,
amid much debate about job
crisis in the nation, the Khadi
and Village Industries
Commission, leading from the
front, has created 20,63,152
new jobs and set up 2,67,226
new projects under its ambitious
Prime Minister Employment
Generation
Programme
(PMEGP) in the last five fiscals,
i.e. between 2014-15 to 201819,” Saxena said.
In 2018-19, the KVIC, the
nodal agency of PMEGP, had
been given a target of setting up
70,386 new PMEGP projects
disbursing margin money of Rs
1,968.80 crore for creating
5,62,351 employments, he said.

“Surprisingly, the KVIC
achieved 105.05 per cent success
in this process as it had set up
73,408 new projects, disbursing
margin money of Rs 2068.31
crore and creating 5,87,264 new
employments,” He said.
“Surpassing the target, however, is not a new phenomenon
for KVIC in the last five financial year. Barring 2015-16, it has
always achieved more than 100
per cent success in execution of
PMEGP,” He said.
While in the 2014-15 the
achievement percent was
102.70 per cent, it was 118.29
and 112.17 per cent in 2016-17
and 2017-18 respectively.
“Success in PMEGP is manifestation of Prime Minister

Narendra Modi’s vision of
Digital India. The KVIC as the
nodal agency of the PMEGP
scheme, had taken various
steps of digitalisation — to
increase organisational capacity to meet the various
requirements towards implementation of this scheme.
“Earlier PMEGP was
implemented off-line. But from
July 1 2016, KVIC launched
online portal. The software
used for digitalisation of
PMEGP was developed inhouse by the IT team of the
KVIC, saving approximately Rs
20 crore of the government
exchequers as some external
agency could have charged this
for it,” Saxena said.

He said the online portal
has brought transparency and
expedited disbursement of
margin money subsidy under
the PMEGP.
“The KVIC has introduced
online submission of application by the prospective beneficiaries and the payment of
Margin Money subsidy is
directly made into the beneficiary account through Direct
Benefit Transfer (DBT). With
the digitalization of the whole
process, not only the applicants
can now track the status of their
applications at any point of
time, it had also taken out even
the minor chance for middlemen — to bluff the applicants,” he said.
PTI

50% tax on unhealthy items to be win-win situation for nation
ARCHANA JYOTI n NEW DELHI

evying taxes on unhealthy
products particularly tobacL
co, alcohol and sugary beverages by 50 per cent over the
next five decades will be a winwin situation for the nations as
not only over 50 million premature deaths due to soaring
non-communicable diseases
(NCDs) could be prevented,
the impact of these taxes is projected to yield over $20 trillion
in revenue, according to a
global report released recently.
The recommendations of
the report ‘Health Taxes to Save
Lives’ holds

important for India as the
world given that tobacco use,
obesity and risky alcohol consumption have become three
leading risk factors for the
development of NCDs, killing
40 million people each year and
representing 70 per cent of all
annual deaths.
The report ‘Health Taxes to
Save Lives’ is prepared by task
force on fiscal policy for health
— co-chaired by Mike
Bloomberg and economist
Larr y Summers, former
Secretary of the US Treasury
and former Director of the
National Economic Council.
Asserting that the
Finance Ministry
controls a powerful tool i.e. tax policy to reduce the
harmful use of
these products, the

task force members recommended that taxes on tobacco,
alcohol, and sugary beverages
should be set high enough, and
raised quickly enough, to
reduce consumption and
improve health.
Also, “Countries should
design their health taxes to be
easy to administer, hard to
manipulate, and difficult to
game. This generally means
applying simple uniform specific taxes, which have many

advantages over ad valorem
excises and over complex and
multi-tiered taxes. These taxes
should be regularly adjusted for
inflation and income growth to
make sure that products
become less affordable over
time,” as per the report.
Larry Summers was of the
opinion that “if we want to
improve global health, we need
to tax the things that are killing
us. Taxing things that are bad for
your health, like tobacco, over
things like savings and income
is as close to a free lunch as you
can get in economics. The economic rationale for taxing these
products is strong if we want to
save lives and make a better,
healthier world.”
Echoing similar views,
Mike Bloomberg said,
“Countries can save millions of
lives if they take action. Despite

the clear and growing body of
evidence, industry opposition
to smart health policies will
continue to mislead the public
about the harmful effects of
their products. That makes it all
the more important for the
international community to
support countries in adopting
effective, evidence-based health
taxes that will save lives.”
While obesity has many
causes, one significant factor is
the growth of consumption of
highly processed foods and
sugary beverages worldwide,
similarly, more than 1 billion
people in the world smoke
while about 3.3 million people
die each year from alcohol
use, approximately 5 per cent
of all deaths worldwide
The task force members
including Masood Ahmed,
president, Center for Global

Development, Kaushik Basu,
professor of economics, Cornell
University, Helen Clark, former
UNDP Administrator, former
Prime Minister of New
Zealand, Margaret Chan, former director general, WHO,
Bent Høie, Minister of health
and care services, Norway
pointed out that policies to discourage consumption of these
three key risk factors — tobacco, alcohol and sugar-sweetened beverages — are central to
achieving the SDG Goals that
call for a one-third reduction in
premature mortality from
NCDs by 2030.
Stating that the report
makes sense, Dr Arun Gupta,
Central Coordinator BPNI,
also called for the need to end
marketing of harmful food
which have high sugar and are
ultra processed.
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75-yr-old Modi I am against terrorism, they are BJP, TMC try to encash
supporter dies against me, PM attacks Opp Ram Navmi pie in WB
I
after assault

Representational image

Thanjavur: A 75-year old supporter of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi died after he
was allegedly attacked by a suspected supporter of the DMKCongress alliance following a
wordy duel near here, police
said on Sunday.
Police said they arrested
Gopinath who got into an
argument with the elderly man
while the latter was seeking
votes for the AIADMK-BJP
alliance at Orthanadu late
Saturday.

In a fit of rage, Gopinath
attacked Govindarajan who
was also a fan of AIADMK
founder
late
M
G
Ramachandran.
The man collapsed and
died on the spot, police said.
Gopinath was arrested on
Sunday and produced before
court which remanded him to
judicial custody, they added.
Police said Gopinath was
stated to be a supporter of
DMK-Congress alliance supporter.
PTI

Aligarh (UP): Attacking the
anti-BJP alliance formed for the
ongoing Lok Sabha polls, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Sunday said while people wanted to get rid of terrorism, those
in the “maha milawat” wanted
to remove him from power.
Addressing a poll rally here,
Modi asked the crowd, “Tell me
whether terrorism should be
eliminated or not, whether we
should enter Pakistan and kill
the terrorists, whether we
should conduct surgical strikes
and airstrikes, whether our
jawans should get a free hand
or not? Has your chowkidar
done the right thing?” The
crowd replied, “Yes.”
Hitting out at the anti-BJP
alliance, the Prime Minister said,
"You are saying terrorism should
be eliminated, but those in the
maha milawat say Modi should
be removed. This will help them
run their politics, but will it be
beneficial for the country?
"Imagine only for a second
that if there was a small goof-up
in the surgical strike or airstrikes
carried out by us, wouldn't all of
them have ripped Modi apart
(Modi ki chamdhi udhedh dete
ki nahi, Modi ke baal noch lete
ki nahi)?.... But what would hap-

We don't want to politicise
armed forces: Sitharaman
Bengaluru: Defence Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman on Sunday
said neither Prime Minister
Narendra Modi nor any other
NDA leader wanted to politicise
armed forces and there was
nothing wrong in talking about
the political will giving freedom
to the forces to take action as
they deem fit.
At an informal interactive
session with intellectuals, academicians and young thinkers
here, she said the Opposition
had been constantly coming up
with the allegation that armed
forces were being politicised.
"Nobody wants to politicise
the armed forces, not particularly myself or Prime Minister
or anybody from here
(Government). We dont want
to politicise the armed forces,
she said.
Sitharaman sought to know
whether it was wrong to compare how "weak" the
Manmohan Singh-led government was in 2008 post Mumbai
attacks and the how "strong" the
Modi government was now in
2019 after the Pulwama terror
attack by Jaish-e-Mohammed
which killed 40 CRPF Jawans in
February.

Action was taken after
Pulwama because we felt the
heat from the people saying Is
this India? Is this the government we voted for? Are you
incapable of taking action?
"And then the political will,
based on sound intelligence
information, gives the freedom
to the armed forces to take the
necessary action as they
deemed fit. Is it wrong to say it?
That is not politicisation of the
armed forces, the Defence
Minister asserted.
She asked the people to differentiate between politicisation
and talking about the political
will.
Congress and other opposition parties have objected to
Modi and several other BJP
leaders referring to IAF's air
strikes on terror camp in

Balakot and mentioning the
valour of the armed forces in
defending the country.
The Congress on Friday
moved
the
Election
Commission against Modi and
BJP chief Amit Shah for
allegedly "dragging" the armed
forces in the political domain by
using them to seek votes.
Over 150 military veterans
have written to President Ram
Nath Kovind, expressing outrage over what they called "use"
of the armed forces for "political purposes" and sought his
intervention in preserving apolitical character of the services.
Referring to the Rafale deal,
Sitharaman charged with
Congress with spreading lies
despite the Supreme Court's
order and the report of the
Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG).
"In spite of supreme court
decision, In spite of the CAG
report, in spite of former
Raksha Mantri Arun Jaitley, in
spite of me all of us making in
the Parliament point by point
answer, if the Congress party is
going about saying the same
things all over again, it is purely false”, she said.
PTI

SAUGAR SENGUPTA n KOLKATA

pen to Modi later on, should the
decision be based on this? Modi
never thinks about himself, he
thinks about the country." He
said his mission was to "elimi-

nate terrorism, corruption and
illness, and alleviate poverty".
The Prime Minister also
said it was his dream to see the
defence corridor.
PTI

Minor short-circuit fire below PM Modi's
stage, three booked for negligence: Cops
Aligarh (UP): Three persons,
including an electricity contractor, were booked on Sunday
for "negligence" after a short
circuit caused a minor fire
under the stage on which Prime
Minister Narendra Modi was
delivering his speech here.
Senior superintendent of
police Akash Kulhari said, “The
wiring of air-conditioning circuit got overheated and acci-

dentally caught fire.”
He said the security staff
immediately doused the fire
before any damage could be
done.
The Prime Minister's continued his speech uninterrupted while the security personnel
tackled the mishap without
anyone knowing about it, he
said, adding an enquiry has
been ordered.
PTI

SP will face consequences of
aligning with BSP: Home Min
Badaun (UP): Seeking to drive
a wedge between alliance partners SP and BSP, Union
Minister Rajnath Singh on
Sunday said Samajwadi Party
will have to bear the consequences of teaming up with the
Mayawati-led party in the Lok
Sabha elections.
Addressing an election
meeting at Dataganj here, he
said, "... Samajwadi Party (SP)
does not know what big mistake it has committed by forging an alliance with the BSP. It
will have to bear the consequences."
Earlier this year, BSP supremo Mayawati and SP chief
Akhilesh Yadav announced
that they will fight from 38 and
37 seats, respectively while
leaving two for the Congress in
Uttar Pradesh. The seats that
were left out by the SP-BSP
alliance included the Gandhi
family's stronghold of Amethi
and Raebareli.
The Union home minister
also said that barely 13 days
after the Pulwama terror attack,
'revenge' was taken.
"Congress and other opposition parties started demanding proof as to how many terrorists were killed, how many

camps were destroyed... Had it
been one or two, we could have
counted them.
"But, they were so many, to
what extent could have we
counted? The job of IAF is not
to count the bodies," he said.
Singh was referring to the
air strikes carried out by the
Indian Air Force (IAF) on terror camps in Balakot.
The senior BJP leader also
underlined the Centre's resolve
in providing best security apparatus to the armed forces.
He said the soldiers had
been demanding bulletproof
jackets since 2009, but in vain.
"As soon as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi came to know
about this, he immediately
gave orders for providing bulletproof jackets to Army
jawans. Such jackets have been
given to 1.86 lakh soldiers," the
Minister added.
PTI

n what could put even the
Hindi heartland to shame,
Bengal watched two of the
State’s most formidable political
opponents competing each
other over the Ram Navmi pie
ahead of the second round of
general elections.
In an unprecedented show
of affection for the God of valour, both Trinamool Congress
and BJP on Saturday and
Sunday descended on the
streets, clad in saffron dresses,
even as a confused lot of voters
watched genuine electoral issues
shifting to the backburner.
While in Kanthi, TMC MP,
Dibyebdu Adhikary, performed
a public puja before his supporters took out processions
chanting religious songs in the
neighbouring Kharagpur. State
BJP president, Dilip Ghosh,
threw electoral norms to the
winds even as he publicly exhibited his capabilities with the
sword and mace.
“This is our tradition. We
are Hindus and worshippers of
Lord Rama the God of valour
and power. We have all the right
to follow our tradition with fanfare: elections or not. We dare

Loot of natural
resources, misery
for poor pillars of
Modi Govt: Yechury
Kolkata: Slamming the BJPled Government, CPI(M) general secretar y, Sitaram
Yechury, on Sunday said it
stands on the twin pillars of
loot of natural resources and
more misery for the poor.
Yechury also accused the
Narendra Modi-led NDA
Government of trying to use
the armed forces to polarise
the elections in the face of its
imminent defeat.
He said it is "quite evident"
from the anger against the
present dispensation at the
grassroots that a secular
democratic Government will
come to power after the elections.
"Recently, a report came
out where it stated that bank
loans of corporates worth `5.5
lakh crore were waived off in
the last five years. This only
sums up from where the BJP
is getting so much money in
terms of electoral bonds.
"This Modi Government
rests on twin pillars of loot of
natural resources, cronyism
and more misery for poor and
common masses," Yechury
told reporters here.
PTI

the Government or anyone else
to stop us and feel the consequence,” he said even as he rattled the saber and mace in air.
At Birbhum the parliamentary constituency presided
over by TMC strongman
Anubrata Mandal the TMC
leaders including a State
Minister performed public
offerings of the pooja even as his
followers took out long processions down the windy streets of
Siuri and Bolpur.
Ram Navami not a major
festival in Bengal until its electoral value was driven home a
couple of years ago was celebrated with much fanfare in
Bankura, Purulia and Howrah
too where the politicians played
to the gallery as never before
even as the Left and the
Congress cried foul.
Apparently cramped by
Marxist agnosticism CPI(M)
general Sitaram Yechury on
Sunday cried out seeking
Election Commission’s attention
to "blatant breaking of model
code of conduct."
“Most unfortunately” the
BJP and the Trinamool
Congress are feeding each other
and dividing the electorate along
communal lines, he said. “This

communal division is leaving
little space for the democratic,
secular politics which is an
alarming trend for a State like
Bengal,” he said holding Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee solely responsible for “degeneration
of the State politics.”
Meanwhile, the BJP on
Sunday demanded a foolproof
measure to enable voters to cast
their votes in the remaining six
phases of polling in Bengal.
“We have seen how the
voters were stopped from coming to booths, how polling was
rigged in booths manned by the
State police,” both in
Coochbehar and Alipurduar
while the armed TMC gangs
took control of the streets, BJP
observer for Bengal Kailash
Vijaybargiya said demanding
full CCTV coverage for the electoral sites.
“We want all the pooling
stations to be covered by CCTV
and all of them to be manned
by central forces in the subsequent phases of polling,” he said.
The BJP leaders had earlier
staged a dharna at the Chief
Elect oral Officer’s office in
Kolkata demanding re-poll in
more than 300 booths of
Alipurduar and Coochbehar.

Yogi should be booked
for sedition, Gehlot on
‘Modi ki sena' remarks
Jaipur : Rajasthan Chief
Minister Ashok Gehlot suggested on Sunday that his
Uttar Pradesh counterpart,
Yogi Adityanath, should be
booked for sedition for
labelling the military as Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
Army.
"Yogi ji is saying, 'this is
Modi sena'. There should be a
case of sedition on Yogi ji. If
someone criticises the government, the person is directly called anti-national. But
the anti-national person is he
who, while being the chief
minister, says 'Modi ji ki sena'
(Modi's army)," Gehlot told
reporters here.At a rally in
Ghaziabad on March 31,
Adityanath had dubbed the
Army "Modi ji ki sena", triggering a political firestorm
with the Opposition attacking
the Uttar Pradesh chief minister for "insulting and humiliating" the armed forces.
"Where do you want to
take the nation? What will
happen in the country when

soldiers will have their interference here like Pakistan?"
Gehlot asked. He said Pakistan
had military rule several times,
but the defence forces were
kept separate from politics in
India for the past 70 years.
"Our Army protects the
nation and fulfil duties," the
Congress leader said, claiming
that it was for the first time the
armed forces were being
politicised.
The Rajasthan chief minister cautioned that the youth
should be aware of the political propaganda on social
media. "Our countrymen, particularly the youth, should
not be misled. Modi and his
team are brainwashing youths
through social media. If you
are misled, this will be dangerous for the country," he
said.
Gehlot later addressed a
rally in Gangapur city of Sawai
Madhopur district and alleged
that Modi had won the 2014
Lok Sabha election on false
promises.
PTI

It’s Gowda clan versus BJP at Hassan Muslims seek at least one Cong seat in Delhi
PTI n NEW DELHI

KESTUR VASUKI n
BENGALURU

assan in Karnataka is one
of the constituencies
H
where BJP is fighting Prajwal
Revanna of the Deve Gowda
clan. A cat has nine lives, but
Deve Gowda has 10!" is a
phrase people use in
Karnataka, as the former
Prime Minister and ruling
Janata Dal-Secular (JD(S)
supremo battles at the age of
86 to give political births to
two of his grandsons in his
political terra firma. In
Hassan, the JD(S)-Congress
coalition is facing the rebellion. The workers of both the
parties are refusing to obey
the diktat of alliance.

A Manju, another powerful vokkaliga leader of the
BJP, is taking on 29-year-old
Prajwal Revanna who hails
from a powerful Vokkaliga
family of Deve Gowda. His
father HD Revanna is the
PWD
Minister
in
Kumaraswamy’s Cabinet. He is
the elder brother of
Kumaraswamy. Deve Gowda,
who fought many elections
from Hassan, has sacrificed his
seat to his grandson Prajwal
Revanna — a well-thought
strategy to baptise the third
generation into politics. The
JD(S), a family party, has been
surviving on the caste and
Deve Gowda’s shrewd politics.
The fight is also significant and a litmus test for the

coalition politics of Congress
and JDs. This is also a test on
how people and party workers respond to the dynasty
politics. A peek in to the
political history of the state
shows that in south Karnataka
that the Janata Dal-Secular
(JD-S) and Congress had
fought bitterly against each
other in the Assembly election
less than a year ago.
However the alliance of
JD(S) and Congress hasn't
gone down well with the rank
and file in the State. According
to a pre-poll agreement
between the two parties, the
JD(S) has fielded its candidates in seven of the 28 Lok
Sabha seats, while the
Congress has its own candi-

dates in the other 21 constituencies.
A senior politician from
Hassan Gandasi Shivaram a
former congress minister who
had taken the Gowda family
head on says he is campaigning
for JD(S) Congress candidate as
part of the diktat of the high
command. However he refused
to comment on the rebellion in
the Congress. He says as a congress worker he was to only follow the coalition dharma.
A Congress district level
functionary at Hassan said
even if the party dismissed
him he will not work for
JD(S) candidate Prajwal
Revanna. He says the alliance
has doomed the prospects of
Congress at Hassan and ques-

tions the future of the party.
In all these elections the JD(S)
and the Congress were bitter
rivals in many constituencies
and Hassan is facing the wrath
of rebellion of rank and file.
In Hassan, former
Congress Minister A Manu
who joined the BJP in protest
against the alliance and is
contesting on a saffron ticket.
This rebellion was primarily
against JDS candidate Prajwal
Revanna, grandson of Deve
Gowda. Manju said “ I am
confident of winning with
the Modi wave and rebellion
in the Congress and JD(S). All
the grass root workers are with
me and I am fighting against
the dynastic politics of
Devegowda.”

lready divided over
whether to forge an
A
alliance with the AAP, the
Delhi Congress faces fresh
trouble with its senior Muslim
leaders resenting that they may
be denied party tickets in the
Lok Sabha polls.
In a letter written to
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi Saturday, a group of
five ex-MLAs — three of them
having been elected five times
to Delhi assembly — has
sought fielding of a Muslim
leader either from Chandni
Chowk or North East Delhi
Lok Sabha seats.
The resentment by the
Muslim leaders of the party’s
Delhi unit has come to the fore
days before finalisation of the

list of candidates on seven
parliamentary seats in the capital. The letter signed by
Mateen Ahmad, Shoiab Iqbal,
Hasan Ahmed and Asif
Mohammad Khan also mentions the name of Delhi
Congress working president
Haroon Yusuf, a five-time
MLA, for consideration of the
party ticket from Delhi.
Besides Haroon Yusuf,
Mateen Ahmad and Shoiab
Iqbal too were elected five
times, while Hasan Ahmed
and Asif Mohammad Khan
were elected twice to the Delhi
legislative assembly.
“Keeping in view the number of Muslim votes, the contribution and track record of
winning elections by the five
Muslim leaders, one ticket
must be given to anyone of

them either from Chandni
Chowk or North East Delhi
parliamentary seat,” the leaders
said in the letter.
All the five leaders are
“very popular” among the
Muslims and other communities and “very active”, said the
letter addressed to Gandhi.
“There is very (much)
resentment among the people
and political circle as no
Muslim has been given ticket
from Delhi in 2019 Lok Sabha
elections,” they said, expressing
their fear. The four leaders also
met Delhi Congress chief
Sheila Dikshit to register their
protest on the issue.
“Dikshit said the tickets are
yet to be announced in Delhi
and promised to consider our
demand,” said Mateen Ahmad
after the meeting.

Triple talaq crusaders continue to fight for survival
Kolkata: The Triple Talaq Bill
has been a major poll plank of
the BJP, with the party trying its
best to woo a section of minorities with the legislation, even as
those who had led the crusade
against the practice continue to
fight for their survival.
In its recently released
manifesto for Lok Sabha polls,
the saffron party, which failed
to legislate the bill in Parliament
due to stiff resistance by the
Opposition, has pledged to
eliminate the practices of
instant talaq and nikah halala
if re-elected to power.
Vijaya Rahatkar, the national president of the party's Mahila
Morcha, said the efforts of the
Narendra Modi Government to
pass the Triple Talaq Bill "will
surely yield positive results for
the BJP" in the ongoing Lok
Sabha polls.

Ironically, anti-triple talaq
champions — Ishrat Jahan,
Shayara Bano and Atiya Sabri —
who had moved the Supreme
Court to seek an end to the practice of instant divorce continue
to live in abject poverty, with little or no means of income.
The court, in a landmark
judgment in 2017, held the
practice "void" and "unconstitutional".
Divorced in April 2015,
Ishrat Jahan lives with her two
children in neighbouring
Howrah district.
"I am struggling to make
both ends meet. I don't have
money to send my children to
school. As of now, I depend on
my relatives for financial assistance," she told PTI.
Jahan had joined the BJP in
2018 and was initially expected
to be one of the major minority

faces of the party in Bengal. It
was also speculated that she
would figure in BJP's list of Lok
Sabha candidates in the state.
"Things appear to have
changed. I am not in touch
with the party any more. At times
I visit party meetings, but that's
about it," she said, when asked if
the BJP leaders inquire about her.
The story is no different for
Shayara Bano and Atiya Sabri,
who live under stressful financial
conditions with no help from
their divorced husbands.
"She doesn't have any
income of her own ... We try to
help her in whatever way we
can," Bano's brother Arshad told
PTI from Uttar Pradesh.
Sabri's brother Rizwan, who
is a resident of Uttarakhand, said
the family wants the court matter to be disposed off soon. He
appealed to both the state and

central governments to look
into the early disposal of the case.
"My sister stays with me. She
is part of my family. We don't
want any financial help, we just
want this matter to end soon,"
Rizwan said.
Two other petitioners,
Afreen Rahman and Gulshan
Parween, could not be contacted. Rahatkar, when
apprised of the condition of the
three women, said she had
met Jahan and assured her of
financial assistance.
"We should always stand by
those women who have suffered
but not given up. I spoke to Ishrat
and told her that we will provide
assistance if she needed to send
her children to school. We are
also willing to give her loan
under the Government's Mudra
scheme to help her start a business," Rahatkar told PTI. PTI

BJP president Amit Shah during a roadshow for the Lok Sabha elections at Kalol in Gandhinagar on Sunday
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Priyanka alleges bid to Congress says PM Modi, Shah biggest enemies
‘cheated’ devotees of people: Farooq Abdullah
destroy Constitution on Sabarimala issue
Silchar (Assam): Coming down
heavily on the BJP, Congress
leader Priyanka Gandhi Vadra
on Sunday said the Constitution
is not respected and an attempt
is being made to destroy it by
the present dispensation.
Holding a roadshow in
Silchar in support of Congress
candidate and sitting MP
Sushmita Dev, she also said that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
has toured the world over, but
hardly spent time in his own
constituency in Varanasi.
“It is ‘Mahapurush’ (BR)
Ambedkar ji’s birth anniversary.
He laid the foundation of this
country
through
the
Constitution. It is the duty of
every leader to respect that
Constitution.
“Today, you are seeing that
the Constitution is not respected and an attempt is being
made to destroy it,” said Gandhi,
who is Congress’s general secretary in-charge of Uttar
Pradesh East.
Slamming the the BJP manifesto, she said there is no space
for different cultures and religions in it, as well as any respect
for the Constitution.
“On the other hand, the
Congress manifesto has the
‘NYAY’ scheme, under which a
poor family will get `72,000
annually... In every word, there
is respect for the Constitution,”
she said.
Gandhi said she was told by
people in Varanasi that Modi

Naxals kill former
cadre accusing
him of being
police informer
Gaya: A group of Maoists shot
dead a former cadre here suspecting him to be a police
informer, police said on Sunday.
The incident happened in
Khaira village under the jurisdiction of Dumriya police station on Saturday night when the
man was sleeping on the rooftop
of a relative’s place, the police
said.
The deceased has been
identified as Raghu Ravindra
alias Sunil Singh Bhokta, the
Superintendent of Police (SP) of
Gaya, Sushil Kumar, said.
Bhokta was earlier associated with the CPI(Maoist), the SP
said. The CPI (Maoist) cadres,
in a leaflet left behind at the spot,
charged Bhokta of being a police
informer, he said.
Bhokta had left the
CPI(Maoist) around three years
ago and had joined Tritiya
Prastuti Committee (TPC), a
police officer said.
PTI

Congress general secretary Priyanka Gandhi takes part in a roadshow at Silchar,
Assam on Sunday
PTI

did not spend even five minutes
with anyone there in the last five
years.
“He went to America and
hugged there, went to China
and hugged there, too. He went
and hugged in Russia and
Africa. He went to Japan and
played the drum. In Pakistan, he
had biriyani.
“But in his own constituency, he did not go once to
a family’s house to enquire
about their condition,” she
alleged.
The Congress leader
appealed to people to defeat the
BJP-led Government, which
she said does not listen to public voice, does not try to understand their problems, does not
believe it is peoples’ governance, and only wants to enjoy
power.

Speaking highly of
Sushmita Dev, Gandhi likened
the Congress lawmaker with her
grandmother and former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi.
“If you remember Indira
Gandhi even today, it is because
she worked for you. I have
come here for Sushmita. She has
that courage which Indira ji had.
Sushmita has that honest and
good intention, and wants to
work for you from the heart,”
she said.
Gandhi also criticised the
BJP-led NDA Government for
its “flawed policies and intentions” in the last five years, and
cited the withdrawal of the
Special Status to Assam, snapping of the north east-specific
industrial policy and suspension of two paper mills in the
State.
PTI

Thiruvananthapuram: The
Opposition Congress in Kerala
Sunday attacked the BJP and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on the Sabarimala issue, saying
people would not tolerate the
‘drama’ being played by the
saffron party in the name of
Lord Ayyappa and that the
devotees have been “cheated”.
Hitting out at Modi and the
BJP, AICC General Secretary
(Organisation) K C Venugopal
alleged that the party had
“cheated” the devotees and “are
sincere to Sabarimala only when
it comes to election and voting”.
The senior Congress leader
alleged that the Centre and the
state were hand-in-glove for
having worsened the Sabarimala
issue.
“Why is the Prime Minister
playing a drama over
Sabarimala? I had brought up
the matter in Parliament on
January 4. I had sought legislative intervention to protect the
rights of the believers.Has the
Prime Minister or his minister
ever uttered a single word on the
issue in Parliament?,” Venugopal
asked.
Recalling that the NDA
had brought forward an ordinance to validate the lapsed Bill
on Triple Talaq, he sought to
know why the same enthusiasm
was lacking in the case of
Sabarimala.
“An ordinance would have
been enough. The Centre could

Polarisation Modi’s only weapon,
says Congress leader Venugopal
Thiruvananthapuram:
Congress general secretary KC
Venugopal accused Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Sunday of running away from
real issues and trying to divide
people, and said his only
weapon in the ongoing Lok
Sabha polls was “polarisation”.
The Congress was raising
the concerns related to jobs,
agrarian crisis, women’s safety, development of all, but
Modi was running away from
these real issues and trying to
divide the people of the country, Venugopal alleged at a
meet-the-press programme
here.
“Modi had promised acche
din (good days) to the people.
This election verdict is going to
be a referendum on the BJP
government’s performance.
Modi’s performance is zero.
One can analyse his speeches
and see that he has not mentioned anything that has been

done by his Government.
“Nothing on development,
nothing on black money, nothing on farmers or jobs. His
only weapon is polarisation.
But he got it wrong this time.
Just because it happened once,
does not mean it may happen
again,” he said.
Raising the Rafale issue,
the Congress leader alleged
that the Prime Minister overruled the defence secretary’s
opinion and went forward
with the agreement to purchase the French fighter jets.
The defence secretary had
said a direct negotiation by the
prime minister would “weaken” India’s position, he claimed.
Venugopal also referred
to a report published in a
French daily that claimed that
Anil Ambani’s Reliance
Communications was given
tax waivers.
“Who is Anil Ambani to
the French government?

Chowkidar chor hi hai (the
watchman is indeed a thief).
We have evidence. It is rare that
the Supreme Court hears a
review petition. But it is, now,
in this case. This was because
the Centre had misled the
Supreme Court,” he alleged.
The defence ministry has
said that any connection drawn
between the tax issue and the
Rafale deal is totally “inaccurate” and “tendentious”.
In its reaction, Reliance
Communications has rejected
any wrongdoing and said the
tax dispute was settled under
the legal framework which
was available for all companies
operating in France.
Venugopal said the
Congress was confident of
forming the Government at the
Centre as the strongholds of
the ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) were “trembling”
after the first phase of the Lok
Sabha polls.
PTI

have intervened in the name of
faith. But they didn’t.
Modi said his party and
Government will approach the
Supreme Court, explaining the
traditions of Sabarimala. They
could’ve have done this long
ago. But they didn’t.
People will tolerate all kinds
of drama, but using the name of
Swami Ayyappa for election
drama is beyond limits, “
Venugopal said at a meet the
press programme here.
The Congress has officially asked in Parliament for legislative intervention on the
Sabarimala matter, he said.
Attacking the Left government in the state, he said it could
have sought time to implement
the Supreme Court verdict, but
did not do so.
“The RSS/sangh parivar
tried to disrupt the peace an
tranquillity at the hilltop shrine.
Sincere devotees were denied
their right to pray.
Both the state and the centre Governments were hand-inglove in making the situation
worsen.
Both the Governments
were responsible for worsening
the Sabarimala issue,”
Venugopal alleged.
Venugopal said the AICC
decision to appoint a special
observer
in
Thiruvananthapuram was to
monitor the poll activities in the
major constituencies.
PTI

Srinagar: NC president Farooq
Abdullah on Sunday dubbed
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and BJP president Amit Shah
“biggest enemies of people”,
alleging that they want to divide
the country.
The former Jammu &
Kashmir Chief Minister made
the remarks at a public meeting
in Mir Bahri Dal.
“PM Modi and Shah are the
biggest enemies of people who
believe in dividing the nation on
basis of caste, creed and religion.
But the people have made it a
point not to fall prey to the divisive agenda of the BJP,”
Abdullah said.
The National Conference
(NC) patron accused the BJP of
trying to divert people’s attention by propping up emotive
issues.
“These people want to
change the very framework of
the Constitution of India, which
grants equal rights and opportunities to everyone. It is the
Constitution of India which
grants rights to profess any
faith. It is the same Constitution
that confers upon our state certain constitutional safeguards,”
Abdullah said.
“It is the same Constitution
which grants our state a special
status by means of Article 35 A
and Article 370. These people
have always shown abhorrence
for our special status and special constitutional position,” he
added.
Abdullah said the BJP manifesto reflects the BJP’s hatred for

the identity of the State.
“They have forcefully
vowed to do away with the provisions of Article 370, Article 35
A in that manifesto. Their sole
agenda is to change the demography of our State. However, let
me tell them that they are playing with fire,” he said.
Alluding to the Peoples
Democratic Party (PDP) and
People’s Conference (PC),
Abdullah said the BJP was
using its “cronies” to weaken the
special status of Jammu &
Kashmir.
“To meet this purpose, they
have employed various henchmen in our State, such cronies
can be seen holding inkpot
(PDP’s party symbol) and apple
(PC’s party symbol) in their
hands. The sole aim of BJP and
its cronies is to make non-state
subjects buy land and property
in our state,” he said.
The NC president said these
polls would decide if India
remains secular or not.
“Our fight is with the divisive forces. We should utilise our
power of vote to show such
forces as are inimical to our spe-

‘OUR FIGHT IS
WITH THE
DIVISIVE FORCES.
WE SHOULD
UTILISE OUR
POWER OF VOTE
TO SHOW SUCH
FORCES AS ARE
INIMICAL TO OUR
SPECIAL STATUS
THEIR RIGHT
PLACE’

cial status their right place.
They can go to any extent to
grind their axe, they will use
men, money and machinery to
coerce the voters,” Abdullah
said.
“However, the need of the
hour demands us to remain
united and vigilant of their
machinations. This time we are
voting for our identity and the
integrity of our state,” he said.
He warned any mistakes
will have serious repercussions
for the coming generations.
Abdullah said the National
Conference would not allow
anybody to fiddle with the
state’s special status.
“We have been (protecting)
and will continue to protect the
identity, integrity and pluralistic character of our state. We
would not allow anyone to
abridge our rights,” he said. PTI

Hurriyat leader
held with `14
lakh cash at
Srinagar airport
Srinagar: A Hurriyat leader
was intercepted at the Srinagar
airport on Sunday for allegedly carrying over `14 lakh “unaccounted” cash, officials said.
Aga Syed Hasan Mosavi, a
noted Shia leader, was briefly
detained by the Jammu &
Kashmir police after he landed
here from Delhi with the cash
of `14.38 lakh. It is suspected to
be unaccounted and has been
seized in view of the election
season, the officials said.
The case has been transferred to the Income Tax
Department and Mousavi has
been summoned before an
investigating tax officer on
Monday, the officials said.
The
Income
Tax
Department is looking to ascertain the source of the cash,
which is primarily believed to be
from a Shia organisation based
in Iran, the officials added. PTI

A paramilitary soldier stands guard next to a mannequin displayed outside a cloth store during a Ram Navami procession in
Srinagar on Sunday
AP

Maha: Thakur warns legal action Vehicle used in
against poll officials over symbol Kishtwar terror

Children take part in a procession to mark the birth anniversary of Bhim Rao Ambedkar in Mumbai on Sunday

PTI

SP-BSP-RLD ‘thagbandhan' won’t
cross double digits: Shivpal Yadav
Sambhal (UP): Pragatisheel
Samajwadi Party (Lohia) chief
Shivpal Yadav on Sunday
described the SP-BSP-RLD
combine as an "alliance of
crooks" and claimed that it
would not be able to cross the
double-digit mark in the Lok
Sabha election.
Addressing a public meeting in Uttar Pradesh's Sambhal
district, Shivpal Yadav said:
"(BSP chief) Mayawati, during
her stint as the chief minister
of UP, had got cases registered
against 'netaji' (Samajwadi
Party patriarch Mulayam

Yadav). She had unleashed
atrocities on SP workers."
"And, now, (SP chief )
Akhilesh had shook hands
with the same Mayawati. This
is not a 'gathbandhan' of the SPBSP, it is 'thagbandhan'
(alliance of crooks)," said
Shivpal Yadav, who is the
estranged uncle of Akhilesh
Yadav.
The PSPL leader said the
SP-BSP-RLD combine would
not succeed in the general
election. "You will see that this
alliance will not be able to cross
the double-digit mark," he said.

Pointing out that the
Samajwadi Party was fighting
on 35 Lok Sabha seats this time,
Shivpal Yadav said: "But when
the reins of party were in 'netaji's' hand, the SP used to fight
on all 80 Lok Sabha seats."
He claimed that the PSPL
was a bigger party than the
Samajwadi Party, saying the
former was fighting on 60 Lok
Sabha seats in the state and on
27 seats across 11 states.
"We will win 15 seats and
be a part of the government at
the Centre," Shivpal Yadav
added.
PTI

Palghar: Vasai MLA Hitendra
Thakur, whose party— Bahujan
Vikas Aghadi (BVA)— failed to
get its regular poll symbol ‘whistle’, on Sunday blamed leaders of
the ruling parties, and accused
them of pressuring the election
machinery.
He also threatened to
approach the Supreme Court
against the returning officer
and the election machinery for
bowing to pressure of the
ruling parties.
The BVA, which had lost its
election symbol of ‘whistle’ to a
newly-formed outfit, Friday
made a last-ditch effort to get it
back, but could not succeed in
it. The BVA has fielded former
MP Baliram Jadhav from
Palghar Lok Sabha constituency against sitting MP Rajendra

Gavit, who is contesting as a Shiv
Sena candidate.
The Election Commission
had allotted the ‘whistle’ symbol
to the newly-formed Bahujan
Maha Party (BMP) this time.
However, after its Palghar candidate withdrew from the election, the BVA staked claim to the
symbol.
However, returning officer
Prashant Narnavre told Thakur
early on Saturday that since the
‘whistle’ symbol has already
been allotted to the BMP, it
could not be given to his or any
other party. The BVA has been
allotted the ‘auto-rickshaw’ symbol. Peeved at not getting BVA’s
regular poll symbol, Thakur
Sunday said, “I will drag the
returning officer and the election machinery to the Supreme

Cricketer Ravindra Jadeja’s
father, sister join Congress
Jamnagar (Gujarat): A month
after Ravindra Jadeja’s wife
joined the BJP, the cricketer’s
father and sister joined the
Congress in Gujarat on Sunday
in the presence of party leader
and Patidar quota spearhead
Hardik Patel.
Jadeja’s father, Anirudhsinh,
and sister, Nainaba, joined the
Congress at an election rally in
Kalavad city of Jamnagar district.
Jadeja hails from Jamnagar and
the Congress candidate for
Jamnagar Lok Sabha seat, Mulu
Kandoriya, was also present.
The Chennai Super Kings
all-rounder’s wife, Rivaba, had

joined the Bharatiya Janata Party
on March 3 in Jamnagar in the
presence sitting MP Poonamben
Maadam, who was renominated by the saffron party.
Hardik Patel was expected
to be fielded by the Congress
from Jamnagar, but the Patidar
leader’s chances were scuttled
after the Supreme Court had on
April 2 rejected the plea to stay
his conviction in a case in which
he was sentenced to two years in
jail.
Polls to all the 26 Lok Sabha
seats in the state will be held in
the third phase of the general
election on April 23.
PTI

Court for falling prey to the
pressure by the ruling parties.”
“We have got the auto-rickshaw symbol. There are thousands of autos running in Vasai
belt and each and every auto is
our campaigner. Symbol is secondary for us, but the manner
in which they pressurised the
administration and ensured that
the symbol is snatched from
us...I want to drag them to
court,” he said.
“They thought that symbol
is our strength, but our work and
workers are our real strength.
Our work will speak for itself
and we will make every effort to
win the seat this time. The ruling party has done nothing
great, but only snatched the
whistle from us,” he alleged. PTI

attack seized
PTI n JAMMU

olice have seized the car
used in the Kishtwar terror
P
attack in which a senior RSS
functionary and his PSO were
killed, an officer said on Sunday.
The vehicle was recovered
from an area in Kishtwar district, he said. Police have
released a photograph of the
owner of the vehicle, Zahid
Hussain, who had been
absconding since the attack, the
officer said.
“We have identified and
tracked down a vehicle (used in
the terror attack). We have

identified its owner also,”
Inspector General of Police
(IGP), Jammu Zone, M K Sinha
told PTI.
Hussain has reportedly
joined terror outfit Hizb-ulMujahideen recently but police
did not confirm this.
According to sources, the
car had a false number plate
and had changed hands four
times.
Senior RSS leader
Chanderkant Sharma and his
security guard were killed on
April 9 when a militant opened
fire inside a health centre in
Kishtwar town.
PTI

Would implement Budget drafted
by late Parrikar, says Goa CM
PTI n PANAJI

he
BJP-led
Goa
Government would impleT
ment the Budget drafted by
former Chief Minister
Manohar Parrikar who could
not table it in the State
Legislative Assembly due to
his ill health earlier this year.
Incumbent Chief Minister
Pramod Sawant, who took
the charge after the death of
Parrikar last month, on
Sunday said the budget would
be implemented in the next

session of the state Legislative
Assembly.
Parrikar had read out the
financial statement of the
Budget in the Legislative
Assembly in January with a
tube inserted through his
nose.
“The last Budget was
already prepared by Manohar
Parrikar but it was not placed.
During the next Assembly
session, we will implement
that budget,” Sawant told PTI.
He said thrust of the budget would be the creation of

new infrastructure in the
coastal state.
Sawant further said the
Government would tap new
resources for generation of
revenue.
He also said that the state
government wanted to usher
in human development along
the infrastructure development.
“The human development
will encompass everything. It
will touch lives of people of all
ages and from various strata of
the society,” he added.
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On a wing and a prayer
Will Jet Airways rise like a phoenix from
the ashes of its destruction?
lyers from Delhi Airport’s Terminal
3 will notice Jet Airways missing
from the listing on the flight information display screens. The scene is
repeated at Mumbai Airport’s Terminal
2. With only around six aircraft operating, Jet Airways, which at one point of
time a decade ago was India’s largest airline, is on the verge of a collapse. At the
Delhi Airport, a line-up of several Jet
Airways’ Boeing 737s sit forlornly, their
engines and wheels covered in plastic
sheeting and other vital parts protected
by metal foil. The ultimate blow for the
airline came when the leasing companies, which own those planes, said
that they would transfer many of them to low-cost rival SpiceJet. In the times
to come, many studies will be conducted to dissect what went wrong with
Jet Airways. But for most, an ill-fated acquisition of Air Sahara, being a poison pill that took its time, is what ultimately doomed the airline. This was
aided by a non-diverse board populated by friends of the promoter until the
coup de grâce came from the low-cost expansion drive in India, which left
the airline unable to maintain its bottomlines. Its limited international operations left it unable to cope with the onslaught from the Middle-Eastern carriers — Emirates, Etihad and Qatar Airways in India. Even though Jet found
a white knight in the Abu Dhabi-based Etihad Airlines, the latter’s own issues
have meant that it has not been able to fund the former adequately as the
airline got badly hit by high fuel prices.
The question is what should the Government do over here? Should Jet
Airways be saved because it is a national asset and several State-owned
banks are owed hundreds of crores? Or should it be allowed to fail as a
normal business would, stranding thousands of passengers and leaving thousands more unemployed? Frankly, the Government has its hands tied, it is
damned if it attempts a rescue and damned if it doesn’t. Indian banks are
trying hard to ensure that the airline can find a buyer, even if that buyer is
Naresh Goyal himself, with the banks taking a massive haircut on their loans.
However, ideally, the airline should find a new owner. Unlike Kingfisher, Jet
Airways has a well-established brand value and a frequent flyer programme
with millions of fairly loyal passengers, many of whom are willing the airline to succeed. But the airline business, as we are well aware, is a brutal
one, and the Government should not step in to keep the airline running on
taxpayer money, having one drain on taxpayer funds — Air India — as it
is. Ironically, some experts feel that Jet’s demise might actually help surviving airlines in India to do better with more sustainable airfares and eventually more sustainable growth. The next Government that comes to power
in June should, however, ensure that Indian carriers are allowed to spread
their wings abroad, ply in new routes and not lose out to global competitors. This will be good for India, our airlines and passengers.
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Jamia gets woman VC
Akhtar’s appointment challenges the stereotype
that women are under-represented in academia
university is supposed to be the highest seat of academic excellence and
enlightenment. Yet it is one place which
has not opened up to women in higher academia or assigned them a leadership role. This
is a sad reality in the Western world although
the gap is sharper in India. In fact, the number of women vice-chancellors in India is dismal, still under 20 among the 700 odd institutions, both public and private. Studies put
only three per cent of Indian vice-chancellors
as women while in the UK that figure hovers
around 14 per cent. Both are a comment on women’s participation in shaping
the discourse of modern education. While the number of women enrolling at
the undergraduate level is equal to or even surpasses men, this bleeds out in
the post-graduate and research studies. Similarly, even in the teaching staff, while
most women are to be found in junior positions, they rarely make it to senior
appointments and leadership roles within higher education institutions. It is in
this context that the academic Najma Akhtar’s appointment as the Vice-Chancellor
of Jamia Millia Islamia University is significant. Not only is she the first woman
to head it since its inception 99 years ago, she is also the only V-C of a Central
university located in Delhi. A gold medallist from Aligarh Muslim University, she
made the cut because she has specialised in institution-building, educational
administration and management and taken pioneering steps in distance education. And though she is proud of breaking the glass ceiling, she immediately
addressed the reasons for the lack of gender diversity in higher education management, considering women are sought after in these roles in businesses and
other disciplines too. Part of the problem, Akhtar said, was the absence of readymade role models that solidified the idea that this was a male-dominated space
where women should not waste their efforts in making headway. “Whenever
people are calling me now, I tell them please keep on applying wherever you
want to be. It will happen,” she said, using her position to call out to women
academics to get off the blocks. Besides, Akhtar felt that women in administrative positions at universities would be better than men in smoothening out managerial duties and dealing with young students. That there can be no assumptions about leadership was proven by her swift announcements that she would
look for collaborations with industries to make courses relevant and job-oriented, modernise courses, encourage research and open a medical school.
But Akhtar is a blip in the real world of academia where high office is still
considered a near impossibility by women. That’s because they still see themselves as scholarly achievers in an individual capacity than systemic stakeholders in a process. Besides, women’s inclusion in higher education is still very
low pan-India. Even if they break through, they tend to dominate social science
and humanities. By virtue of low participation and follow-through to higher degrees,
there are far lesser women in the STEM (science, technology, engineering and
mathematics) subjects, which lend them an edge as a claimant to the top position. With lower numbers and a lopsided hierarchy system, career advancement
is often a long, competitive and individual struggle and can be a disincentive to
pursuing the chair. Particularly when aspirants have to factor in gendered roleplaying in their homes as well. This explains the presence of excellent women
teachers and even deputies in administrations but not the top job. Yet it is in
academia alone that women can justifiably challenge societal spaces and set
an example for the generations after them. Simply because it is easier to do away
with cultural assumptions in a world of learning than any other scenario.
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Pakistan’s untimely advice
Beyond the posturing of ‘Naya Pakistan’, the issue of protecting minorities needs
Constitutional cover that does not diminish, decry or indignify credentials of any faith

BHOPINDER SINGH
akistani Prime Minister Imran
Khan was too clever by half in suggesting that his supposedly ‘Naya
Pakistan’ could teach India “how to
treat its minorities.” The genealogical basis for Pakistan (literally “land of the
pure”) was conceptualised in the 1933 pamphlet presented by Choudhary Rahmat Ali,
who sowed his “two-nation theory” by institutionalising the spirit of “others” or minorities by observing: “These differences are not
confined to broad, basic principles. Far from
it, they extend to the minutest details of our
lives. We do not inter-dine; we do not intermarry. Our national customs and calendars,
even our diet and dress are different.”
Muhammad Ali Jinnah’s speech on August
11, 1947 to the Constituent Assembly of
Pakistan, however, had sent a contradictory
sense with, “You are free. You are free to go
to your temples, you are free to go to your
mosques or to any other place of worship in
this state of Pakistan.” But our neighbour has
knowingly, steadily and violently walked
towards its puritanical moorings. No amount
of sophistry in ‘Naya Pakistan’ can cover the
same. The drift towards religious extremism
was a project-in-making that was temporarily contained during the direct military years
of the Ayub-Yahya era and revived in full
earnest with Zulfikar Ali Bhutto’s advent in
Pakistani leadership. Thereafter, all leaders of
Pakistan, be it military or civilian, have pandered dangerously to the clergy and the
accompanying religious sentiments, thereby
spiralling the narrative of religious importance
to metamorphose into the “terror nursery”
of the world.
Today, the concept of minority or the
“other” in Pakistan is not just its shrinking
minorities of Hindus, Christians, Zoroastrians
and even Jews, but also includes the severely persecuted Ahmadiyas, who are condemned from preaching or professing their
belief, besides being declared as “nonMuslims”, following Ordinance XX that was
passed by the ultra-religious General Zia-ulHaq in 1984. For all practical purposes, the
simmering sectarian tensions of the SunniShia divide have regressed into unprecedented levels of polarisation and violence with
supremacist militia targetting the “minority”
Shias and their offshoot adherents with
either utter impunity or even indirect statesupport. A far cry from the days when General
Muhammad Musa Khan, a Hazara Shia, was
the Pakistani Army Chief during 19581966. Contrast this with the uproar of the
ostensible Ahmadiya/Qadiani link that surrounded the appointment of the current
Pakistani Army Chief Qamar Bajwa, which
expectedly had to be rebutted and squashed.
Recently, the ongoing and bloody saga of
societal irreconcilability within Pakistan’s
imploding mainstream claimed at least 20
innocent lives in a terror attack that was seen
to be targetting the “minority” Hazara Shia
community in restive Quetta. These veritable “minority” groups of nearly a million in

P

Pakistan and three million in
Afghanistan were also systematically targetted by the Pakistansupported Taliban regime in the
1990s. Their distinct Central
Asian features make them easily recognisable and easy targets
of militant groups like Lashkare-Jhangvi, who have reduced the
Hazaras to a ghettoised existence
in Pakistan. Last year, the Hazara
community had to go on a public hunger strike and seek assurances of protection from the real
seat of power in Pakistan, ie, its
Army Chief Gen Bajwa, after the
spate of Hazara killings had
become chillingly commonplace.
Pakistanis are paying the
price for patronising extremist
elements and the parallel marginalisation of their moderate, secular and democratic forces. With
a virtual immunity afforded to
the likes of Lashkar-e-Tayyeba,
and Jaish-e-Muhammad among
others, it is hardly surprising that
Pakistan is recognised as a confessional state, despite the feeble
attempts of nomenclaturising
itself as ‘Naya Pakistan’. It is
under Imran Khan’s watch that
the Princeton University economist, Atif Mian, was dropped
from his Economic Advisory
Council (EAC) on account of his
belonging to the “minority”
Ahmadiya faith. Imran Khan
then failed to change the narrative with his feeble handling of
the Asia Bibi (of Christian faith)
blasphemy case, where he suc-

cumbed to the fanatical group
Tehreek-i-Labaak. Imran Khan’s
own federal Government is also
guilty of funding Darul Uloom
Haqqania (infamous as the
“University of Jihad”) that has the
most notorious terrorists, like
Mullah Omar and Jalaluddin
Haqqani among others, as its
alumni. This instinctive tilt
towards extremist thought has
led Ministers of ‘Naya Pakistan’
to share public platforms with
terrorists like Hafeez Saeed, who
have been proscribed by the
United Nations. Little wonder
that global-watch agencies like
the Financial Action Task Force
have kept relentless pressure on
Islamabad to mend its sovereign
behaviour that nurtures terror,
both externally and internally, as
indeed leading to more insecurity for its vulnerable minorities.
Herein routine news like the
forcible conversions of minorities
no longer make headlines.
Fact is, both in Pakistan
and India, there is a societal
churn and regression towards
majoritarianism and hardening
of religious opinions. Ironically,
in both countries, religious sentiments are pandered and harnessed for their electoral currency. However, in Pakistan, there is
an additional angularity of state
sanctification afforded by way of
its perceived utility in crossborder leverage that is sought by
sheltering certain religioninspired terrorist groups that

PAKISTANIS ARE
PAYING THE PRICE
FOR PATRONISING
EXTREMIST
ELEMENTS AND
THE PARALLEL
MARGINALISATION
OF THEIR
MODERATE,
SECULAR AND
DEMOCRATIC
FORCES. WITH A
VIRTUAL
IMMUNITY
AFFORDED TO THE
LIKES OF LET, AND
JEM, IT IS HARDLY
SURPRISING THAT
PAKISTAN IS
RECOGNISED AS A
CONFESSIONAL
STATE

routinely hit targets across India,
Afghanistan and Iran. These
extremist forces can often turn
their attention towards Pakistan’s
hapless minorities and exert violent intolerance and sectarianism
against them. Unfortunately,
Pakistan’s own track record on
willingly controlling these
extremist forces was in full display with its initial and natural
reluctance to ban Hafiz Saeed’s
Jamaat-ud-Dawa’ah and Falah-eInsaniat.
Beyond the posturing of
‘Naya Pakistan’, the issue of protecting minorities needs
Constitutional cover that does
not diminish, decry or indignify the credentials of any faith.
Basic amendments to laws concerning blasphemy are realistically a “no-go” for Imran Khan’s
Government, given its track
record of either supporting or
capitulating to the regressive
forces. The societal divide and
tensions for “minorities” are a
reality and not a matter of political one-upmanship or pointscoring between Pakistan and
India. Pakistan (‘Naya’ or otherwise) has to redefine and legislate its corrective agenda within
its Constitutional tenets, else
horrific incidents like the latest
Hazara massacre will continue
unabated.
(The writer, a military veteran, is a former Lt Governor of
Andaman & Nicobar Islands and
Puducherry)

SOUNDBITE
Ali and Bajrang Bali, both are
ours... Lord Hanuman’s caste
has been found out by Yogi
Adityanath... He himself said
that Hanumanji is a Dalit.

The Congress has forgotten that
a public audit of Rahul Gandhi’s
academic credentials may leave
a lot to be answered. After all, he
got an MPhil without a Master’s.

The government is interfering
through the EC. We have complained against EVMs earlier as
well... The transfer of officers in
Andhra Pradesh is unjustified.

Losing is OK but today we kind of
lacked heart, especially bowling.
Only positive out of this game was
that our Dada@SGanguly99 was at
Eden on the winning side.

BSP chief
—Mayawati

Union Minister
—Arun Jaitley

AP Chief Minister
—Chandrababu Naidu

Actor
—Shah Rukh Khan

LETTERS
Missing voters
Sir —The Election Commission
(EC) should strive for an innovative solution to restore missing names on voter lists, a factor which did impact turnout in
the first phase of elections. It is
ironical that despite successive
and extensive campaigns, quite
a few voters were still confused
about voter slips and identity
cards. There was enough time
for technological solutions to
quickly identify missing/deleted
names. But perhaps an overworked EC was busy with the
many issues to be resolved under
the Model Code of Conduct.
Varun SD
Bangalore

Keep up the good work
Sir — Most political parties give
tickets to members from the film
fraternity in order to woo the voters. Television and film stars are
also employed to campaign for
various political parties. While
some celebrities are genuinely
interested in furthering interests
of parties and working for the
people, others do little productive
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Dissecting Imran Khan’s gameplan
akistan Prime Minister Imran Khan has not done
any favour to the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and
more particularly Prime Minister Narendra Modi
by tweeting his preference for the latter as victor of
the ongoing general elections. In fact, the tweet goes
to blunt the most lethal weapon deployed by the BJP
to attack the Opposition parties and their allies.
Imran Khan’s tweet on the eve of the multi-stage
elections is not to be understood as an innocent wish
as it was crafted to sound. A victory at the hustings
would go on to further embolden Hindutva forces to
promote their pet themes more virulently. With
Article 370 and 35A of the Constitution back on the
radar, its approach to Kashmir could become more
insensitive and muscular. Similarly, the Sangh Parivar,
rooted mostly in the North, would shift gears to enforce
its hegemony on the economically galloping and culturally assertive South. Attempts to impose Hindi and
the supremacist ideology surreptitiously and forays to

P

work after they are elected.
Not only are they unaware of
the people’s needs in their
respective constituencies, they
are also least interested in the
betterment of the party they represent. As such, they turn out to
be a liability. Further, what these
personalities do not understand
is that while they can gain the
voters’ support with their glamour and popularity, these do not

redefine and substitute their culture and traditions
would obviously face resistance. A simmering India
suits Pakistan’s scheme of things eminently. Imran
Khan’s tweet is meant to serve multiple purposes and
to further his image, now being created assiduously,
as the apostle of peace in the region.
Haridasan Rajan
Kozhikode

help their careers in the longrun. What is needed to stay on
in the hearts of the people is service to the ordinary citizens.
There are some good examples
of celebrities who have done
some genuine public service.
Stars of today must learn from
the likes of J Jayalalithaa and
Sunil Dutt, who carved a place
in the hearts of the people by
sheer dint of hard work and

commitment. They gave back.
M Pradyu
Kanpur

Tragedy of sorts
Sir — This refers to the article,
“Making false promises” (April
9) by A Surya Prakash. It is an
indubitable fact that the
Congress Government under

Indira Gandhi, which declared
Emergenc y in June 1975,
breached democracy and the
rule of the law. Freedom of
speech and expression was
undoubtedly curbed. In some
respect, cruelties were inflicted
upon some adversaries. This
does not need any elaboration.
The Congress’ dastardly act of
cruelty and barbarity was well
manifested when more than
3,000 innocent Sikhs were killed
allegedly at the behest of partymen after the assassination of
Indira Gandhi.
Recall the Bhopal gas
tragedy, which caused the death
of lakhs of people and was the
worst disaster in the history of
India. Still, the then Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi, being
callous about the horrendous
devastation, allowed the owner
of the factory, Warren Anderson,
to escape from India.
Did
the
C ongress
Government preserve national
interest by allowing the accused
escape unpunished? Can the
party undo past wrongs?
Nimai Charan Swain
Bhubaneswar
Send your feedback to:
letterstopioneer@gmail.com
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Change for
fulfilment
It is the process of life without which one can
only be a victim of claptrap slogans and
businesses, which exploit human frailties

VINAYSHIL GAUTAM
hange is an emotive word — much has been spun around
it. In the American presidential electoral process for example, former US President Barack Obama romped home to
victory demanding and promising change. He carried such conviction that less than half way through his presidency, he received
the much-tomtommed Nobel Peace Prize. He had very little to show
but carefully crafted his words at that stage. Even when he ended
his tenure, he had very little to show. In a media-driven and organised framework of reference of the global literate and English-speaking community, there were no commentaries, fashionable critique
or even selective outrage at this state of affairs. In India, the
Communist Party of India Marxist (CPI-M)) lost its stronghold of
West Bengal to the Trinamool Congress, which came to power
on the plank of poriborton. Power changed hands but many methods were borrowed from the CPI(M) by the successor
Government to stay in power. To heighten contradictions of political entities isn’t really a breakthrough since this is widely acknowledged and ignored.
Closer home, in an average citizen’s life, there’s an entire theory of change. There are several proverbs: “More things change,
more they remain the same”; “change is a natural process”;
“change is inevitable”; “change is the essence of life”, and the
list is long. The truth is something that can well vary from person to person. Under these circumstances, constancy becomes
a myth and value rarely pays dividends, let alone recognition.
Inevitably, the gender factor enters the scene and women are often
accused of being fickle and of constantly changing their mind, if
not their position. It may or may not be true but the introduction
of the gender factor in a debate on change is like introducing a
red herring. Men can be just as fickle and make a fine art of changing their positions. The trouble with wars, including gender wars,
is that they resolve nothing. The defeated party waits to recover
energy and enters the fray thereafter with the same vigour.
The basic truth of the situation is: Change is natural to living
entities. They all are born, grow, plateau, decay and die. Non-living entities also change because particles lose their quality. Air,
moisture, heat, dust and a host of other things damage the material. So ultimately, change becomes a universal phenomenon.
What human beings can do is that they can add shape, pace
and direction to a natural process of change. Hence, they have
to work in conjunction with nature. One has to almost define the
content of change. In pre-historic times, humans used to threaten each other with clubs. Today, they threaten each other with
fire power and atomic fission. While the threat is constant, the
mode has changed. Hence, to talk of change, one must understand what component changes and how.
Everyone is bothered about change. Those who are fashion
conscious are worried about fading charm. So, an entire industry is spawned to restore the glow. The global worth of this industry is still to be computed. Internal organs, blood flow, nervous
systems and outer skin — all change. Further, a nearly equal large
business is spawned of doctors, testing laboratories, medicines
and one could almost add, quacks. It is like fashion, an industry
whose worth has barely begun to be computed.
Hence, change is one of the root causes of several businesses. It is change and the desire to change that indents capital. It
indents technology. Change is at the root of innovation, at the root
of growing and flourishing business. To put it simply, if human
beings could live with boredom simplicity, resignation to meet creature needs as the bottom-line, the world would be a different kind
of a place. One must hasten to add that these lines are not a plea
to eliminate the urge of change, it is a plea to desire change and
work for it in a mature and sustainable manner.
An endless urge to change and grow with no self-imposed
limits of judgement and satiation creates conflicts, which not
only wreck international relations, societies, peace of individuals but even ‘connects’ that are so basic to the fundamentals
of living. One has to recognise that the act of life is the act of
living. It cannot be substituted as being in a perineal mode of
breathlessness and panting. It cannot be wanting more and more
and yet more when nature itself imposes a cut-off to human ability to stay in comfort, eat to fullness or sleep for rejuvenation.
If wealth is what you can enjoy and not what you store, happiness is the ability to feel joyful without rancour, exasperation or
even without endless aspiration.
What is change then? It is the process of life without which
one can only be a victim of claptrap slogans and businesses, which
make the exploitation of human frailties the corner-stone of escalating profitability. To understand this is to understand a basic truth.
(The writer is a well-known management consultant)
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT
NOW THEY ARE SAYING AB HOGA NYAY. EVEN IF THEY
DID NOT INTEND, THEY HAVE ADMITTED THAT ALL
THEY HAVE DONE IS ANYAY FOR 60 LONG YEARS.
—PRIME MINISTER

NYAY WILL UNDO THE ANYAY OF THE CENTRE. IT IS
A REALISTIC MEASURE THAT CAN BE IMPLEMENTED
WITHOUT INCREASING THE TAX BURDEN.
—CONGRESS PRESIDENT

NARENDRA MODI

RAHUL GANDHI

Women as superheroes
Changes being brought about by self-motivated village activists need to be
recognised and celebrated. They have broken the shackles of caste and patriarchy

SWAPNA MAJUMDAR
eft by her parents to fend for herself at a
residential school for poor children
when she was just five, this was probably the best thing that happened to Jyoti.
One of seven siblings, she showed no
signs of heartbreak at being abandoned by her family. Instead, she displayed surprising maturity at that
young age and understood that this was her big
chance to do what she wanted the most — to study.
So, unlike other girls of her age, Jyoti did not run
away to escape the rigours of the spartan life there.
She embraced life at the ashram and used the
opportunity to improve her knowledge and skills.
Little did she know that this wisdom and resilience
would help her become a Member of the Legislative
Assembly (MLA) of the ruling Janata Dal (United)
[JD(U)] in Bihar. However, not many know how
Jyoti was catapulted to the political centre-stage.
As we celebrated the 129th birth anniversary of B
R Ambedkar, the father of the Indian Constitution
on April 14, it is also time to laud the achievements
of the unknown and unheard Dalit women, who
overcame caste barriers with their courage and
determination to fulfill their dreams.
Jyoti’s win as the JD(U) candidate from the
reserved seat (Scheduled Caste) of Barachatti in
Gaya district, Bihar, was remarkable for many reasons. Before she received a call from Chief
Minister Nitesh Kumar to contest the Assembly
poll in 2010, Jyoti and her husband used to teach
children in Bapu Gram, a remote village in Gaya
district. Both husband and wife saw this as an
opportunity to give back to their Musahar community although salaries were low — Jyoti’s husband received `110 while she got a paltry `90.
When they subsequently moved to a more backward block, Fatehpur, in the same district and
found there were no schools, they decided to open
one so that more children from the Musahar community could be educated
The Musahar community in Bihar is one of
the most deprived and socially disadvantaged
groups in India. Literacy rate in this community
is just 9.8 per cent, the lowest among Dalits in the
country. Only about one per cent of the Musahar
women is literate.
The couple began classes under a tree until the
village gifted some land. The community pitched
in by donating labour for the construction of a
modest building. Since then, all children go to
school. In fact, 10 neighbouring villages were so
inspired by this community effort that they, too,
got together to do the same. When the State
Government opened a primary school and an
anganwadi in Fatehpur block in Gaya, Jyoti was
the natural choice as an anganwadi worker, being
the only active woman from the community. She
not only inspired women to bring their children
to the anganwadi, she was also able to debunk several myths related to maternal and child health.
Realising that the lack of information held back
Musahar women from immunising their children,
Jyoti said she first got her own children vaccinated and then asked other women to follow her
example.
Realising that women’s empowerment was the
key to improving maternal and infant health, she
began organising them into self-help groups
(SHGs). Over the next 10 years, the number of
SHGs increased from 10 to 350.
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IT WAS JYOTI’S
SUCCESS IN
TURNING VAST
BARREN LANDS
INTO GREEN
BELTS WITH THE
SRI TECHNIQUE
AND OTHER
INDIGENOUS
METHODS THAT
CAUGHT THE
ATTENTION OF
CHIEF MINISTER
NITISH KUMAR.
AND IT WAS
THESE EFFORTS
THAT
CONTRIBUTED TO
HER VICTORY IN
THE POLLS —
SHE DEFEATED
HER OPPONENT
BY A MARGIN OF
OVER 24,000
VOTES

Besides motivating them to stand up
against violence, both within and outside
their homes, she trained them to look
after their own health, using a new farming technique, a system of rice intensication or SRI, after learning it from
Pradan, a not-for-profit organisation
working with the community. It was
Jyoti’s success in turning vast barren lands
into green belts with the SRI technique
and other indigenous methods that
caught the attention of Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar. And it was these efforts
that contributed to her victory in the polls
— she defeated her opponent by a margin of over 24,000 votes. Although she
did not contest for a second term in 2015,
Jyoti did not let her experience as MLA
go waste. She continues to work for the
community and inspire other women.
Just as Phoolmati is doing in Nebua
Naurangia, a remote block in
Gorakhpur district in neighbouring
Uttar Pradesh. Here, she is empowering women in her Dalit community to
stand up for their rights. One of the big
changes that she brought about was
motivating women in this backward
block to launch an anti-liquor agitation.
Their determination and courage in
standing up against the powerful lobby
that promoted alcohol bhattis (smallscale production units) led to the closure of such units. The women overcame their fear of a backlash from
upper caste men running these units,
thanks to their collectivisation as SHGs
facilitated by Phoolmati. She has single-handedly helped the formation of
over 50 SHGs in the block. This is why
women here have come together to
demand roads and demonstrate in
front of the district magistrate for
employment under MNREGA, the

Government’s national rural employment guarantee scheme.
Phoolmati has also inspired confidence among women in the community to stand up against violence. Women
are ready to file complaints against perpetrators, including their husbands. In a
State where patriarchy keeps women
closeted in their houses and violence
against women is the highest in the country, this is a big step. Statistics reveal that
between April 1, 2017, and January 31,
2018, there was a 25 per cent increase in
rapes, 40 per cent rise in incidents of
molestation, 35 per cent jump in cases
of kidnappings of women and a 50 per
cent increase in cases of eve-teasing, compared to the corresponding period in
2016-17.
Not just in violence, Uttar Pradesh
has another dubious distinction. Here
one in every five girls is a child bride.
Phoolmati was one of them. Married
young to a much older man, Phoolmati
managed to study only till Class V. When
she got a chance to learn about her rights
and entitlements after becoming a SHG
member, thanks to the Rajiv Gandhi
Mahila Vikas Pariyojana, a not-forprofit working for women’s empowerment, she decided to share this with other
marginalised women. She has helped
over 750 women step out of their houses and transform their lives with the help
of knowledge and training disseminated through the SHGs.
But for Choti Bai, a resident of
Chittorgarh district in Rajasthan, realisation of her rights came late. It was only
after 22 years of cleaning toilets with her
bare hands that she discovered manual
scavenging was illegal. This was in 2008
when she met activists of the Rashtriya
Garima Abhiyan (National Campaign for

Dignity and Elimination of Manual
Scavenging), a coalition of 30 community-based organisations from 13 Indian
States, working to improve the lives of
these marginalised communities. Once
Choti Bai decided to give up manual
scavenging, she braved opposition from
her husband and mother-in-law. She
turned to work as a daily wage labourer in the fields and took to sewing clothes.
When campaign activists saw her
determination, they asked her to work
with them. In 2012, she joined the campaign as a motivator, earning a monthly salary of `1,700, far more than she
ever earned as a manual scavenger. Her
new life has brought her dignity and
respect, especially from those who
once considered her untouchable. She
has helped persuade 112 women working as manual scavengers in her district
to give up this work. While some of
these women have been helped to start
a small poultry business, others have
been helped to get job cards under
MNREGA. Now, thanks to Choti Bai,
there are no more female manual scavengers in her village.
This is a big achievement considering in India, manual scavengers are mostly women. Men from this community
clean septic tanks and sewers. The
Socio-Economic Caste Census of 2011
counted over 1.82 lakh families that had
at least one member employed in manual scavenging.
Changes being brought about by
women like Choti Bai, Phoolmati and
Jyoti need to be recognised and celebrated. They have broken the shackles
of caste and patriarchy and reclaimed
their rights, especially to live with dignity.
(The writer is a senior journalist)

Libya: Haftar’s last throw?
Gen Khalifa Haftar, Gaddafi’s old foe, is making his big bid for power even as Serraj remains irrelevant. Libyans have to make a choice
between the 76-year-old dictator and continuing chaos, poverty and intermittent low-level violence as the militias squabble over the spoils

GWYNNE DYER
ith Khalifa Haftar’s forces
stalled outside the capital,
Tripoli, the eight-year
omnishambles in Libya is approaching a climax. It’s not clear yet which
side is going to win but at least the
dozens of rival militias in the country are now lined up in two recognisable sides. Haftar does have the
gift of bringing clarity to a situation.
Alas, he achieves this mainly by
making so many Libyans hate him.
To them, he is Gaddafi 2.0, a wouldbe military dictator, who aspires to
be a Libyan counterpart to Egypt’s
General al-Sisi (and is generously
backed by the Egyptian dictator).
That’s not what they fought the
2011 revolution for.
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Of course, the militia didn’t really do the heavy lifting in that revolution. They were colourful extras fighting little local battles, but the real execution was done by French, British and
Canadian aircraft operating under
NATO command that bombed
Gaddafi’s troops almost to extinction
in a six-month campaign in 2011.
The militias’ main role was to
put a Libyan face on the whole
operation but when NATO walked
away after Gaddafi was killed, they
were left in charge. They split
repeatedly as their quarrels over
local extortion rights became acute
but they are united in resisting the
re-establishment of Central control
by a national Government. It is not
in their interest.
There is, however, a basic division between eastern Libya
(Cyrenaica) and western Libya
(Tripolitania) that underlies the
manifold rivalries of tribes and clans
in both parts of the country. It’s a
division that goes all the way back to
Roman times, when the east spoke
Greek (the language of the eastern
part of the empire) and the west

spoke Latin.
It persists today, even though
everybody now speaks Arabic. The
two parts of Libya live largely separate lives, divided by the central strip
of coast where the desert reaches the
sea — and the west has two-thirds of
the country’s six million people.
Haftar controls Cyrenaica and
the vast and largely unpopulated
desert south of Libya (where most of
the oil is) but the west has the advantage of numbers and a profound dis-

like of being ruled by the east. That’s
why the western militias are coming
together now, and why his offensive
against Tripoli is at least temporarily stalled.
As for the rights and wrongs of
the situation, there’s plenty of blame
on both sides. Haftar ostensibly represents the Parliament elected in
2014, which fled to the east later that
year when Islamist militias seized
control of Tripoli. It now sits in
Tobruk in the east and is entirely

under Haftar’s thumb.
This is Haftar’s only plausible
claim to legitimacy. Once a colleague
of Gaddafi’s, he fled the country,
ended up in exile in the United States
for 15 years and is an American citizen but returned to Libya in 2014
and gradually united the militias of
the east under his command as the
‘Libyan National Army’ (LNA).
He cleared the Islamist extremists out of Benghazi, the big city in
Cyrenaica, in a bloody two-year
war and then set out to take the rest
of the country. His troops reached the
outskirts of Tripoli early this month.
The ‘internationally recognised’,
United Nations-backed Government
of National Accord (GNA) inside the
city is equally unconvincing as a
national saviour. It was not elected,
but cobbled together by UN mediators in 2015. Its leader, ‘Prime
Minister’ Fayez al-Sarraj, didn’t even
arrive in Tripoli from abroad until
2016 and he has struggled to establish his authority over the city, let
alone over the militias or the entire
country.
So now Haftar is making his big

bid for power and Serraj is practically irrelevant. The various militias of
Tripolitania that are coming together to resist him undoubtedly outnumber him but they have no joint
command structure and Serraj cannot provide one.
The ‘smart money’, says Haftar,
is bound to lose but that remains to
be seen. He has both Egyptian and
Russian support (although it’s unlikely that either of them authorised this
adventure). And ordinary Libyans
face a choice between a new 75-yearold dictator and continuing chaos,
poverty and intermittent low-level
violence as the militias squabble over
the spoils. Not that they will actually be asked about the choice, of
course.
How much does this matter to
other Arab countries? Not a lot. How
much does it matter to the rest of the
world? Not at all. As Janis Joplin once
remarked in a radically different context, freedom’s just another word for
“nothing left to lose.”
(The writer’s new book is
Growing Pains: The Future of
Democracy and Work)

FOREIGN EYE

AMRITSAR
MASSACRE
The events of April 13,
1919 were terrible and, to
this day, are insufficiently
known in Britain. But the
UK’s reluctance to look
back dispassionately,
understandable in some
respects, is a national
burden. It means Britain
can fail to face historical
facts, question ourselves as
a modern nation and think
about complexity. It can
mean we fail to see
ourselves as others see us.
(The Guardian editorial)
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Jet pilots body defers
‘no flying’ decision
PTI n MUMBAI

Air ways
body, the
JNetpilots
a t i o n a l
Aviator’s Guild
(NAG),
on
Sunday deferred
its “no flying”
call to a later
date, particularly
when the management
is
scheduled to
meet the lenders
on Monday.
Earlier in the
day, the Guild,
which
has
around 1,100
pilots as its
members, decided to stop flying from April 15 in protest
against non-payment of salaries
since March.
“It is come to our notice
that there is a critical meeting
planned tomorrow (Monday)
morning with the airline management and SBI.
“In light of the meeting, the
members have requested,
through their team leaders,
that the call of ‘No Pay No
Work’ be deferred to give the
airline a chance of survival.
Accordingly, as requested, the
Committee would like to
inform all that the decision
stands deferred for the time
being,” the Guild committee
said in a late evening communication to its members.
All pilots are still requested,
however, to be present at Siroya
Centre at 0930 hours on April

15 in their uniforms, it said.
Siroya Centre is Jet
Air ways headquarters in
Andheri suburb in Mumbai.
According to NAG, it has
also called upon other departments to join the gathering at
the headquarters as a show of
unity.
An Open House will be
called shortly as per the availability of the venue and the
committee members, the communication added.
The pilots, along with engineers and senior management,
have not received salaries since
January. The debt-ridden carrier has also not paid the
March salary to employees of
other categories as well.
“As on today, we have not
been paid for nearly three-anda-half months and we do not
know when we will be paid. So

we have decided to go ahead
with our call of no-flying from
April 15. All 1,100 pilots of
NAG will stop flying from 10
am Monday,” a Guild source
said earlier in the day.
The NAG, which claims
representation of around 1,100
pilots of the total 1,600 with the
full service carrier, had in late
March called for no flying
from April 1 over non-payment
of salaries.
However, on March 31, it
deferred the agitation to April
15, saying it wanted to give
more time to the new management.
Jet Airways is at present
under the management control
of SBI-led consortium of
lenders after the approval of a
debt-rejig plan last month,
which also led its founder
chairman Naresh Goyal to quit.

NPCI mulls using blockchain
solution to strengthen
digital payments

Indian capital market soars despite
global, domestic headwinds

PTI n NEW DELHI

PTI n NEW DELHI

ayments network
NPCI is considP
ering using highly

ndian capital market outperformed several major
Iglobal
markets, including the

scalable blockchain
solution to further
strengthen digital
payments, which
have seen an exponential growth in
recent times.
A blockchain or
distributed ledger is a continuously growing list of encrypted transactions called blocks. A
block may contain any type of
data such as unique digital
identifiers of physical products
The National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI) is
an umbrella organisation for all
retail payments in India. It
was set up with the guidance
and support of the Reserve
Bank of India and the Indian
Banks Association (IBA).
Promoted by 10 banks in
India under the aegis of the
IBA, it aims to become the
“best payments network globally”. Presently, 56 banks are
shareholders of NPCI.
“NPCI intends to develop
a resilient, real time and highly scalable blockchain solution. It is proposed to develop
this solution using an open
source technology/ framework/solution,” it said in a
notification.
In this regard, the NPCI
has floated an Express of
Interest (EOI) in order to
enable bidders to propose their
capability for developing distributed ledger technology/
blockchain in the payment
domain.

developed ones like the US and
the UK as well as developing
economies such as China and
Brazil, with double-digit
returns in the fiscal ended
March 2019 despite numerous
global and domestic headwinds, data shows.
The Indian market benckmark indices also improved on
their own performance in the
previous fiscal, with the BSE’s
Sensex (17.3 per cent) giving
relatively better returns than
the NSE’s Nifty (14.9 per cent)
in 2018-19.
This is much better than
the equity market returns
recorded in the US (7.6 per
cent), the UK (3.2 per cent),
China (minus 2.5 per cent),
Brazil (11.8 per cent), Japan
(minus 1.2 per cent), South
Korea (minus 12.5 per cent)
and Hong Kong (minus 3.5 per
cent) in 2018-19.
An analysis of equity market returns for these countries
shows that the Indian benchmark indices had underperformed those in the US, Brazil,
Japan, South Korea and Hong
Kong in 2017-18, though the
performance was better than the
UK and China even in that year.
With positive performance
by benchmark indices and
increasing fund raising from
the market, the size of the capital market in India also continued to expand during 201819, with the market capitalisation rising by over 6 per cent to
over `151 lakh crore.

As per a recent report of
global consultancy firm PwC,
India would be one of the
world’s blockchain leaders by
2023.
“Blockchain stores information about transactions
between users in a way that can
be tracked by any user for forever for maximum transparency. This gives visibility
which can lead to greater efficiency by automating or confirming transactions and
increasing liquidity in the supply chain,” said Innefu Labs CoFounder Tarun Wig.
NPCI has invited bids for
selection of Liaisoning
Consultant (LC) to acquire
various End-to-End Statutory
permissions for Construction
of Captive Data Center (CDC)
in Chennai and Hyderabad.
NPCI provides services
like cheque clearance and facilitates digital payments.
It has developed Unified
Payments Interface (UPI), an
instant payment system.
UPI is fast gaining traction
in the country with total payments through it soaring to
`1.33 lakh crore in March 2019
from a meagre `3.1 crore in
August 2016.

Financial, operational creditors recover nearly
Modi Govt has major
successes in social sector half of total claims in 88 insolvency cases
schemes: Panagariya
PTI n NEW DELHI

PTI n NEW DELHI

ormer Niti Aayog vice chairman Arvind Panagariya has
said the Modi Government has
achieved ‘major successes’ in
social sector programmes like
Ayushman Bharat, PM-Kisan
and rural electrification.
Besides, this Government
has made an ‘unprecedented
progress’ in tackling corruption,
he added.
On the reforms undertaken by the Narendra Modi-led
NDA Government, he said the
three major areas of initiatives
were implementation of the
Goods and Services Tax (GST),
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC) and direct benefit
transfer (DBT).
In an interview to PTI, the
eminent economist said
“...Ayushman Bharat, PM-Kisan,
cooking gas, rural roads and
rural electrification represent
major successes of the Modi
Government. Unprecedented
progress has also been made in
combating corruption.”
Talking about infrastructure
sector, he said the Government
has managed to greatly accelerate outcomes in sectors like
roads, railways, waterways, civil
aviation and digitisation.
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On questioning the credibility of statistical data by over 100
economists and social scientists,
Panagariya said unless such critics identify precisely what part of
the CSO/MOSPI methodology,
described in detail in a 40-page
document, they find problematic, their statements only amount
to assertions.
“None of the international
institutions including the World
Bank, IMF and the United
Nations, have expressed any
doubt in the integrity of our statistical institutions or the numbers these institutions generate.
Nor have I seen any objective
evidence that the institutions
have tried to fudge their data on
their own or at the behest of any
other Government departments,” he asserted.
The Columbia University
professor also noted that revision of GDP estimates is nothing new and this has been a well
established practice.
Former RBI Governor
Raghuram Rajan recently had
expressed doubts over Indian
economy growing 7 per cent
when not enough jobs were created and said the current cloud
over the GDP numbers must be
cleared by appointing an impartial look at the data.

early half of their total
admitted claims worth
N
over `1.42 lakh crore have

been recovered by financial and
operational creditors from as
many as 88 debt-ridden companies under the insolvency
law, according to official data.
The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code (IBC) seeks
to provide market-determined
resolution for stressed assets in
a time-bound manner.
Claims totalling a little
over `1.42 lakh crore were
admitted in 88 cases under the
IBC till February 28, data collected by the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India
(IBBI) showed.
Of the total admitted
claims, financial creditors
sought to recover dues worth
`1.36 lakh crore and operational creditors `6,469 crore.
Financial creditors recovered 48.24 per cent of their
admitted claims and operational creditors got 48.41 per
cent of their admitted claims.
The figures are with respect to
88 cases, including those where
resolution has been completed,
for the period till February 28.
Creditors realised `68,766
crore of the total admitted
claims in those 88 cases.
The share of financial cred-

itors and operational creditors
stood at `65,635 crore and `3,131
crore, respectively, as per data.
The IBBI, a key institution
set up under the IBC, provided the figures in an affidavit
submitted to the National
Company Law Appellate
Tribunal (NCLAT) last week.
On March 27, the tribunal
directed the IBBI to file an affidavit, with details about average percentage of distribution
of realised amount between
financial creditors and operational creditors subsequent to
insolvency resolution process.
According to the affidavit,
the realised amount was more
than 100 per cent in some
cases.
In the 88 cases, financial
creditors got 100 per cent realisation of admitted claims in 11
resolution plans, while operational creditors got only full
realisation in only 6 cases.
In three cases, financial
creditors got more than 100 per
cent realisation of admitted
claims.
Among the 88 cases were
big-ticket takeovers, including
Tata Steel acquiring over
Bhushan Steel and Vedanta’s
acquisition of Electrosteel.
In the Bhushan Steel matter, total admitted claims of
operational and financial creditors amounted to `57,505.05

crore. Of this, financial creditors received 63.49 per cent of
claims, while the operational
creditors’ realisation stood at
80.94 per cent.
With regard to Electrosteel,
total admitted claims for both
financial and operational creditors were `13,958 crore. In this
resolution process, in which
Vedanta group got control of
the company, financial creditors
got 40.38 per cent of admitted
claims, while the operational
creditors’ share was nil.
In the matter of Monnet
Ispat & Energey, total admitted
claims were `11,478.08 crore, of
which financial creditors got
26.26 per cent and operational
creditors received 5.40 per cent.
The NCLAT had asked
IBBI to give data in the resolution process of Essar Steel,
where operational creditors
and some financial creditors
are opposing the resolution
plan approved by the
Committee of Creditors (CoC)
and are seeking a higher share.
As per the resolution plan
approved
by
CoC,
ArcelorMittal, the successful
resolution applicant, would
pay Essar Steel lenders ` 41,987
crore for their total dues of
`49,395 crore. Operational
creditors would get only `214
crore against their outstanding
of `4,976 crore.

RBI net buyer of
dlrs for 3rd month
in a row, snaps up
$825 mn in Feb
PTI n MUMBAI

he Reserve Bank remained
T
a net buyer of the US dollar for the third consecutive
month in February, when
itbought $825 million from
the spot market, according to
the data from the central bank.
In the reporting month, the
central bank bought $2.086
billion and sold $1.261 billion
in the spot market as the rupee
was under pressure.
The central bank had
turned net buyer of dollar for
the first time in fiscal 2019 in
December 2018 buying
$607million. In January 2019,
the RBI had net purchased
$293 million.
It had bought $1.025 billion from the spot market and
sold $732 million.
In February 2018, the
apex bank was also a net
buyer of $1.665 billion purchasing $3.320 billion and
selling $1.655 billion in the
spot market.
In the forward dollar market, the outstanding forward
sales at end February was
$4.372 billion, compared to a
sale of $3.032 billion in January,
according to the RBI data.

Besides,
mutual fund
asset
under
management
grew by 11.4 per
cent to nearly
`24 lakh crore
and Foreign
Portfolio
Investors’ asset
under custody
expanded by 8.6
per cent to close
to `30 lakh
crore.
This is despite the fact that
2018-19 was relatively a difficult and challenging year on
account of global and domestic headwinds.
Fundraising from the capital market also continued its
positive trend during 2018-19,
with funds raised through debt
and equity rising by 5.3 per
cent to nearly `9 lakh crore.
The double-digit returns
came in despite subdued sentiments at times in view of certain negative developments
since September 2018, particularly on the fixed-income
securities front.
On the mutual fund front,
debt-oriented funds witnessed
net outflows on the back of certain developments in debt market since September 2018.
But, equity-oriented mutual funds continued to receive
positive net inflows across all
months during 2018-19 and
other mutual funds received
positive net inflows in 10 out of
12 months of the financial year.
Net fund inflows in equity-oriented and other types of
mutual funds together were to
the tune of `1.58 lakh crore in

2018-19 as against `2.84 lakh
crore in 2017-18 and `1.30 lakh
crore in 2016-17.
The year also saw the
much-awaited REIT (Real
Estate Investment Trust) finally taking off in India.
REITs have been used
worldwide as a vehicle for
monetisation of assets by real
estate developers. As an instrument class, it provides to
investors stable and predictable
returns, matching those and
often exceeding returns from
other alternative investments.
Capital market regulator
Sebi had issued REIT regulations
in 2014 to give impetus to this
instrument and, in turn, to the
real estate sector in the country.
The Government has also provided pass-through tax status to
REITs registered with Sebi.
In March, the first REIT
public offer came and it has listed units worth about `4,750
crore. The issue was well
received with oversubscription
of two times in institutional
category and upwards of three
times in retail category.
This is the largest listed
REIT in Asia in terms of area
of assets.

Optimism rising
over US, China
trade accord
AFP n WASHINGTON

rade frictions are seen as a
the main source of uncerT
tainty for a slowing global
economy, but there are more
glimmers of hope for a USChina agreement.
While there is no deadline
for ending the protracted trade
war with China, US Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin said
Saturday the talks are nearing
their conclusion, a fresh signal
of progress.
Mnuchin’s remarks came
on the margins of Spring meetings of the International
Monetary Fund and World
Bank, which were once again
dominated by fears US trade
policy could upset global economic growth.
The IMF predicted this
week that the slowing world
economy should begin to
rebound in the latter part of
2019 - provided in part that the
world’s top two economies
resolve their differences.
In a final statement from
the meetings Saturday, the
IMF’s steering committee,
which represents’ the organi-

zation’s 189 members, recognized the need to “resolve
trade tensions” and support
reforms of the World Trade
Organization that have been
demanded by the United States.
While the IMF itself has
warned against the “self-inflicted wounds” of tariffs and trade
barriers, the committee itself
steered clear of what has
become an unexpected hot
button in a forum once devoted to trade liberalisation.
IMF chief Christine
Lagarde said many officials at
the meetings in Washington
“actually made their views well
known about the benefits of
trade” for economic growth.
China’s deputy central bank
governor, Chen Yulu, warned that
“the protectionism of some countries has harmed mutual trust
among countries,” although he
did not name the United States.
In
the
meantime,
Washington this week rattled
EU nations by threatening a
new set of tariffs in retaliation
for subsidies to the aviation
manufacturer Airbus while
separately prepare for new
trade talks with Japan.

PROJECTS BULLISH ON OIL, GAS, NUCLEAR
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truggling carrier Jet
Airways Sunday said its
Independent
Director
Rajshree Pathy has quit the
company, effective April 13,
citing time constraints and
other commitments.
“This is to inform you that
Rajshree Pathy has submitted
her resignation as an
Independent Director of the
company with effect from
April 13, owing to time constraints and on account of her
other current commitments,”
Jet Air ways said in an
exchange filing.

S

and Vijaya Bank with BoB
became effective from April 1.
Information technology
platform integration alone will
take about 12 months and
other processes and systems
may take another year or so, the
official said.
The process has been
designed to ensure that there is
minimum disruption of the
customers during the transition
period, the official said adding
that the branding of the three
entities will be retained in the
interim period and will be
transitioned to the new brand
in a phased manner to ensure
minimum disruption to existing operations.
As far as capital is concerned, the official said, the
government has infused `5,042
crore in the bank taking care of
additional expenses and maintaining minimum regulatory
capital requirement.
There would be pressure

on the balance sheet of the
bank during the first quarter
when the maximum impact of
the merger will play out and,
subsequently, the impact will
moderate, the official added.
The maiden three-way
amalgamation is the first step
in the consolidation of the
public sector banking industry recommended in 1991 by
the Narasimham Committee
report. Through this merger,
the government has created
an institution of global scale
and size, thereby providing
significant benefit to all stakeholders.

The consolidated entity
started the operation with a
business mix of over `15 lakh
crore on the balance sheet, with
deposits and advances of `8.75
lakh crore and `6.25 lakh crore,
respectively.
BoB, the second-largest
public sector lender after State
Bank of India, now has over
9,500 branches, 13,400 ATMs,
and 85,000 employees to serve
12 crore customers.
The announcement of the
three-way merger was among
several reforms initiatives
undertaken by Financial
Services Secretary Rajiv Kumar

announced transfer of majority 51
per cent stake to
Life Insurance
Corporation in
IDBI Bank in
August last year to
transform the
Mu mb ai - b a s e d
lender.
Besides, the Department of
Financial Services made a
record capital infusion of `1.06
lakh crore in the PSBs in 201819. As a result, five PSBs,
including Bank of India,
Corporation Bank and
Allahabad Bank, were out of
the prompt corrective action
framework of the RBI earlier
this year. Non-performing
assets showed a negative trend
in 2018-19 and reduced by
`23,860 crore between April
2018 and September 2018.
Following the merger, the
number of PSBs has come
down to 18.

Memorandum
of
Understanding (MoU) with
SRM University, Delhi-NCR,
Sonepat to launch a
B.TechComputer Science
Engineering
program
Specialisation in DevOps for
the academic session 2019-20.
In this collaborative undertaking, Xebia will design the
course curriculum and createstudy modules containing
high quality and industry-specific content along with placement support for the graduating students. Xebia will also
help in strengthening their
faculty-building a team of competent educators and subject
matter experts.
The B.Tech program will
focus on the future-oriented
field of DevOps. Its course
structure has been designed in
a way that it addresses the talent gap by providing relevant
knowledge and upskilling the
students.

revenue this fiscal.
The company, one of
fastest growing infrastructure companies in the country with an order book of
around `50,000 crore cur-

the oil and gas sector along
with the prospects of nuclear
power projects picking up as
thermal projects loses policy
thrust for a litany of reasons
including pollution.

In a Search and Rescue operation, Indian Coast Guard rescues 8 fishermen off
Porbandar in the wee hours on Sunday

funds 11
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Scheme
NAV
Reliance US Equity Opp
15.22
Fund(G)
DHFL Pramerica Global
18.51
Equity Opp Fund(G)
ICICI Pru US Bluechip
27.25
Equity Fund(G)
Tata Digital India
15.03
Fund-Reg(G)
Franklin India Feeder 31.07
Franklin U.S. Opportunities
Fund(G)
SBI Technology Opp
65.49
Fund-Reg(G)
Tata Index Fund-Sensex
95.16
Plan(G)
HDFC Index
342.69
Fund-Sensex(G)
ICICI Pru Technology
59.63
Fund(G)
Reliance Index Fund 19.05
Sensex Plan(G)
SBI Banking & Financial
17.82
Services Fund-Reg(G)
Aditya Birla SL Global
19.56
Real Estate Fund(G)
Sundaram World Brand
15.00
Fund-Sr II-Reg(G)
Sundaram World Brand
15.18
Fund-Sr III-Reg(G)
Aditya Birla SL Intl. Equity
20.95
Fund-A(G)
Franklin India Technology
163.84
Fund(G)
DSP US Flexible Equity
25.08
Fund-Reg(G)
HDFC Top 100 Fund(G)
499.62
UTI Nifty Index
75.76
Fund-Reg(G)
IDFC Nifty Fund-Reg(G)
23.99
HDFC Index Fund-NIFTY
105.60
50 Plan(G)
Tata Index Fund-Nifty Plan(G) 70.12
Aditya Birla SL Digital
53.47
India Fund(G)
SBI Nifty Index Fund-Reg(G) 99.71
ICICI Pru Banking & Fin
66.05
Serv Fund(G)
Kotak US Equity Fund(G)
16.66
Reliance Index Fund - Nifty 19.44
Plan(G)
ICICI Pru Nifty Index
112.12
Fund(G)
Aditya Birla SL Index
113.87
Fund-Reg(G)
Franklin India Index
91.99
Fund-NSE Nifty(G)
IDBI Nifty Index Fund(G)
21.43
Reliance Large Cap Fund(G) 35.59
Reliance Pharma Fund(G) 152.99
Mirae Asset India Equity
51.14
Fund-Reg(G)
Baroda Banking & Fin Serv 22.94
Fund(G)
HDFC Equity Fund(G)
677.63
Axis Bluechip Fund(G)
28.32
Tata Banking & Financial
18.57
Services Fund-Reg(G)
ICICI Pru Global Stable
15.00
Equity Fund(G)
Canara Rob Equity Diver
133.97
Fund-Reg(G)
Parag Parikh Long Term
25.02
Equity Fund-Reg(G)
ICICI Pru FMCG Fund(G)
243.75
Canara Rob Equity Tax
65.25
Saver Fund-Reg(G)
ICICI Pru Growth Fund-2(DP) 12.02
Mirae Asset Tax Saver
17.64
Fund-Reg(G)
Canara Rob Bluechip
24.62
Equity Fund-Reg(G)
SBI Magnum Equity
104.15
ESG Fund-Reg(G)
Invesco India Financial
56.56
Services Fund(G)
ICICI Pru Growth Fund-1(DP) 11.25
ICICI Pru Focused Equity
30.67
Fund(G)
Sundaram Select Focus(G) 179.00
ICICI Pru LT Equity Fund
382.60
(Tax Saving)(G)
Reliance Banking Fund(G) 284.88
Axis Multicap Fund-Reg(G)
11.31
ICICI Pru Multicap Fund(G) 296.34
Mirae Asset Emerging
53.33
Bluechip-Reg(G)
Reliance Multi Cap Fund(G) 99.42
Kotak Standard Multicap
35.35
Fund(G)
JM Core 11 Fund(G)
9.32
ICICI Pru Value Fund-15(G) 11.01
Kotak India EQ Contra
52.60
Fund(G)
UTI Equity Fund-Reg(G)
143.62
Sundaram Fin Serv Opp
40.93
Fund(G)
Kotak Tax Saver Scheme(G) 43.75
Franklin India Focused Equity 41.24
Fund(G)
Canara Rob Consumer
39.03
Trends Fund-Reg(G)

1Yr% Baroda Large Cap Fund(G)
22.47 Mirae Asset Great
Consumer Fund-Reg(G)
20.43 DHFL Pramerica Large Cap
Fund-2-Reg(G)
19.62 Edelweiss Large Cap
Fund(G)
19.12 Reliance Capital Builder
Fund-II-B(G)
18.54 Tata India Pharma &
Healthcare Fund-Reg(G)
DSP World Mining
16.47 Fund-Reg(G)
ICICI Pru Bluechip Fund(G)
14.57 HDFC Growth Opp
Fund-Reg(G)
14.52 UTI Banking and Financial
Services Fund-Reg(G)
13.95 UTI Mastershare-Reg(G)
Franklin India Bluechip
13.67 Fund(G)
DSP World Agriculture
13.66 Fund-Reg(G)
Principal Focused Multicap
13.64 Fund(G)
Kotak Bluechip Fund(G)
13.50 Aditya Birla SL Banking &
Financial Services
13.44 Fund-Reg(G)
Aditya Birla SL Focused
13.41 Equity Fund(G)
IDFC Large Cap
13.34 Fund-Reg(G)
Reliance Close Ended
12.81 Equity Fund-II-A(G)
DHFL Pramerica Large
12.80 Cap Fund(G)
12.45 Sundaram Large and
Mid Cap Fund(G)
12.35 Tata Large Cap Fund(G)
12.31 Franklin Build India Fund(G)

14.48
34.85
12.57
35.48
13.17
9.16
8.72
42.34
115.06
101.57
122.88
471.25
16.21
63.88
233.76
29.04

59.48
32.37
18.58
167.03
34.59
217.96
42.39

6.55 Tata Large & Mid Cap
6.49 Fund(G)
Sundaram LT Tax Adv
6.38 Fund-Sr II-Reg(G)
ICICI Pru Value Fund-8(D)
6.35 Aditya Birla SL Equity
Fund(G)
6.29 Invesco India Growth Opp
Fund(G)
6.17 Tata India Tax Savings
Fund-Reg(G)
6.13 Sundaram Value
Fund-II-Reg(G)
6.09 Aditya Birla SL CEF-Global
6.06 Agri-Reg(G)
HDFC Capital Builder
6.05 Value Fund(G)
DSP Equity Fund-Reg(G)
6.05 SBI Magnum
5.98 TaxGain'93-Reg(G)
JM Multicap Fund(G)
5.94 Axis Focused 25 Fund(G)
ICICI Pru Large & Mid
5.85 Cap Fund(G)
DSP World Energy
5.62 Fund-Reg(G)
5.37 UTI LT Equity Fund
(Tax Saving)-Reg(G)
DHFL Pramerica LT Equity
5.37 Fund-Reg(G)
Motilal Oswal Focused
5.26 25 Fund-Reg(G)
SBI BlueChip Fund-Reg(G)
5.11 SBI Magnum Multicap
Fund-Reg(G)
5.03 SBI Healthcare Opp
Fund-Reg(G)
5.03 Reliance Quant Fund(G)
Invesco India Feeder 5.00 Invesco Global Equity
4.96 Income Fund(G)

200.94
14.76
10.66
731.82
34.17
18.04
16.13
23.11
300.60
38.95
145.26
31.18
27.36
326.12
13.52
88.13
14.29
21.58
39.22
48.55
121.43
25.75
12.81

12.27
11.93
11.89
11.84
11.64
11.63
11.60
11.45
11.38
11.26
11.20
10.50
28.73
10.22 Invesco India Largecap
Fund(G)
226.06
10.18 Aditya Birla SL Frontline
Equity Fund(G)
65.81
10.15 UTI Dividend Yield
9.64 Fund-Reg(G)
27.10
9.50 L&T India Large Cap
Fund-Reg(G)
66.39
9.09 JM Large Cap Fund(G)
UTI Value Opp Fund-Reg(G) 61.63
87.28
8.90 BNP Paribas Large Cap
Fund(G)
8.89 Franklin India Taxshield(G) 570.87
Franklin India Equity
602.78
8.79 Fund(G)
12.14
8.75 DSP Global Allocation
Fund-Reg(G)
82.32
8.68 Aditya Birla SL India
8.60 GenNext Fund(G)
Edelweiss Emerging
12.97
8.55 Markets Opp Eq. Offshore
Fund-Reg(G)
142.13
8.44 SBI Focused Equity
Fund-Reg(G)
8.39 DSP Tax Saver Fund-Reg(G) 48.08
Kotak Equity Opp Fund(G) 119.60
44.00
8.38 Axis Long Term Equity
8.37 Fund(G)
Axis Midcap Fund(G)
36.25
222.01
8.08 SBI Large & Midcap
8.01 Fund-Reg(G)
UTI Healthcare Fund-Reg(G) 86.33
50.89
7.99 Invesco India Tax Plan(G)
7.92 ICICI Pru Value Discovery 147.07
7.92 Fund(G)
207.21
7.56 DSP Top 100 Equity
Fund-Reg(G)
13.74
7.55 Sundaram LT Tax Adv
7.40 Fund-Sr I-Reg(G)
SBI Tax Advantage
24.36
7.26 Fund-III-Reg(G)
53.68
7.10 Principal Dividend
7.09 Yield Fund(G)
Invesco India Contra
48.01
6.93 Fund(G)
777.50
6.92 Aditya Birla SL MNC
Fund(G)
528.27
6.85 HDFC TaxSaver(G)
16.99
6.78 JM Tax Gain Fund(G)
ICICI Pru Bharat
10.28
6.76 Consumption Fund-1-(G)
ICICI Pru Value Fund-9(G)
12.51

23.00
4.89 DSP Focus Fund-Reg(G)
JM Value Fund(G)
32.50
47.65
4.87 Reliance Focused
Equity Fund(G)
4.76 DHFL Pramerica Tax Plan(G) 31.00
Reliance Value Fund(G)
74.24
11.43
4.68 DSP World Gold
Fund-Reg(G)
4.43 SBI Tax advantage Fund-II(G) 35.48
18.56
4.42 Aditya Birla SL Intl.
4.40 Equity Fund-B(G)
Reliance Japan Equity
12.62
4.34 Fund(G)
80.26
4.32 Franklin India Equity
Advantage Fund(G)
31.88
4.31 Aditya Birla SL Tax
Relief '96(G)
220.71
4.28 DSP Equity Opportunities
Fund-Reg(G)
73.03
4.27 Principal Nifty 100 Equal
Weight Fund(G)
BNP Paribas Long Term
37.67
4.26 Equity Fund(G)
Edelweiss Multi-Cap
14.55
3.93 Fund-Reg(G)
74.51
3.75 Franklin India
3.72 Opportunities Fund(G)
IDBI India Top 100 Equity
23.82
3.72 Fund(G)
17.16
3.68 Sundaram Global Advt(G)
Invesco India Midcap
48.65
3.49 Fund(G)
31.05
3.43 Edelweiss Large & Mid
3.34 Cap Fund-Reg(G)
Franklin Asian Equity
22.54
3.30 Fund(G)
DHFL Pramerica
13.21
3.28 Diversified Equity
Fund-Reg(G)
3.27 Canara Rob Emerg Equities 93.81
Fund-Reg(G)
3.25 ICICI Pru R.I.G.H.T Fund(G) 42.73
Tata Mid Cap Growth
139.08
3.11 Fund(G)
Reliance Growth Fund(G) 1121.44
13.48
2.99 SBI LT Advantage
Fund-III-Reg(G)
28.13
2.96 Edelweiss Gr China
2.87 Equity Off-Shore
2.80 Fund-Reg(G)
SBI Consumption Opp
119.00
2.79 Fund-Reg(G)

2.75 Edelweiss Long Term
46.32
Equity Fund (Tax Savings)2.72 Reg(G)
ICICI Pru Infrastructure
51.92
2.70 Fund(G)
2.69 UTI MNC Fund-Reg(G)
194.50
IDFC Multi Cap Fund-Reg(G) 93.02
2.67 UTI Core Equity Fund-Reg(G) 63.05
IDFC Core Equity
44.90
2.56 Fund-Reg(G)
L&T Equity Fund-Reg(G)
81.97
2.55 Principal Multi Cap Growth 143.30
Fund(G)
2.44 Principal Personal Tax
196.65
saver Fund
2.43 Templeton India Equity
47.30
Income Fund(G)
2.40 Franklin India Prima
968.75
2.37 Fund(G)
Sundaram Diversified
101.64
2.36 Equity(G)
2.36 Principal Tax Savings Fund 209.79
2.31 UTI Focussed Equity
13.64
Fund-I(G)
2.10 UTI India LifeStyle
25.49
Fund-Reg(G)
2.02 Sundaram Rural and
41.91
Consumption Fund(G)
2.00 Tata Equity P/E Fund(G)
134.89
ICICI Pru Exports &
57.15
1.89 Services Fund(G)
SBI Equity Opp
15.84
1.83 Fund-Sr I-Reg(G)
1.83 HDFC Focused 30 Fund(G) 78.31
Reliance Vision Fund(G)
539.39
1.79 Tata Ethical Fund(G)
157.08
IDBI Diversified Equity
20.89
1.78 Fund(G)
1.66 IDBI Equity Advantage
26.29
Fund-Reg(G)
Templeton India Value
259.27
Fund(G)
UTI Infrastructure
53.65
Fund-Reg(G)
BNP Paribas Multi Cap
46.27
Fund(G)
Aditya Birla SL Global
12.51
Commodities Fund(G)
ICICI Pru Dividend Yield
17.10
Equity Fund(G)
Reliance Consumption
65.12
Fund(G)
Motilal Oswal Midcap 30
25.03
Fund-Reg(G)
L&T India Value Fund-Reg(G) 36.06
SBI LT Advantage
12.65
Fund-IV-Reg(G)
Tata Resources & Energy
14.31
Fund-Reg(G)
Principal Global Opportunities 28.63
1.65 Fund(G)
54.52
1.60 DSP Midcap Fund-Reg(G)
44.27
1.58 HDFC Small Cap
Fund-Reg(G)
13.87
1.54 SBI LT Advantage
1.50 Fund-II-Reg(G)
1.49 ICICI Pru Value Fund-10(G) 11.40
DHFL Pramerica Euro
13.27
1.36 Equity Fund(G)
14.20
1.26 Sundaram Select Small
Cap Series-IV-Reg(G)
10.91
1.12 Edelweiss Eur Dynamic
Equity Off-shr Fund-Reg(G)
9.79
1.01 UTI LT Adv Fund-V(G)
ICICI Pru Growth Fund-3(DP) 10.37
17.07
0.98 Tata India Consumer
Fund-Reg(G)
56.26
0.94 IDFC Tax Advt(ELSS)
Fund-Reg(G)
14.18
0.86 Sundaram Select Small
Cap Series-III-Reg(G)
401.03
0.81 Aditya Birla SL Equity
Advantage Fund(G)
0.67 ICICI Pru Value Fund-11(G) 11.97
Invesco India PSU Equity
17.33
0.66 Fund(G)
Principal Emerging Bluechip 103.55
0.42 Fund(G)
Motilal Oswal Multicap
25.89
0.38 35 Fund-Reg(G)
53.54
0.23 L&T Tax Advt Fund-Reg(G)
HDFC Mid-Cap Opportunities 55.53
0.05 Fund(G)
Tata Infrastructure
55.42
0.00 Fund-Reg(G)
SBI Magnum Global
168.91
-0.23 Fund-Reg(G)
SBI LT Advantage
13.41
Fund-I-Reg(G)
38.64
-0.27 Kotak Emerging Equity
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Shifting Brexit date gives map-makers a headache
AFP n LEMPDES (FRANCE)

out? The repeated delays
are a nightmare for
ImapntoorBrexit
makers and guidebook
printers who have to decide
how to depict Britain’s relationship with the European
Union.
“We are completely lost,”
said Henri Medori, manager of
publisher AEDIS.
In a hangar that serves as
his firm’s logistic hub in
Lempdes, near ClermontFerrand in central France,
dozens of copies of laminated
leaflets on “Europe at 27” rest
on boxes. They reflect the
number of countries that will
be part of the EU once Britain
finally leaves.
“We have at least ten books
that have a map of Europe, of
the European Union. So it’s a
little complicated,” he told AFP.
“We have frozen the print
run — we will start it as soon
as we have certainty about
Brexit.”
Britain was due to leave the

EU on March 29, but this was
delayed to April 12 and now to
October 31 amid disagreement
in parliament over how to
manage the split.
AEDIS, which has 12
members of staff, was quick to
remove Britain from the EU in
its publications following the
2016 referendum vote for
Brexit. Medori said there was
“public pressure” to respond,
explaining: “We were challenged by some readers who
claimed our maps were wrong
by including the UK.”
Then other clients complained, in emails that were
“sometimes insulting”, saying
that technically Britain remains
a member of the bloc.
“So we added a box
explaining Brexit,” he said.
But the firm has sold at
most 6,000 documents showing
Europe as a union of 27 countries, mostly in shops in motorway rest areas.
“For a year and a half, we
have mostly given up on sales
in this area,” Medori said,

UK Govt to resume
cross-party Brexit
talks next week
AFP n LONDON

he British Government
will resume talks with the
T
main opposition Labour party
next week on how to resolve
the deadlock over Brexit,
Minister said on Sunday.
Prime Minister Theresa
May’s effective deputy, David
Lidington, said they wanted to
be able to “take stock” of any
progress when parliament
returns from its Easter break
on April 23.
“What we have agreed is a
programme of meetings next
week on particular subjects
with the ministers and shadow ministers concerned getting together,” he told the
BBC.
They would discuss environmental standards and
workers’ rights after Brexit as
well as the future security
relationship with the EU.
“Then we would hope to
take stock of where we are as
soon as parliament gets back
after the Easter recess,” he
said.

“But I don’t think that this
question can be allowed to
drag out for much longer.”
May was forced to ask fellow EU leaders this week to
postpone Brexit for a second
time, from April 12 to October
31.
She has been unable to
persuade MPs to back the
withdrawal terms she has
struck with Brussels, but is also
unwilling to take Britain out of
the EU with no deal at all.
She is still hoping Brexit
can happen in time to avoid
Britain taking part in
European Parliament elections
on May 23.
May met Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn on April 3 and
there have been further lowerlevel talks since then over
Labour’s demand for a close
future relationship with the
EU. Lidington said there must
be “compromise on both
sides”, adding that if no agreement could be reached, they
would put a series of Brexit
options to parliament to
decide.

Shame, sadness in UK as
Brexit reveals Parl’s flaws
AP n LONDON

s a symbol of the woes of
Britain’s Brexit-era democA
racy, it could hardly be bet-

adding that he had received no
guidance from EU institutions.
In Britain, the Oxford
University Press (OUP) has
avoided any radical changes to
its maps but it also has to adapt.
“We’re monitoring the situation but not making major
changes until we have greater
clarity,” a spokeswoman told
AFP.
“But in some cases, we are

removing maps if they will
simply cause confusion.”
In Brussels, at a souvenir
shop near the EU’s headquarters, some items showing
Britain’s membership will disappear with Brexit. And many
of them, such as a badge with
the EU and UK flags, are flying off the shelves.
“Anything with the UK on
it might one day become a col-

lectors’ item,” said manager
Tamara Goldstein. She also
has a jigsaw puzzle that is selling well, showing the European
Union as it will be after Brexit,
with “no sign of Britain”.
But given the uncertainty
— with some politicians in
London and Brussels still hoping Brexit might never happen
— some items remain
unchanged.

tered. Lawmakers had to be
sent home in mid-debate last
week when water from a burst
pipe began gushing into the
House of Commons chamber.
The image perfectly illustrates Parliament’s problem as
it tries to solve the puzzle that
is Brexit. On the outside, the
UK institution is resplendent,
a world-famous symbol of
democracy sitting majestically on the River Thames. On the
inside, it’s decrepit and increasingly unfit for use.
The hidden flaws in
Britain’s political system have
been laid bare — and televised
worldwide — since voters
chose, almost three years ago,
to leave the European Union.
Decision-making has
ground to a standstill, even as
business leaders and residents
alike cry out for certainty.
Many Britons feel a mix of

frustration, fascination and
shame at the ongoing political
chaos. So do politicians on
both sides of the Brexit divide.
“I am ashamed to be a
member of this Parliament,”
said pro-EU Liberal Democrat
lawmaker Norman Lamb after
lawmakers once again failed to
find a way forward on Brexit.
Bill Cash, a pro-Brexit
Conservative, said this week
that Britain had been “humiliated” by failing to leave the EU
on time.
The last few months in
Parliament, as lawmakers
repeatedly tried and failed to
agree on a roadmap for
Britain’s departure, have produced close votes, late nights
and high drama.
It’s a political soap opera
that has sent the viewership of
Parliament’s live-streaming
website soaring and made an
international celebrity of
House of Commons Speaker
John Bercow, with his bellowing cries of “Orderrrrr” and
“The ayes have it!” But all the

Finland Leftists tipped to win anti-austerity vote
AFP n HELSINKI

inns voted on Sunday in a
general election where antiF
austerity sentiment looked set
to propel the opposition Social
Democratic Party back to the
head of government for the first
time in 16 years.
The left-wing party leads
Finland’s two main opinion
polls with about 19 percent of
the vote, having campaigned
against the steep cost-cutting of
Centre Party Prime Minister
Juha Sipila and his Finance
Minister Petteri Orpo -- leader
of the conservative National
Coalition Party.
But the far-right Finns
Party, led by hardline MEP
Jussi Halla-aho, has seen a
surge in support in recent
months during an anti-immigration dominated campaign,
urging people to “Vote for
some borders”.
Polls show the Finns Party
ending up in second or third
place, meaning it could hold

significant influence in the
talks to form the next government, which in Finland is typically a coalition of three or four
parties.
The current government’s
cuts to Finland’s prized education system, and a tightening of
unemployment benefit criteria,
provoked loud and widespread
public opposition.
Outside a polling station in
central Helsinki on Sunday
morning, a local resident who
gave her name as Jenny said
that she had only settled on
who to vote for at the last
minute.
“There have been a lot of
cuts and some, like education,
in areas they promised they
wouldn’t cut. Of course, the
parties from the last government are going to suffer
because of that now,” she told
AFP.
Petteri Orpo, leader of the
conservative National Coalition
Party and co-architect of the
government’s savings pro-

Chairman of the Finnish Social Democratic Party and parliamentary candidate Antti
Rinne faces the media after casting his ballot in parliamentary elections, in M’nts’l’,
Finland on Sunday
AP

gramme, has denounced the
Social Democratic Party’s antiausterity plans as “irresponsible”.
However, in a tacit
acknowledgement that the
public mood is against further
belt-tightening, Orpo has
insisted the economy is now
strong enough to allow for

some more generous public
spending.
The heated debate in the
run-up to the vote led some
analysts to predict that turnout
will be high. A record 1.5 million Finns — over a third of the
electorate — had already cast
their vote in advance of polling
day. On Sunday, queues were

reported at some polling stations in the capital.
Around lunchtime the
leaders of the main parties
were seen casting their ballots
in their constituencies: Hallaaho in Helsinki, Rinne in the
town of Mantsala in the south,
and Petteri Orpo in the southwest city of Turku.
Opinion polls suggest the
Social Democrats’ lead has
narrowed in recent weeks to as
little as two points, ahead of the
National Coalition and Finns
Party which are battling it out
for second place.
Some have blamed the
shrinking lead on the inability
of party leader Antti Rinne, a
56-year-old former trade union
boss, to attract large numbers
of new, younger voters.
The growing Finns Party
ratings, on the other hand,
appear to be driven by new
supporters who have not voted
in the past.
The anti-immigration
Finns Party also decries the “cli-

Ivanka promotes women’s
Sudan protesters present ISIS plotting
demands to military in talks attacks across empowerment in Ethiopia
Europe: Report
S
AFP n KHARTOUM

udanese protesters demanded new military rulers set up
a civilian government as the
foreign ministry called Sunday
for backing from the international community to help the
country’s “democratic transition”.
Thousands remained
encamped outside Khartoum’s
army headquarters overnight to
keep up pressure on a military
council that took power after
ousting veteran leader Omar alBashir on Thursday.
A 10-member delegation
representing the protesters
delivered their demands during
talks with the council late
Saturday, according to a statement by the Alliance for
Freedom and Change umbrella group spearheading the rallies.
“We will continue... Our
sit-in until all our demands are
met,” including the formation
of a fully civilian government,
said one of the alliance’s leaders, Omar al-Degier.
Later the military council
met with political parties and
urged them to agree on an
“independent figure” to be the
country’s prime minister, an
AFP correspondent present at
the meeting said.
“We want to set up a civilian state based on freedom, justice and democracy,” a member of the military council
Lieutenant General Yasser alAta told several political parties, urging them to agree on
the figures to sit in civilian government.
The protestors have insisted that civilian representatives
must join the military council,
and demanded that a fully
civilian government be set up
to run day-to-day affairs.
Meanwhile,the foreign
ministry urged the international community to back the

PTI n LONDON

he Islamic State terror
group is plotting deadly
attacks across Europe along the
lines of the one carried out on
a concert hall in Paris in which
130 people were killed four
years ago, a leading British
newspaper has
reported.
The November
2015 Paris attacks
were a series of coordinated terror attacks in Paris
and the city’s northern
suburb of Saint-Denis.
In the attacks, three
suicide bombers struck
outside the Stade de
France stadium during a
football match, followed by
several mass shootings and a
suicide bombing at restaurants.
A total of 130 people people
were killed at the Bataclan
concert hall.
Documents seen by The
Sunday Times reveal detailed
plans of terrorist attacks in
Europe and the Middle East,
funded and controlled by ISIS
leaders who are “actively planning” to recreate the Paris-style
attack of November 2015.
“The operations in Europe
are only a fraction of the plans
outlined in the documents,
which were found on a hard
drive dropped by members of
an ISIS cell in a firefight near
the militants’ final stronghold in
Syria earlier this year,” it noted.
The documents provide
details of how, even with its socalled caliphate destroyed in
Syria, the ISIS terror group
continues to run sophisticated
international networks, move
fighters over borders, fund operations and plan bank robberies,
vehicle rammings, assassinations and computer hacking.

T

military council “to achieve the
Sudanese goal of democratic
transition,” it said in a statement.
The council chief General
Abdel Fattah al-Burhan is
“committed to having a complete civilian government and
the role of the council will be
to maintain the sovereignty of
the country”, it added.
Talks between protest leaders and Sudan’s new rulers
were followed Sunday by a
meeting between Washington’s
top envoy to Khartoum, Steven
Koutsis, and the military council’s deputy.
Mohammad Hamdan
Daglo, widely known as
Himeidti, told Koutsis “about
the measures taken by the military council to preserve the
security and stability of the
country,” the official SUNA
news agency reported.
Himeidti is a field commander for the Rapid Support
Forces (RSF) counter-insurgency unit, which rights groups
have accused of abuses in the
war-torn Darfur region.
On Saturday, the military
council’s new chief General
Burhan vowed to dismantle
Bashir’s regime, lifting a nighttime curfew with immediate
effect.
He also pledged that individuals implicated in killing
protesters would face justice

sound and fury signifies — not
much.
Britain is no further out
the EU door or clearer about
its post-Brexit direction than it
was at the start of the year.
A divorce agreement
struck between Prime Minister
Theresa May’s government
and EU late in 2018 lays out
the terms of an orderly UK
departure and promising close
future ties. Since January,
Parliament has rejected it three
times. Pro-Brexit lawmakers
won’t vote for it because they
favour a more definitive break
with the bloc.
Parliament has also voted
on other options including
leaving without a deal and
holding a new referendum on
Britain’s EU membership. And
twice lawmakers have rejected
them all.
To avoid a chaotic nodeal departure that could devastate an economy already
weighed down by Brexit uncertainty, May has twice gone to
the EU asking for more time.

and that protesters detained
under a state of emergency
imposed by Bashir during his
final weeks in power would be
freed.
Burhan took the oath of
office on Friday after his predecessor General Awad Ibn
Ouf stepped down little more
than 24 hours after ousting
Bashir.
Tens of thousands of people have massed non-stop outside the army headquarters
since April 6, initially to urge
the military to back their
demand that Bashir be
removed. Burhan comes with
less baggage from Bashir’s
deeply unpopular rule than
Ibn Ouf, a former defence
minister and long-time close
aide of the deposed president.
But while celebrating the
fall of both men in quick succession, protesters remain cautious.
Protest leaders say their
demands include restructuring
the country’s feared National
Intelligence and Security
Service (NISS), whose chief
Salih Ghosh resigned on
Saturday.
Rights group Amnesty
International on Saturday
urged the military council to
examine Ghosh’s actions during a crackdown against protesters during the final weeks of
Bashir’s rule.

In a letter signed by six ISIS
leaders and addressed to Abu
Bakr al-Baghdadi — the group’s
“caliph” — and his deputy, the
authors break down ISIS strategy abroad into two parts:
operations and borders.
Operations abroad, they
write, will be directed by an
ISIS member called Abu
Khabab al-Muhajir.
The document says he controls three cells: one in
Russia and two in
Germany. Another
group will be based
in northeastern
Syria under separate command.
The first aim of
the cells would
be to steal
money to fund
the caliphate.
“Killing infidel venture capitalists, hacking banks through
bank accounts, bank robberies
or robberies of places that are
pre-studied,” the letter said,
adding that “after any operation
of this kind, we will send the
money as we procure it”.
The cells will also commit
attacks including vehicle-ramming operations, it said.
Most importantly they will
plan “special operations” with
a “determined goal and outcome that are picked carefully”.
The authors list the Paris
massacre of 2015 and the
“Manhattan attack” of 2017, in
which a terrorist-driven truck
mowed down eight people to
death, as “inspiration”.
According to the newspaper, the picture that emerges
from the documents is one of
the ISIS supporters in Europe
and other areas outside the socalled caliphate being intimately linked with the group’s
leadership in Syria and Iraq.

Addis Ababa: Far from the din
of Washington, Ivanka Trump
toured businesses run by
women in Ethiopia on Sunday
while promoting a White
House global economic program for women.
President Donald Trump’s
daughter and senior adviser
visited a coffee shop and textile
company in Addis Ababa. It
was her first stop in Africa on
a four-day trip to Ethiopia and
Ivory Coast on behalf of a
White House project intended
to boost 50 million women in
developing countries by 2025.
Aiming to offer assistance
and learn about the struggles of
women in business, she took
part in a traditional coffee cer-

emony, visited with weavers
and announced new financial
support for businesses.
“Investing in women is
smart development policy and
it’s smart business,” Trump
said, sitting in Dumerso Coffee,
a dimly lighted space with a
woven ceiling, tile floor and
colorful paintings. Alongside
were women who work in the
industry.
This is Ivanka Trump’s first
visit to Africa since the president launched the Women’s
Global Development and
Prosperity Initiative. It’s a program she hopes will outlast an
administration better known
for “America First” isolationism.
AP

FATF asks Pak to track
all gold purchases
Islamabad: An international
terror financing watchdog has
asked Pakistan to implement a
new set of constraints in its
crackdown against terror
financing, including documenting and regulating all gold
markets, a media report said on
Sunday.
The finance ministry has
reportedly received a new list
of recommendations from the
Paris-based Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) which
requires documentation of all
gold markets and purchase
and sale of gold in the country,
Geo TV reported.
The FATF has asked
Islamabad to collect data of all
gold markets in the country
and to restrict the sale and purchase of gold items using cash,
instead requiring payment to
be made with a debit or credit
card, it said.
The watchdog has also
demanded that the country
ensure restriction on supply of

gold and jewelry to banned
outfits and terrorist organisations. The FATF has urged
Pakistan to collect data of all
trusts operating across the
country as well as their bank
accounts on the district level. It
has also asked the country to
ensure regulation of thousands
of registered trust organisations. Pakistan is due to submit
a third report on the measures
being taken by the government
in compliance with the recommendations of the FATF
and its regional affiliate, the
Asia-Pacific Group (APG) till
April 15.
The compliance report
would be taken up by the
FATF review group in its meeting scheduled to be held in
May. In June last year, the
FATF had placed Pakistan on
the ‘grey list’ of countries whose
domestic laws are considered
weak to tackle the challenges of
money laundering and terrorism financing.
AFP

mate hysteria” of other parties
seeking action against global
warming.
At a Finns Party rally on
the eve of the vote in
Myyrmaki, a disadvantaged
suburb of the capital, a crowd
of people, young and old, clamoured around party leader Jussi
Halla-aho, asking for autographs and congratulating him
on the campaign.
“You will be the next prime
minister,” one woman assured
him.
Forecasts suggest no party
is likely to draw more than 20
percent of the vote, meaning
the result could be historically
close.
This could make the negotiations to build a government
coalition particularly tricky.
The major parties have all
expressed strong reservations
about joining a government
with the Finns Party, whose
policies lurched to the right
after Halla-aho became leader
in 2017.

GLOBE
TROTTING
CO-PILOT, 2 COPS KILLED
IN PLANE CRASH IN NEPAL
Kathmandu: A small passenger
plane veered off the runway
while taking off and hit two
parked helicopters at Lukla
airport in Nepal’s Everest region
on Sunday, killing a co-pilot and
two policemen, officials said.

TURKISH ECONOMIST
DETAINED BY POLICE
Ankara: A prominent Turkish
economist said on Sunday
he was detained by Istanbul
police as part of an investigation
into whether he insulted
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan
on social media.

2 HELD WITH 167 RHINO
HORNS IN S AFRICA
Johannesburg: South African
police said on Sunday they had
found 167 rhino horns believed
to be destined for Asia and
nabbed two suspects in a sting
operation.

OVER 120 KILLED, IN
LIBYA FIGHTING: WHO
Tripoli: Fighting near Tripoli has
killed 121 people and wounded
561 since strongman Khalifa
Haftar launched an offensive
earlier this month to take the
Libyan capital, the World Health
Organisation said on Sunday.

ASSANGE WILL COOPERATE
WITH SWEDEN: LAWYER
London: Julian Assange would
cooperate with Swedish
authorities if they reopen a rape
case against him but will
continue to resist any bid to
extradite him to the United
States, his lawyer said on
Sunday. “We are absolutely
happy to answer those queries if
and when they come up,”
Jennifer Robinson told Sky
News television about the rape
claims. “The key issue at the
moment is US extradition, which
we have warned about for many
years,” she added. The
WikiLeaks founder is in custody
in London awaiting sentencing
for breaching his British bail
conditions in 2012.
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THE RIVER ATE MY HOUSE

Residents of Majidbhita Char in Barpeta district of Assam have been shifting from one place to another due to
land erosion, depriving them of their livelihood and agriculture. By ANUP SHARMA

uslim Miah finds it difficult
to remember how many
times he has built a home for
his family.
A resident of Majidbhita Char, or
a river island, in Assam’s Barpeta district, the 70-year-old Miah has been
shifting from one place to another
with his family for years due to erosion of the river banks and creation
of chars. These chars keep shifting or
changing shape with the mood of the
river.
Erosion has been a perennial
problem for river Brahmaputra and its
tributaries such as Beki in Assam.
Char-dwellers say what has changed
is the rate at which we are loosing our
lands for more than a decade now.
Experts attribute this to climate
change. UK-based website, Carbon
Brief said that most of the areas in
Assam including Guwahati has
already become warmer by 1.3 degrees
Celsius and it is projected to be
warmer between 1.4 C to 4.8 C by
2100.
The climate projections of the
Assam State Action Plan on Climate
Change also indicate that there is likely to be an increase in extreme rain fall
events by five to 38 per cent with
respect to base line. The report further projected that drought weeks are
going to rise, with Southern districts
showing marginal reduction in
drought weeks but rest of the district
showing an increase by more than 75
per cent. Floods are going to rise by

M

he idea of a smart home
is no longer a futuristic
fantasy. One can control
lights, air conditioning, TV
and other household appliances from the comfort of
your couch with the flick of
the proverbial button. But are
smart homes also healthy
homes? Even as smart technologies transform our lives,
there is a downside that we
often overlook.
By adopting smart technologies, we have also exposed
ourselves to electromagnetic
radiation. It is emitted by all
forms of technology, including
smart phones, smart homes,
smart meters, smart appliances, smart TVs, laptops,
tablets and WiFi connections.
Although radiation emanating
from smart gadgets and appliances is of a lower frequency
but when you consider the
length of time that we are
exposed to these, it can have
a major negative impact on
human health.

T

‘EARLIER, WE COULD
PREDICT THE FLOODS
BUT NOW THERE IS NO
PATTERN. SOMETIMES,
THERE ARE THREE
WAVES AND THE OTHER
TIMES, IT’S LESS. IF THE
LAND GOES UNDER
WATER NOW, THERE IS
NO POINT IN
LIVING HERE’

more than 25 per cent in the southern parts of Assam.
“I have built too many makeshift
houses to remember. Our lives depend
on the water of the river. I have been
in Majidbhita for the last 10 years but
I don’t know how long we can live
here. The river has become hungrier
for land, eating away the large chunks
of earth around our homes in the past
few years. If this place is eroded, we
would have to shift somewhere else,”
Miah, a farmer like his father and
grandfather, said.
Members of his family learnt to
live with the floods since they began
cultivating the fertile char in the
Beki river years ago. But times have
changed. “Earlier, we could predict the
floods but now there is no pattern.
Sometime there are three waves of
floods, sometimes more now. The
tides erode the edges of our land very
fast depriving us of our only livelihood, agriculture. If the land goes

under water, there is no point in living here,” he said.
The 70-year-old farmer said that
he had about 50 bighas of land to cultivate when he was young. He now has
12 bighas on the char that he has been
living on for the past 10 years during
which he lost his house several times
due to erosion.
“I grow rice, lentils, mustard,
vegetables and the like on my plot. But
productivity has reduced along with
the cultivation area probably due to
the change in weather. Sometimes, the
weather is too dry and sometimes it
rains too much,” he said.
Some distance away from
Majidbhita, the people of Balapara
Char in Barpeta district face the
same problem. Rahim Khan, a resident, lost his cultivable land and houses several times due to erosion. Khan
has not heard of climate change but
he is certain that his condition would
not have been so bad had the river not

Is your home a
healthy place to live?
Everyday radiation which is invisible can be hazardous to health and it
is becoming imperative to protect ourselves from it, says AJAY PODDAR
Many people report health
issues like headaches, lower
immunity, excessive fatigue,
hypersensitivity and depression, among other symptoms.
Moreover, these radiations are
very damaging and susceptible especially for children and
can lead to the reduction of
brain cells, loss of cognitive
abilities (like learning, memory), hearing loss and more.
Also, people who keep their
smartphones and tablets close
to them while trying to sleep
often complain of insomnia.
In 2011, the World Health

eaten up his land that his forefathers
cultivated and lived a good life on.
While these people have been living at the mercy of nature for ages,
their plight has become more miserable in recent times due to unpredictable climatic conditions that have
severely affected their lives and livelihood.
Once wealthy, Khan has become
a marginal farmer due to erosion. He
now works on the fields of others in
the village to earn a minimum share
of the paddy as his wage. His three
sons left farming and now work as
daily-wage labourers in the nearby
towns, earning `250-300 per day.
“I owned 32 bighas of land here.
The land was fertile and the production was good before the river ate it
up. We grew three crops every year
of paddy, lentils, mustard, jute and
vegetables. Land here is so fertile that
one does not need to care much for
the crops. What I earn now is not sufficient to run a large family like ours.
My sons have been forced to do lowpaying non-farm activities. What
can we do? This is our fate,” Khan
said, blaming the river.
Miah and Khan are among 25
lakh people living on an estimated
2,251 chars that dot the entire river
system in Assam. They have been hit
hard by the changing climatic conditions that have affected the hydrological pattern of the Brahmaputra
and its tributaries, forcing them to
relocate — within a char or away
from the river banks.
According to data provided by
the Assam government during the
session of the 126-member
Legislative Assembly in October
2018, a total 4.27 lakh hectares of
land have been lost due to erosion in
Assam. Former Minister of Assam
Water Resources, Keshab Mahanta
told the House that an average of
8,000 square km land is eroded by
Brahmaputra and its tributaries every
year.
“The change in temperature and
rainfall pattern in the Northeast
indicates that climate change has
impacted Assam and other parts of
the region along with the rest of the
world. This change in the rainfall pattern has led to the recent volatility of
the rivers. The Himalayas are also
fragile and more rainfall triggers their
erosion. Besides, the Northeast is
located in Seismic Zone V and
hence, witnesses regular seismic
activity, which also leads to erosion,”
said Partha Jyoti Das, who heads the
water, climate and hazard division of
Aaranyak, a Guwahati-based biodiversity and conservation organisation.
(The story is written as part of a
fellowship offered by climate cell of
Assam Science, Technology and
Environment Council.)

Organisation
(WHO),
International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC)
had classified electromagnetic radiations as possibly cancerous to humans, based on an
increased risk of brain cancer
in recent years. During use,
wireless devices like mobile
phones, for instance, emit
electromagnetic radiations
and the brain becomes the target.
Apart from these electromagnetic radiations, we are
also enveloped by natural radiations inside homes and
offices, also known as geopathic stress, which emerge
from the surface of the earth.
They are caused by natural
cavities, underground water
streams and magnetic core of
the Earth. Prolonged exposure
to them is linked to health
issues like poor sleep quality,
aches and pains.
Stop. Now imagine, you
and your loved ones are sitting
or sleeping at a place with

great amount of man-made
and natural radiations. These
are called everyday radiations
as they are affecting us 24x7.
Despite the problems caused
by these, we still do not take
care to protect ourselves. This
is because many people are not
aware of what this radiation
pollution does to their brain
and body.
This reminds us of another environmental pollution —
that of the air, which is afflicting most of the country. This
has compelled many people to
buy air purifiers. However,
people are yet to fully realise
the repercussions of being
around radiation pollution. It
is high time that we did.
We cannot run away from
these everyday radiations but
we definitely can opt for radiation purification solutions
for homes and workplaces.
(The writer is the
Managing Director of a company which works for the creation
of healthy spaces.)

I AM PEACE

It is because of the unbridled desire of man that there
is power struggle everywhere, endless craving for
military supremacy and cold wars or armed conflicts,
says RAJYOGI BRAHMAKUMAR NIKUNJ JI
oday, each of us is seeking peace, aren’t we?
The prime reason for
this is our dilemma and difficulty in surviving in a world
that seems to be riddled with
all kinds of conflicts. One
finds irreconcilable differences at all levels of the society. Even a man’s mind is like
a house divided against itself.
Obviously, this is not a happy
state of affairs. One, therefore,
wants to know what is wrong
with the functioning of man
that he has lost his peace?
When we make an attempt to
understand the nature of the
man and the state of society, we
find that all actions of man are
goaded by one or the other of
his four basic desires. One of
the desires concerns the fulfillment of physical or economic
needs that include food, clothing and shelter. To fulfill these
desires, he requires money or
wealth. But the problem is
that man never stops fulfilling
these basic needs. His desires
for comfort take the form of
greed and that is when the real
struggle begins. His excessive
and endless demands come
into clash with the longings of
other people. It also puts him
in conflict with the law of the
land, with his relatives and
society and even with his own
self. This, therefore, becomes
cause for his peacelessness.
It is mainly because of
this that our planet, to-day, has
millions of people whom the
World Bank calls the ‘absolutely poor.’ It is this unchecked
desire of man which has
caused the class war or the
conflict between the ‘haves’
and the ‘have-nots.’
Besides these, man also has
emotional needs, like love,
care, attention, understanding and the desire for an honourable life. But if he stretches this desire to an inordinate
extent, then his longing for
prestige, position, privilege,
and power takes the form of
jealousy and hatred. He again
comes into conflict with others. So, it is because of this
unbridled desire of the man
that there is power struggle
everything, and cold war,
armed conflicts and endless
craving for military supremacy.
The peculiarity of all this
is that man desires to be extricated from the situation of conflict and peacelessness. He
desires peace, liberation or
freedom. It is for the fulfillment
of this desire that different ‘religious’ or ‘secular’ attempts are
made. Societies are formed,
constitutions are framed and
religious institutions are established. But with competing
desires, there again arises a
conflict situation. There are
clashes between the majority
and minority communities or
between oppositions. And so,
there has to be a rational
acceptance of self-control.
Not many of us are aware
that peace is our original
nature, but when we arrive on
earth, we act through human
bodies and lose our original
energy in the cycle of action,
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interaction with proximate
matter and souls. When we
strip-off our original positive
energies, negativity manifests
in our minds, then our actions
finally result in sufferings.
When there is suffering, we
seek our original, truly peaceful and blissful state of being.
However, our endeavours to
attain that peace are limited by
certain human constraints of
which the first and foremost is
the constraint of the human
body. It is due to our attachment to the body and its relations and possessions that five
vices enter our minds.
The first fallout of this is
that we lose our peace of
mind, joy and power. All our
actions are tainted by either
lust, ego, greed, anger or
attachment. We get trapped in
a circle of karmic bondages
helplessly seeking out liberation from these vices so that we
can regain our peaceful state.
Even though if we wish to give
up our vicious habits, we are
unable to do so because our
spiritual power is depleted by
sinning repeatedly. Hence, we
need to empower our soul by
linking with the supreme
source of unlimited power,
the Supreme and also with the
power of pure actions. Peace is
in fact a corollary of purity.
Hence, when the mind is
cleared of all impurities, peace
and happiness dwell there naturally. But the biggest question
is — how does one achieve it?
It is indeed very simple. First,
we need to understand that
peace is a composite phenomenon. Hence, one cannot hope
to live in peace without hoping the same for his/her neighbours. Therefore, our positive
actions that ensure peace for
self, society and the environment alone can generate and
sustain universal peace.
However, such actions can
take place only when we
understand our relationship
with the Supreme, who is the
creator, director and actor
and who is beyond all limitations that bind us. He never
comes in bondage of matter
and karma, of life and death.
He has an abundance of peace,
love and happiness so he
never has any personal
desires. So, he can and does
restore peace on earth when
all human endeavours at making peace fail. With this divine
knowledge the road to spiritual endeavour and attainment of our original peaceful
state opens up! Remember,
unless we make peace with
ourselves, we cannot re-establish peace on earth.

Try not to become a man of success, but rather try to become a man of value.
—Albert Einstein
SHORT BREAKS MAY HELP LEARN NEW SKILLS
If you are in a process of learning new skills, then taking
short breaks in between may help you grasp it better, say
researchers.
The study, published in the
journal Current Biology, suggests
our brains probably take short rest
periods to strengthen memories.
“Everyone thinks you need to
only practice, when learning
something new. We found resting may be just as critical,”
said co-author Leonardo G. Cohen, National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke, US.
For the study, researchers recorded brain waves from
a group of right-handed persons with a scanning technique
called magnetoencephalography (MEG). They were asked
to type numbers as many times as possible with their left
hands for 10 seconds, and then repeat the cycle after a rest
for 10 seconds until they type 35 more times. The findings
showed the volunteers' speed at which they correctly typed
numbers, improved dramatically during the first few trials
and then levelled off around the 11th cycle. Their
performance improved primarily during the short rests.

MEN ACT LESS INTERESTED IN SEX THAN REALITY MUSCLE POWER LIKELY TO HELP YOU LIVE LONGER
Men sometimes act way less interested
in sex than they really are, perhaps
because of the assumption that giving
an impression of wanting to have sex
with anyone, anytime, is definitely not
what most women are looking for, suggests new research.
“Overly eager men do not appear to be attractive,” said
co-author Leif Edward Ottesen Kennair, professor at
Norwegian University. Men and women's real intentions may
be different from their given signals to each other.
Researchers found women were much more likely to
have sex if they thought the potential partner was attractive.
The most important factor in whether men had sex was
how many sexual partners they have had. This could
contribute to their being perceived as sexually available. It's
the same reason for both men and women — the man's sex
appeal — that decides whether they end up having sex. Men
who reported being the most interested in having sex
reduced their signals of interest more. Women, on the other
hand, might pretend to be a little more interested than they
actually are. “We think this may be to keep the man's
attention a little longer,” Kennair said.

Want to increase your longevity? If yes,
then speed up your weight-lifting routine
as a new study suggests muscle power
might be key to long life.
The study, presented at the
EuroPrevent 2019 in Lisbon, indicates
that power depends on the ability to
generate force and velocity and to
coordinate movement.
“Rising from a chair in old age and kicking a ball depend
more on muscle power than muscle strength, yet most weightbearing exercise focuses on the latter,” said author Claudio Gil
Araújo, professor at Exercise Medicine Clinic — CLINIMEX in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil. “Our study shows that people with more muscle
power tend to live longer,” Araújo said.
For the study, the team enrolled 3,878 non-athletes, aged 4185 years, who underwent a maximal muscle power test using the
upright row exercise between 2001 and 2016. The average age of
participants was 59 years, five per cent were over 80 and 68 per
cent men. The highest value achieved after two-three attempts
with increasing loads was considered the maximal muscle power
and expressed relative to body weight.

PARTNERING UP KEY TO QUIT SMOKING

PROSTATE MEDS LINKED TO TYPE-2 DIABETES

A new study suggests that kicking
the addictive smoking habit works
best in pairs.
The study, presented at
EuroPrevent 2019, showed that
couples who attempted to stop
smoking together had a six-fold
chance of success compared to
patients who attempted it alone.
“Quitting smoking can be a lonely endeavour. People
feel left out when they skip the smoke breaks at work or
avoid social occasions. On top of that, there are nicotine
withdrawal symptoms. Partners can distract each other
from the cravings by going for a walk or to the cinema and
encouraging replacement activities like eating healthy food
or meditating when alone. Active support works best,
rather than nagging,” said Magda Lampridou, researcher
from the Imperial College, London.
The findings revealed that 64 per cent of
cardiovascular-affected patients and 75 per cent of couples
had quit smoking compared to none and 55 per cent in the
beginning.

Medicines prescribed to reduce the
symptoms of prostate diseases
increase the likelihood of
developing Type-2 diabetes.
A study found that the drugs
increased the risk of developing the disorder by about 30
per cent. In addition, a similar effect was seen when
repeated with health records from a group of Taiwanese
men.
Men with enlarged prostates are commonly
prescribed the drugs called 5-alpha-reductase inhibitors
that reduce the production of hormones called androgens.
These help treat symptoms such as reduced urinary flow.
The study's findings suggested that men taking these
medications may need additional health checks to monitor
warning signs of diabetes so that their prescriptions can
be altered if necessary.
“Commonly prescribed medications for the disease
can increase the risk of Type-2 diabetes. These findings
will be particularly important for health screening in older
men who are already typically at a higher risk,” said Ruth
Andrew, professor, University of Edinburgh, Scotland.
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Feel the quest to peace

W E B B E D
MUSIC TEACHER

‘Working with
Colliva was great’
Actor-singer-songwriter FARHAN
AKHTAR has released his first solo
music album titled Echoes, produced by Grammy Award-winning
Italian producer Tommaso Colliva.
Farhan said, “Working with
Tommaso was amazing because his
approach was quite different. He
wanted to know the story
behind each song, and
my frame of mind while
writing them. The
atmosphere was so
conducive. It was a
great learning experience.”
Talking about the
independent music
scenario in India,
Farhan said, “We’re
doing a lot of stuff
through our films. If
you look at the recent
example of Gully Boy,
we have encouraged
musicians from the
underground scene. I
would love to support
and encourage young
talent.”

‘In India, we
have come a
long way in
women empowerment but
a lot needs to
be done for
women in sports.
They should be paid
equal prize money,
this discrimination in
sports is world wide.
My only regret is
being a tennis player
in the nation which
loves cricket. Being a
mother has made me
a better person and
realise that I have
selfless love in me.’
—Sania Mirza
Actor PANKAJ
TRIPATHI will be
seen in a cameo
role in Irrfan
Khan’s forthcoming film Angrezi
Medium, the
sequel to the
2017 entertainer Hindi Medium.
Pankaj said, “It’s a cameo appearance. It’s my love and respect for
Irrfan and my friendship with
Dinu (Dinesh) that made me say
yes to it. I always wanted to work
with Irrfan and when Dinu offered
me this role, I immediately agreed
even if it’s just a cameo role.”
Produced by Dinesh Vijan and
directed by Homi Adajania, the
film also stars Deepak Dobriyal
and Radhika Madan.
According to reports, Kareena
Kapoor Khan may also join the
star cast.

Smith might
appear in SOTY2
After a video clipping of
WILL SMITH shaking a
leg with the star cast of
Student of the year 2
went viral, producer
Karan Johar has
hinted at the possible appearance of
the Hollywood actor
in the forthcoming
Bollywood film.
During its trailer
launch, Karan
said, “Smith shot
for a Facebook
show called
Bucket List. One
of his wishes was to
dance on a
Bollywood song.
Fortunately, I know
Smith for a few years
now. Whether he will be
a part of the film or not,
that’s a question I will
leave unanswered till
you see the film,”
added Karan.

usic Teacher, directed by Sarthak Dasgupta, is a story about
an emotionally troubled music teacher, essayed by Manav
M
Kaul, who gets a chance to come to terms with his bitterness with
an estranged student, now a renowned celebrity singer of
Bollywood. The music teacher vows to get back everything he
lost in the past risking all his achievements in the present day.
Starring Manav Kaul, Amrita Bagchi and Divya Dutta, the film
is set to release on Netflix on April 19.

NO GOOD NICK

SAIMI SATTAR attends a session which claims to clear her mind clutter
in the least and elevate her life at best
ying there, I was sceptical,
truth be told. I was attending a session called Access
Bars. Essentially it is a technique which was started by
Gary Douglas of over 30 years ago.
The technique consists of 32 points
on the head, called Access Bars,
which when lightly touched stimulate positive changes in the brain and
defragment the electromagnetic
components of stress, thought and
emotion. The bar session usually lasts
for 60-90 minutes.
Coming back to the session, I
had just heard how phenomenally it
had changed lives of people — a gentleman had managed to better his
eyesight, another shrugged off cervical pain as if it had never existed
and yet another did not have to
worry about money. But then, it was
the cynical old me attending the session, so scepticism in anything that
remotely sounds like mumbo-jumbo
or even faintly resembling it, is
bound to be scoffed at.
Nevertheless, I decided to take
it lying down (figuratively speaking)
and give in to the expert hands of the
facilitator. Five minutes into the
session and Sangeeta Kochhar placed
her feather light hands on my forehead and back of the neck while the
thought that kept running through
my head was, “Huh! What is so great
about this session? I don’t feel a thing.
It is indeed some new fangled marketing gimmick being sold to people who have more money and time
on their hands than they can utilise.”
But Sangeeta sure had other
ideas. She asked me to move my
hands up with palms turned upward,
applied the slightest pressure on
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SHE PLACED HER
HANDS GENTLY ON
MY FOREHEAD. AND
IT WAS ABOUT 10
MINUTES THAT I
REALISED
SOMETHING
DIFFERENT WAS
UNDERWAY. FOR THE
FIRST TIME, I WAS
BLANK. THERE WAS
NOT A SINGLE
THOUGHT THAT WAS
RUNNING THROUGH
MY HEAD UNLIKE THE
USUAL WHERE AT
ANY GIVEN MOMENT
THERE ARE AT LEAST
30 TABS, IF I TAKE THE
ANALOGY OF A
COMPUTER, OPEN

e never intended to invent “wedding rap.” It happened quite by
accident. Turns out Siddharth
Sood popularly known as MC Sid was
making a living doing gigs when somebody asked him if he could perform at a
sangeet and engage with the guests who
were attending it. “I told him I could even
rap in the bathroom, if he wanted,” he
laughs, recalling the day he took up the
challenge and how his livewire act in a
grand Mumbai hotel gave him legitimacy as a wedding performer with a difference.
Siddharth feels that rap is the epitome of pop culture and as a genre is globally the biggest. He has been in the rap
scene for the last 15 years and when he
had started, people told him that this was
just a phase, which would disappear once
he grew up. “But, it didn’t,” he says and
adds that much before he started rapping,
it was already a culture in the US.
“Whereas everybody here used to ask
when was this going to end? When is it
going to change? Is this even a genre of
music? But most people didn’t realise that
rap is here to stay,” says he.
Rap is an acronym for rhythm and
poetry, he explains. It is just a different
and musical form of poetry, which has
been in our lives since the very beginning
of civilisation. And it’ll go on forever.
The rapper says, “This is going to stay
forever because it’s a form of true
expression where people are able to
voice what they want to even if it
is in terms of negativity of oppression. Earlier, rock and metal music
used to have this kind of vibe.
People who were rebellious used
to listen to such music. Our parents used to say, yeh kya bakvas sun
raha hai? (What rubbish are you listening to?) Now the difference is
that it has become a lot more vocal.”
More than just spontaneity and
having a freestyle, one also has to be
musically inclined for the act to stay
intact, he believes. He explains with an
example, “Just the way there are different styles of swimming — front crawl,
back-stroke, butterfly-stroke, breaststroke and freestyle — where the last one
means that you can do it in any manner
you want. And that is the truest form,”
he says.
The rapper’s first step to make the art
reachable to more people was audience
engagement. He tells us how, “Gully Boy
has happened only recently. However,
earlier, people did not know what rap was.
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them for another five minutes and
then turned her attention back to my
forehead. For those who think it was
a massage, no, that wouldn’t quite fit
in the description. She just placed her
hands really, really gently on my forehead and nape during the session.
And it was about 10 minutes or a little under that time that I realised
something different was underway.
For the first time after God knows
many years, I was blank. There was
not a single thought that was running
through my head unlike the usual
where at any given moment there are
atl east 30 tabs, if I take the analogy
of a computer, open. From the
deadlines that I have to meet to the
book that I am reading and the ohso-interesting twist in the web series
to state of affairs in the country, stuff
that I have to wind up at home and
more... I am sure you get the drift.
And I panicked. For the very idea of
not having a thought sounds something almost akin to blasphemy to
me. So I reached out to the only other
person in the room questioned

Sangeeta, if that was even normal.
And she reassured me that it not only
was so, but rather something that
they try to achieve.
In between the reassurances
and the worry, I fell asleep — a deep,
dreamless and relaxing slumber —
for a couple of minutes even as
Sangeeta was gently touching my
forehead and nape. The session lasted for about 45 minutes. Once it was
over, I settled down for a short chat
with the facilitator and she told me
a lot more. “I could feel the energy
coursing through you. This happens
sometimes, but not necessarily
always. This was because you were
ready for change,” Sangeeta said.
However when I questioned the fact
that initially I was sceptical and unbelieving that this can bring about a
change, so I was not essentially
believing that the session could
bring about a change, she told me,
“You might not have been, but then,
once in the session you thought, let’s
see what happens and that is what
made it possible.”
Poonam also told me that she
has been a facilitator for the past six
years. “I was a housewife and I was
going through a lot emotionally
when I decided to enroll for this,” she
says. Now, her young daughter, too
is a facilitator who she says is better
than her.
For anyone to become a facilitator, all it takes is a one-day session.
However, becoming a certified facilitator takes longer.
Coming back to me, I can say I
did sleep a lot better that night. But
did it make much of a difference in
my life in the long run? The jury is
still out on that one.

o Good Nick centers on 13-year-old Nicole aka Nick, who
infiltrates a family with the intention to get revenge on them
N
for unknowingly ruining her life. As she gets to know the family, though, she will find compassion for them and will struggle
with whether or not she can go through with her plan. Starring
Melissa Joan Hart, Sean Astin and Siena Agudong, part one releases on Netflix on April 15.

CHAMBERS SEASON 1

aunted by eerie visions and sinister impulses after a heart
transplant, Chambers is a story a teenager, who tries to
H
unmask the truth behind her donor’s mysterious death. Starring
Sivan Alyra Rose, Uma Thurman and Tony Goldwyn. The season 1 is slated to release on April 26.

Rapper by chance
Wedding rapper SIDDHARTH SOOD tells AYUSHI SHARMA
that Indian rap as a genre is basically a north Indian
phenomenon and is 10 times the size in Maharashtra
So, I had to engage with the audience to
be able to make it engrossing so that people would enjoy it and follow it more.”
It’s obvious, he says, that he faced a
lot of criticism and struggled to make a
place for himself as an artist. He shares,
“There was a lot of censure. My family
members wouldn’t understand what kind
of work I was into. My grandfather, at one
point, began to think that I am fooling
people at weddings. They wondered if
this was even a job. My father was very
concerned and thought I am a freeloader
who just gatecrashes weddings. It was difficult to make them understand.”
He explains that even choosing the
type of content to rap on at weddings was
difficult since it couldn’t be the ones from
Eminem or Yo Yo Honey Singh, which
were full of slangs. And weddings are
happy and fun. “So, it required a bit of
homework. I spent some time with the
family members. They told me little
details of the family and introduced me
to close relatives and friends. I had to
make it personalised to not sound like
something readymade. Rapping without
expressing something doesn’t makes
sense,” he says.
The rapper, who still raps at around
50 weddings a year, feels that the film
Gully Boy is one of the best things to have
happened for people who express themselves in this genre. “It has given an
opportunity to many young rappers to
proudly take it up as a profession. The
film was evidence that rap is indeed
something that could be seen and recognised as an art. Undoubtedly, it has motivated many children to follow their passion, which is great,” he says.
However, Siddharth feels that Indian
rap has been a wholesome genre in the
north India and is 10 times bigger than
it is in Maharashtra. But the differences
arise only in the kind of backgrounds we
have. The culture has been the same all
around. And only one part of it has been

T E C H TA L K

Facebook plans
to bring chat back
into main app

n a hint that Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg has begun taking steps
Itowards
merging all his platforms into one,

shown in the film. “They don’t come only
from the slums or small, backward
areas. It is not like what those rappers did
has been the purest and truest form of
rap, they just belong to a backward area
and that is why they represented their
problems like the angst of the youth
through their lyrics. They reflect the reality of how they have faced exclusion
throughout. Whereas, we belong to a
well-to-do family and we would represent the same through our lyrics — fun
and drama. What’s wrong with that? I’m
here for that. It’s just the difference of
where we come from,” he explains.
Siddharth believes that it completely depends on the society one belongs to.
“We all have freedom of speech and
expression. There is nothing wrong. It is
just that the depiction of the film shows

that rap is something which people in
poverty rely on. It’s true to some extent.
I highly appreciate that Naezy and
Divine have grown out of their situation.
But that doesn’t mean that I will always
call out to how ‘I have come with nothing and will leave with nothing,’” he
exclaims.
Ask him about the evolution of rap
culture in India, he apprises us, “I have
to give Yo Yo Honey Singh full marks.
The story starts from there and then
Badshaah, Raftaar and now may be Gully
Boy.” He lauds Honey Singh when he
says, “He created the concept that there
could be rap in a song too. Gully Boy
could be seen as an idea that threw light
on the rap culture in India. Zoya Akhtar
showed a different angle of it. So that the
film became the story of an underdog.”

the social network is planning to bring
back chat right into its core mobile app.
According to a report in Engadget,
App researcher Jane Manchun Wong has
spotted the feature in the works. Currently,
the chat button on Facebook acts as a
shortcut to a standalone Messenger app
which has over 1.3 billion users.
If you do not have downloaded
Messenger on your smartphone, the shortcut will take you to Google Play Store or
Apple App Store.
“Facebook’s Messenger app icon would
remain but instead of launching a standalone app, it would open Facebook and
take you directly to a section called
Chats,” the report claimed.
Facebook upset millions of users
when it removed chat from its core
mobile app in 2014 and created a standalone app called Messenger. Zuckerberg is
planning to merge Facebook, WhatsApp
and Instagram into a single messaging service by 2020.
In an earning call in January,
Zuckerberg said, “The integration that
we’re thinking about, we’re really early in
thinking through this. There’s a lot more
we need to figure out. I think it’s the direction we should be going with more things
in the future.”
He added that “tens of millions” of
Android users who use Messenger as their
default app would benefit from having
end-to-end encryption enabled as a
default.
—IANS
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Sterling sends Champions top
English winger nets twice before Jesus complete proceedings to help Man City beat Crystal Palace 3-1
AFP n LONDON

anchester City eased back to
the top of the Premier League
as Raheem Sterling struck twice
to beat Crystal Palace 3-1 at Selhurst
Park on Sunday.
The English champions move a
point ahead of Liverpool, who host
Chelsea at Anfield later on Sunday, with
five games remaining for both sides.
Sterling had already missed a glorious chance before opening the scoring on 15 minutes as City rarely looked
troubled despite having failed to beat
Palace on their two previous meetings.
Another cool Sterling finish looked
to have ended the game as a contest 27
minutes from time.
However, Pep Guardiola's men had
to see out a nervous finale to ramp up
the pressure on Liverpool when Luka
Milivojevic's free-kick gave Palace hope
of a dramatic comeback.
Instead, City broke to seal the three
points on the counter-attack when the
outstanding Kevin de Bruyne teed up
Gabriel Jesus to make it 3-1.
The trip to south London kicked off
a massive week for City with Tottenham
to visit the Etihad twice in the next six
days for the second leg of their
Champions League quarter-final and a
vital Premier League clash with implications for both the title and top four
race.
City must overturn a 1-0 first leg
deficit against Spurs to progress to the
Champions League semi-finals on
Wednesday.
Yet, Guardiola's starting line-up
seemed stronger than the one he named
in defeat to Mauricio Pochettino's men
in midweek.
Captain Vincent Kompany,

M

THE TRIP TO SOUTH
LONDON KICKED OFF A
MASSIVE WEEK FOR CITY
WITH TOTTENHAM TO
VISIT THE ETIHAD
STADIUM TWICE IN THE
NEXT SIX DAYS FOR THE
SECOND LEG OF THEIR
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
QUARTER-FINAL AND A
VITAL PREMIER LEAGUE
CLASH WITH
IMPLICATIONS FOR BOTH
THE TITLE AND TOP FOUR
RACE
Benjamin Mendy, De Bruyne and Leroy
Sane returned among four changes
and City quickly settled into total control of the game.
Sterling should have opened the
scoring on 11 minutes when after a
patient build-up, David Silva got to the
by-line and picked out the England
international who somehow sliced wide
with an open goal at his mercy from
close range.

After a similar sitter at Burnley last
season, Guardiola quickly hooked
Sterling in his frustration.
However, Sterling showed his maturity and why he is a contender for player of the year awards by redeeming himself in emphatic fashion just four minutes later.
A rare Palace foray forward left
them exposed at the back and De
Bruyne's sensational through ball
allowed Sterling to break clear before
side-footing the ball high beyond
Vicente Guaita.
Palace inflicted City's only home
league defeat of the season with a
shock 3-2 victory in December thanks
in part to a wonder strike from Andros
Townsend.
But the hosts were camped in their
own half and unable to spring a counterattack for the pace of Townsend or
Wilfried Zaha as City enjoyed over 75
percent possession in the first 45 minutes.
Guaita made a smart stop at his near
post to prevent Sane killing the game as
a contest after a slick solo run and the
Spanish goalkeeper also played his part
in a goalmouth scramble that Palace
somehow escaped unharmed from in
first-half stoppage time.
A similar pattern continued after
the break and City finally struck the
killer blow just after the hour mark
when Sane's driven cross was turned
home at the back post by Sterling.
City still had to survive a nervy
finale after Milivojevic's free-kick from
the edge of the box reduced the deficit
to 2-1 nine minutes from time.
But they withstood an aerial bombardment and made the game safe when
substitute Jesus took his time before
beating Guaita at his near post.

COMAN NETS BRACE IN BAYERN’S WIN
AFP n MUNICH

Goretzka slotted in Bayern's fourth in
injury time to put the cherry on the cake.
The win keeps Bayern a point ahead
of Dortmund with five games still to play.
There was some bad news for the
league leaders, however, as goalkeeper
Manuel Neuer was forced off with an
injury early in the second half.
Earlier on Sunday, Arsenal loanee
Reiss Nelson scored his first goal since
November as Hoffenheim secured a 2-0
win over Hertha Berlin to climb back into
the Bundesliga top six.
Nelson, 19, came off the bench to add
to Nadiem Amiri's first-half opener and
seal three crucial points in the race for
European qualification.
Only two points separate sixth-place
Hoffenheim from Wolfsburg in ninth, with
Werder Bremen and Bayer Leverkusen also
in the running for a Europa League spot.
Amiri broke the deadlock near the half
hour mark, smashing the ball in off the
post with his side's 14th shot on goal.
Nelson's 78th minute header, which
was given by VAR after being initially ruled
out for offside, sealed the win for
Hoffenheim.
"We should have been ahead by much
more at half-time because we had so many
chances," Nelson told the club website.
"It was a good performance from all
of us, and I'm pleased that my goal was
given."

ingsley Coman played his way out of the
dog house on Sunday, as his first-half
K
brace helped fire Bayern Munich back to the
top of the Bundesliga with a comfortable 41 win at Fortuna Duesseldorf.
French winger Coman was involved in
a training ground punch-up with team
mate Robert Lewandowski earlier in the
week, but he made the headlines for the right
reasons on Sunday, keeping Bayern Munich
on course for a seventh successive league
title.
Bayern, needing three points to stay top
after rivals Borussia Dortmund edged to a
nervy win over Mainz on Saturday, barely
broke a sweat as they cruised to victory on
the banks of the river Rhine.
Coman's first goal was unintentional, his
inswinging cross just evading Thomas
Mueller on its way into the bottom corner
with just 14 minutes on the clock.
If the opener was briefly and incorrectly credited to Mueller, there was no doubt
about Coman's second, a well-placed finish
at the end of a delightful 41st minute move.
Serge Gnabry added a third 10 minutes
after the break, turning the ball in at the far
post after Mueller had flicked it on at a corner.
Dodi Lukebakio gave Duesseldorf a
late consolation goal from the penalty spot
after a Mats Hummels handball, but Leon

Goa clinch Super Cup title
PTI n BHUBANESWAR

C Goa emerged as
champions of the
F
Hero Super Cup after
defeating Chennaiyin 2-1
in a tense final at the
Kalinga Stadium here on
Saturday.
Ferran Corominas
opened the scoring in the
51st minute with a simple
tap-in, while Raphael
Augusto's deflected effort
brought Chennaiyin back
AFP n SINGAPORE

apan's Kento Momota withstood a
barrage of smashes from Indonesia's
JAnthony
Sinisuka Ginting to rally for
a thrilling 10-21, 21-19, 21-13 victory on Sunday in the Singapore Open
final.
The world champion struggled to
contain his powerful Indonesian
opponent, who was finding both corners of the court in the first half of the
match.
But the top seed dug deep to fight
back from 16-11 behind in the second
game to force a decider.
Momota trailed again in the last
game as Ginting sought a third
straight upset win in as many days.
But the left-hander used a combination of improvisation and guile to
craft a run of 13 points in 14 to
seal a stunning victory with a
disguised drop shot on his first
match point.
"I felt my opponent played
better than me today but I was
able to capitalise when he got tired,"
Momota, who also won the Singapore

level.
Brandon Fernandes
scored a goal befitting of
a title winner in the 64th
minute to seal the contest
in Goa's favour.
Despite Goa being
billed as the favourites to
take home the crown, it
was Chennaiyin, who
started the game as the
better of the two sides.
They created three
consecutive chances in a
space of three minutes

but could not make any of
them count.
Slowly but steadily,
Goa started gaining a
foothold in the game and
could have scored if not
for some questionable
finishing from Jackichand
Singh.
In the second half,
Goa drew first blood
through their mercurial
forward Corominas. After
Thapa cheaply gave the
ball away near the

halfway line, Boumous
drove
towards
Chenaiyin's goal, before
forcing Karanjit to make
a save.
However,
the
rebound fell perfectly to
the Spaniard, who had the
simple task of tapping
the ball home.
Just as it seemed that
Goa would run away with
the tie, Chennaiyin drew
level. Raphael Augusto
pounced on a loose ball

just outside the box, firing a shot which took a
massive deflection to
deceive Nawaz.
However, the Gaurs
didn't let the goal deter
them. Corominas was
once again at the heart of
the action as he picked up
the ball 30 yards from
goal and released
Brandon with a perfectly
weighted through-ball.
The small-statured
winger was quick on his
feet as he beat Mailson
Alves and Karanjit to slide
the ball home — a truly
remarkable goal.

Momota, Tai bag Singapore glory

title in 2015, told reporters.
"He tried to push a little too
hard in the second game but I
kept telling myself to stay
patient and never give up."
In the women's singles final, Tai
Tzu-ying claimed her second

Singapore Open title with a 21-19, 2115 victory over Japan's Nozomi
Okuhara.
The Taiwanese world number
one backed up last week's Malaysia

Open triumph with a display full of
speed, skill and spontaneity to outfox
the world number three in 40 minutes.
The result improved her head-tohead record against the energetic

Okuhara to 5-4.
"Okuhara is a good opponent,
she's very durable, so I was prepared
for a long match," Tai said. "I am playing well right now but it's important
to stay injury-free with the Tokyo
Olympics coming up next year."
In other finals, Thailand's
Dechapol Puavaranukroh and
Sapsiree Taerattanachai eased to a 2114, 21-6 victory over Malaysia's Tan
Kian Meng and Lai Pei Jing in the
mixed doubles.
Japan's Mayu Matsumoto and
Wakana Nagahara beat South Korea's
Kim Hye-jeong and Kong Hee-yong
21-17, 22-20 in the women's doubles.
There was further success for
Japan in the men's doubles as Takeshi
Kamura and Keigo Sonoda outlasted Indonesia's Mohammad Ahsan
and Hendra Setiawan 21-13, 19-21,
21-17.

SINGLES
ETHIOPIA SWEEPS PARIS MARATHON
Paris: Ethiopian Abrha Milaw upstaged two-time
defending champion Paul Lonyangata to win the
Paris Marathon on Sunday. Milaw clocked 2hr
07min 05sec, with Kenyan rival Lonyangata
coming in third as 49,155 runners took to the
streets of the French capital in cold, clear
conditions. Gelete Burka produced a spurt of extra
gas in the final kilometre to ensure an Ethiopian
winner in the women's race with a time of
2:22:48. France's Clemence Calvin, who was only
cleared to race on Friday after the last-minute
lifting of a temporary ban for evading a doping
test last month in Morocco, smashed the French
women's record. Calvin finished fourth in 2:23:41,
bettering by 41 seconds the previous national
record set by Christelle Daunay in 2010. It also
bettered by almost three minutes her own
previous best of 2:26:28 which she set when
finishing second in the European championships
in Berlin last year.

TIMO WERNER SET TO LEAVE LEIPZIG
Munich: RB Leipzig CEO Oliver Mintzlaff
admitted on Saturday that Bayern Munich target
Timo Werner is on the verge of leaving the club.
Germany striker Werner joined Leipzig in 2016
and has scored 59 goals in 108 games for the
Bundesliga side. He has been frequently linked
with a move to champions Bayern, and touted as
a long-term replacement for star striker Robert
Lewandowski. With his contract set to expire in
2020, Leipzig had hoped that Werner would sign
an extension, but on Saturday, CEO Mintzlaff
admitted that this was now unlikely. "It's wellknown that we want to keep hold of him and
extend his contract, but he has indicated that he
does not want to sign an extension," Mintzlaff told
Sky. "We are in reasonable discussions with him
and we will find a solution that suits everybody.
We have to see what the right thing to do is, for us
and for Timo."

NORWICH CLOSER TO PL RETURN
London: Prolific striker Teemu Pukki's 27th goal
of the season edged Norwich closer to a return to
the Premier League as they came from 1-0 down
to draw 1-1 with Championship strugglers Wigan.
The 29-year-old Finnish international's delightful
finish nine minutes from time gives Norwich a
four-point advantage over Leeds United with four
games remaining. Leeds — seeking a return to
the Premier League for the first time in 15 years
— moved into the second and last automatic
promotion spot on Saturday due to a deserved 10 win over Sheffield Wednesday. Wednesday's
city rivals Sheffield United had been held to a 1-1
draw on Saturday leaving them three points adrift
of Leeds.

THIEM CONFIRMS SPLIT WITH COACH
Paris: Dominic Thiem confirmed on Sunday's
opening day of the Monte Carlo Masters that he
has all but split from longtime coach Gunter
Bresnik. The 26-year-old who played the 2018
French Open final against Rafael Nadal and won
the Indian Wells Masters title on hardcourt a
month ago for a career breakthrough, explained
the parting of ways. "We've been together 15
years, he will stay on my team - but tennis-wise,
it's over." "We had some great training before
Indian Wells," number five Thiem said. "We
achieved a title and have a great relationship. "He
has added many good things to my game. He also
grew up on clay, which is my favourite surface.
"I'm expecting good things to happen."

ZAZA SCORES, SEES RED IN 1-1 DRAW
Turin: Simone Zaza scored for Torino before
seeing red as the northerners missed a chance to
move into the European places in a fiery 1-1 draw
against nine-man Cagliari on Sunday, with three
red and nine yellow cards handed out. Three
players were sent off in the second-half including
Zaza who had opened the scoring after 52
minutes after connecting with a perfect low cross
from Armando Izzo for his third goal this season.
But the Italian forward was sent off on 74 minutes
for arguing with referee Massimiliano Irrati over a
free kick awarded against him. Cagliari pulled level
a minute later when Leonardo Pavoletti headed in
a Luca Cigarini cross, with the goal confirmed
following a long VAR review. But there was more
late drama with Cagliari having two players sent
off for second bookings.
Agencies

Hamilton wins 1,000th
race in Mercedes one-two
AFP n SHANGHAI

ewis Hamilton said that he
"redeemed" himself with a
L
lightning start to win the 1,000th
Formula One grand prix on
Sunday in a blustery Shanghai.
Hamilton started from second on the grid but grabbed the
lead from Mercedes team-mate
Valtteri Bottas on the first corner and romped to a victory
which gives him the world
championship lead.
The title-holder from
Britain finished more than 6.5
seconds ahead of Bottas in the
third Mercedes one-two in as
many races this season, with
Ferrari's Sebastian Vettel third.
Max Verstappen of Red
Bull was fourth and Charles
Leclerc in the second Ferrari was
fifth.
Sixth was Verstappen's
team-mate Pierre Gasly, the
Frenchman earning a bonus
point for clocking the quickest
lap, one minute 34.742 seconds, in windy and hazy conditions.
Hamilton, for whom this
was a sixth Chinese Grand Prix
win and 75th overall, said that
it was "a little bit of a struggle this
weekend for me".
The five-time world champion wrestled with his car in
qualifying but said that "a shift
in driving style enabled me to
unlock a bit more the potential
of the car".
"The start was obviously

great, which was really decisive
moment of the race. After that
it was fairly straightforward."
The 34-year-old, who now
leads the Finn Bottas by six
points in the standings, said that
he has had problems with his
starts down the years.
"The first few races have
been very difficult for me off the
line so it's nice to finally redeem
myself and rectify that," he
added.
Bottas, who pipped
Hamilton to pole by just 0.023
seconds, was always playing
catch-up after labouring out of
the blocks.
"I lost it on the start, honestly, shame about the start, I got
some wheel spin on the start
line," he said.
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LEADERBOARD
RUNS
WICKETS
6S
4S

349 David Warner (SRH)
13 Imran Tahir (CSK)
361 WE'RE VERY HAPPY. IT'S A VERY
SMALL STEP IN THE RIGHT
853 DIRECTION, BUT ALSO A BIG ONE
— AB DE VILLIERS

}

Tahir, Raina ensure easy win

Up Next

Imran dismantles KKR’s middle order to register career best figures of 4/27 and help CSK secure 7th victory
PTI n KOLKATA

mran Tahir spun a web before
Suresh Raina found his mojo back
with a half century as Chennai
Super Kings inched closer towards
another Play off qualification with a
five-wicket victory over Kolkata Knight
Riders in an IPL match on Sunday.
After Tahir's career-best 4 for 27
restricted KKR to 161 for 8, CSK coasted to the target in 19.4 overs as Raina
anchored the chase with an unbeaten
58 off 42 balls with seven fours and a
six.
Ravindra Jadeja also played an
important cameo hitting 31 off 17 balls
to pave the way for the team's seventh
win in eight games.
Needing 24 runs off the last two
overs, Jadeja smashed Harry Gurney
for three successive fours to make it just
a formality in the last over.
This was the defending champion's
fourth win on the trot as they consolidated their position atop the table with
14 points and one more win will virtually seal their spot in play-offs whose
cut-off over the years has been 16
points.
This was also their first win at the
Eden Gardens since 2013 as they did
a double on KKR who suffered a hattrick of defeats for the first time since
2014 and set to slip out of their second
place in the table. Incidentally, 161 is
their lowest score at the Eden this season.
KKR next face Royal Challengers
Bangalore here on April 19.
Sunil Narine was the pick of KKR
bowling with figures 2/19 that included a wicket-maiden when he cleaned
up Faf du Plessis (24) to end the powerplay.
But Raina held on at the other end
with significant partnerships including
a 40-run stand with skipper MS
Dhoni.
It all seemed a walk in the park for
CSK when Narine gave the biggest
breakthrough dismissing Dhoni for 16
with team's score of 121/5, needing 41
runs from 26 balls.
But Raina held his nerves while
Jadeja gave the finishing touches. On
an Eden Gardens track where spinners Suresh Raina and Ravindra Jadeja hugs each other after helping Chennai beat KKR by 5 wickets

I

Mumbai Indians player celebrate after beating RCB during IPL clash at M Chinnaswamy on March 28

RCB look to spoil MI party
had struggled so far, Tahir spun
the match in favour of Chennai
with his twin double blows in
the 11th and 15th overs en route
his career-best IPL figures that
took him past Kagiso Rabada in
the leading wicket-takers' tally.
Tahir removed an ominous-looking Chris Lynn (82 off
51 balls; 7x4, 6x6) and in a space
of four balls removed the dangerous Andre Russell (10) for
the first time under a score of
40 this season to put brakes on
their scoring.
Tahir's bowling had such
devastating effect that KKR
managed just 28 runs from last
five overs and went on to lose
three more wickets to end up
with a below-par total.
But it was a different script
for KKR early on with a fitagain Lynn giving them a flying
start en route to his second fifty
this season that came off just 36
balls.
Having missed his team's
last match because of flu, Lynn
went ballistic against Deepak
Chahar who bled 22 runs from
his first two overs with the
Aussie smashing the seamer for

4-6-4 in the third over.
Such was Lynn's dominance that the otherwise explosive Sunil Narine looked like a
spectator at the other end with
the Aussie having a share of 31
off 33 runs in the first four
overs.
A 200-plus total looked
imminent with Lynn looking
dangerous and Russell starting
to explode with a boundary and
a six off Tahir.
But Tahir, aided by some
brilliant catching from Faf du
Plessis and the substitute Dhruv
Shorey, made inroads removing
Nitish Rana (21) and Robin
Uthappa (0) in space of two
balls.
CSK's catching was exceptional with Du Plessis charging
in from long-off to dismiss
Uthappa off first ball, then
Shradul Thakur at deep square
leg clung onto a flat hit from
Lynn.
The big one was that of
Shorey when he charged in for
a swerving low catch to get rid
off Russell, who looked in his
usual explosive zone with 10
runs from 4 balls (1x4, 1x6).

Delhi Capitals strike late for success
PTI n HYDERABAD

late comeback by speedstars Kasigo Rabada (4/22)
and Chris Morris (3/22)
helped Delhi Capitals beat
Sunrisers Hyderabad by 39 runs
in an IPL encounter here on
Sunday.
Chasing 156 for victory,
Sunrisers slumped from 101/2 in
the 16 over to be dismissed for
116, giving Delhi a much needed win. Rabada and Morris dis all
the damage towards the end to see
their side through.
Earlier, young left-arm pacer
Khaleel Ahmed grabbed three key
wickets in an impressive spell to

A

help Sunrisers Hyderabad restrict
Delhi Capitals to 155 for 7 in their
IPL match here on Sunday.
The 21-year-old bowler took
the wickets of openers Prithvi
Shaw (4) and Shikhar Dhawan (7)
as well as that of dangerous
Rishabh Pant (23) while conceding 30 runs from his four overs
after Delhi were put into bat.
Senior Sunrisers pacer
Bhuvneshwar Kumar returned
with figures of 2/33 while legspinner Rashid Khan and
Abhishek Sharma took a wicket
apiece as the Sunrisers' bowlers
made it difficult for Delhi batsmen to score runs.
For Delhi, captian Shreyas

Iyer top-scored with a 40-ball 45
and his 56-run partnership with
Pant for the fourth wicket took
them a challenging total after a
wobbly start. Colin Munro was
the other notable contributor
with a 24-ball 40.
Shreyas hit five fours before
he
was
dismissed
by
Bhuvneshwar in the 16th over
while Munro was more aggressive
with four boundaries and three
sixes in his 24-ball knock.
Delhi Capitals struggled with
openers Dhawan and Shaw back
into the dressing room by the
fourth over with Ahmed accounting for both the key batsmen.
Shaw was the first to go in the

second over as he was done in by
the extra bounce extracted by
Ahmed as the batsman ended up
edging the delivery to wicketkeeper Jonny Bairstow.
In his next over, Ahmed got
rid of Dhawan who miscued a
bounceer off the bowler with
Bhuvneshwar Kumar taking the
catch at fine leg. Dhawan had
scored an unbeaten 97 in Delhi's
win in their last match against
Kolkata Knight Riders.
One-down Munro, however,
was in a punishing mood and he
smashed Ahmed for a four and a
six each in the fourth and sixth
overs. Delhi reached to 51 for 2
after six overs.

PTI n MUMBAI

On the bowling front, RCB's
biggest asset has been Yuzvendra
resh from a much awaited victory, Chahal, who is the second on the most
Royal Challengers Bangalore will be wickets list with 11 scalps. Chahal
aiming to maintain winning momen- would be key player on a slow
Wankhede track and
tum and spoil Mumbai
Live on Star Sports 1& 2 HEAD has the potential to disIndians' party when the
TO mantle Mumbai's
two sides face-off at
HEAD strong batting line up.
Wankhede stadium on
M 24
But he would need
Monday.
MI vs RCB
support
from
After a string of
MI 15
Mohammed Siraj (6
losses where nothing
MUMBAI
RCB 9
wickets), Navdeep Saini
worked in their favour,
MONDAY | 8:00 PM
(4 wickets), Moeen (3
fifties by skipper Virat
Kohli and ever-reliable Ab de Villiers, wickets) and a profligate Umesh Yadav
helped RCB register their maiden win (2 wickets). The arrival of veteran
South Africa pace Dale Steyn is also a
of the season on Saturday night.
The team is heavily reliant on Kohli massive boost for RCB.
On the other hand, after suffering
and de Villiers and both would be keen
to recreate their magic in front of a a four wicket loss against Rajasthan
capacity crowd in Mumbai, on a day Royals, Mumbai would be aiming to
when the Indian team for the upcom- get back to winning ways.
The good sign for them is that
ing World Cup is scheduled to be
skipper Rohit Sharma (165 runs),
picked.
Despite the win against KXIP, who made a comeback after missing
RCB remain at the bottom of the points out a game due to injury and South
table and remain to win all their African Quinton De Kock (238 runs),
remaining league games to have any have got runs under their belt along
hopes of progressing in the tourna- with Hardik Pandya.
The others — Ishan Kishan, Surya
ment.
Apart from Kohli (270 runs from Kumar Yadav (154 runs), Kieron
7 matches) and ABD (232 runs from Pollard (185 runs) and Krunal Pandya
7 matches), RCB's other strength has (92 runs) — need to be consistent with
been the pint-sized wicket-keeper the bat.
The bowlers would want to forget
batsman Parthiv Patel.
Despite his father being in the ICU, the hammering by Englishman Jos
Patel has shown commitment and Buttler and come up fresh.
Also a word on West Indian pacer
amassed 191 runs in seven games.
However, the likes of Akshdeep Alzarri Joseph, who sustained a shoulNath, Moeen Ali, Marcus Stonis and der injury while fielding in the last
Colin De Grandhomme should score game, is awaited from the team management.
heavily.

F

WC selection dilemma: 1 slot and 3 possible combinations
PTI n NEW DELHI

BCCI

source said.
But what could pose a problem
is India's fourth specialist pacer
Umesh Yadav's inconsistency.
Khaleel Ahmed is a left-arm
option but he has not shown enough
maturity in tesg times.
Ishant Sharma, for his past
record in England, a tearaway quick
like Navdeep Saini or may be even
a good Powerplay bowler like
Deepak Chahar could all be inspirational choices which this selection
committee may or may not indulge
in.
"This selection committee has
been pretty consistent with their
policies and I don't think they have
any reasons to deviate. Don't expect
left field selections like Amay
Khurasiya (1999) or Dinesh Mongia
(2003). But you never know," he
added.

In case the team management
considers all-rounder Vijay Shankar
as their No 4 at the start of the tournament, then it would be curtains for
Rayudu.
The final bone of contention
could be the fourth specialist seamer considering that the English
weather could be very fickle, especially in places like Birmingham,
Leeds and Manchester.
"As of now the team is looking
at Vijay Shankar and Hardik Pandya
as the combined fourth seamer.
Ravindra Jadeja with his all round
skills and big hitting prowess is a
necessity. Plus in dry conditions, he
will be a restrictive option," the

CERTAINTIES: (14)
Virat Kohli (captain), Rohit
Sharma (vice-captain), Shikhar
Dhawan, KL Rahul, Mahendra
Singh Dhoni (wk), Kedar Jadhav,
Hardik Pandya, Vijay Shankar,
Kuldeep Yadav, Yuzvendra Chahal,
Jasprit Bumrah, Bhuvneshwar
Kumar, Mohammed Shami,
Ravindra Jadeja
15TH MEMBER (OPTIONS)
If
2nd
keeper:
Dinesh
Karthik/Rishabh Pant
If specialist No 4: Ambati Rayudu
If
4th
pacer:
Umesh
Yadav/Khaleel
Ahmed/Ishant
Sharma/Navdeep Saini.

he debate will centre around the
second wicketkeeper, number
T
four slot and the need for an additional pacer when the selectors
meet to pick one of India's most
predictable World Cup squads ever
in Mumbai on Monday.
At the end of the home series
against Australia, skipper Virat
Kohli had indicated that only one
slot was up for grabs, as the core had
been set for the past one year.
With 14 members all but decided for the marquee event in
England starting May 30, the discussion on combination is likely to
take precedence over any out-ofthe-box name or a left-field selection.
Young Rishabh Pant's competition for the second keeper's slot
with veteran Dinesh Karthik will be
the highlight of the discussion.
Pant, who has so far scored 222
runs in the IPL compared to a mere
93 by Karthik, looks favourite on
paper as his inclusion comes with
certain advantages.
He can bat at any slot between
Nos 1 and 7, is a left-hander, who
can be a designated finisher plus the
second keeper.
Pant's keeping skills against
spinners has room for improvement
but even Karthik hasn't done anything in the last 12 months to make
a strong case for himself.
Their franchise coaches Ricky
Ponting (Delhi Capitals) and
Jacques Kallis (Kolkata Knight

Indian players congratulate Mohd Shami after the pacer dismissed Australian batsman; (right) Ambati Rayudu bats during nets session

Riders), though, have thrown their
weight behind their respective
stars.
However, with K L Rahul (335
runs in the ongoing IPL) back in the
mix as the third opener and regularly keeping for Kings XI Punjab,
the selectors might be tempted to
use him as the second keeper,
apart from third opener.
"The second keeper only comes
into play if MS Dhoni is injured.
Rishabh is a phenomenal talent but
he has not done anything exceptional in ODIs. Can he hit consistently in 50 overs is the question.
But he is in mix," a former India
player, privy to selection patterns,

said.
In case Rahul is made the second keeper, it might just open the
doors for Ambati Rayudu as the specialist No 4 batsman.
Rayudu was a certainty till
November when Kohli and Ravi
Shastri had identified him as their
No 4 but the Hyderabad batsman's
adventurous decision to quit long
form domestic cricket and poor
technique against fast bowling has
left him thoroughly exposed.
With Shreyas Iyer (221) not
given any chance during the season,
Rayudu might get lucky if the idea
of a specialist second keeper is
done away with.

POTENTIAL SQUAD

AB de Villiers congratulates Marcus Stoinis after leading RCB to its maiden win in this year’s campaign

Batting with AB makes
job easier: Stoinis
PTI n MOHALI

ollowing a matchwinning partnership
F
with AB de Villiers , RCB
all-rounder Marcus
Stoinis said batting
alongside the South
African great made his
job a lot easier.
Stoinis remained
unbeaten on 28, ensuring
an eight-wicket win
against KXIP, RCB's
maiden victory of the
season.
The all-rounder had
walked in at the fall of
skipper Virat Kohli with
RCB needing 46 runs off
27 balls.
"I am pretty familiar
with this ground, I have
played here for three
years," said Stoinis at the
post-match press con-

ference.
"The more comforting factor is batting with
AB de Villiers, that
makes it easier."
He said that RCB
badly needed a win to
stay alive in the tournament.
"We needed it, it's
good get to two points
and get ourselves started,"
he said.
After Kohli got out,
Stoinis said he had a chat
with de Villiers on how to
go about the target.
"Make sure to keep
head straight, watch the
ball, keep it simple and
then once you get in
think about which balls
you want to target,"
Stoinis said, referring to
the advice from his
senior partner.

Stonis also praised
the knock played by
KXIP opener Chris
Gayle.
"Main thing is every
team has got world class
players and they have
got someone like Chris
Gayle, who is arguably
the best T20 player," he
said.
On the games ahead,
he said RCB are not
thinking too far ahead.
"We are not thinking
about finals and that sort
of thing..It is just about
each game now, we can't
afford to get too far
ahead of ourselves, it is
good to get started, we
will take next game as it
comes and hopefully we
will win few on trot..It's
still a long season," he
said.

